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THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY, SCHOLARSHIP, COMMUNITY, CREATIVITY, AND EXCELLENCE ARE THE CORE VALUES THAT GUIDE OUR CONDUCT, PERFORMANCE, AND DECISIONS.

INTEGRITY
I WILL PRACTICE AND DEFEND ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL HONESTY.

SCHOLARSHIP
I WILL CHERISH AND HONOR LEARNING AS A FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE OF MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE UCF COMMUNITY.

COMMUNITY
I WILL PROMOTE AN OPEN AND SUPPORTIVE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT BY RESPECTING THE RIGHTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL.

CREATIVITY
I WILL USE MY TALENTS TO ENRICH THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE.

EXCELLENCE
I WILL STRIVE TOWARD THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE IN ANY ENDVOR I UNDERTAKE.

College of Arts and Humanities
The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities.

College of Business Administration
Familiar symbols elicit world marketplace images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs.

College of Education
The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning.

College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Space Transportation System (ST5) symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science.

College of Graduate Studies
Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies.

College of Health and Public Affairs
Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens.

College of Medicine
The Rod of Asclepius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine.

College of Optics and Photonics
The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century.

College of Sciences
As one of the largest colleges at UCF, the College of Sciences’ programs range from the behavioral, biological, computational, and physical to the communicative, political, and social sciences.

Office of Undergraduate Studies
Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning.

Rosen College of Hospitality Management
The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry.

The UCF Creed
Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.
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University of Central Florida

UCF Stands for Opportunity in scholarship, leadership, research, and service. The university also creates opportunities for economic development, as well as community and industry collaboration. UCF is Central Florida’s higher education partner and its hometown university.

The talents of UCF’s more than 198,000 alumni, more than 58,500 students, and more than 10,000 faculty and staff members have made UCF one of the nation’s leading metropolitan research universities, and UCF is committed to innovative community partnerships, world-class research with local impact, and the integration of technology and learning.

The university offers 92 bachelor’s degrees, 85 master’s degrees, three specialist degrees, and 30 doctoral degrees, as well as more than 94 graduate certificate programs. To date, more than 225,100 degrees have been awarded.

The university seal, shown above, is the symbol that sets our university apart from others. As you might expect, choosing a university seal is no simple task. In UCF’s case, the job took 26 months. From the very first suggestion, submitted in early 1966, to the unveiling of the present seal, it was a task without precedent for those who were involved in the process.

In the two years after the first submission, nearly 50 designs and 70 different color combinations were considered. The motto, Reach for the Stars, eventually served as the inspiration for the seal. It was first verbalized by charter president Charles N. Millican. The phrase came to him, he recalled, when he was flying on a night that was so clear the stars sparkled.

Stars were used in a variety of combinations. Pegasus, the winged horse of mythology, was added to depict both contrast and connection between old and new, the humanities and the sciences.

In their search for tenets on which to launch a new experiment in higher education, the university’s founders focused on two: Accent on Excellence and Accent on the Individual. Growth notwithstanding, their successors remain committed to that end. The university’s motto, Reach for the Stars, encourages UCF’s students, faculty and staff members, and alumni to go beyond the ordinary.

Indeed, extraordinary things happen in UCF’s classrooms and laboratories every day, and UCF is prominent among its peers. UCF Stands for Opportunity.
Dear Graduates:

Congratulations to each of you for the achievements that have brought you to this day. Congratulations are also in order to your families, whose love and support have undoubtedly contributed to your success.

Today’s commencement exercises mark the completion of a period of studying and learning, of developing and adapting, and of accomplishing and contributing. All of these activities prepare you for successful careers and for service as leaders in our society. Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives.

As you leave UCF, please remember three things. First, your education is a lifelong process. Maintain the intellectual curiosity that got you this far and never cease your learning. Second, use your knowledge, your talent, and your degree for responsible purposes. Our world is so complicated that we need all the ability we can muster to solve the great problems of our time. Finally, remember your university and be loyal to it.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
Commencement Speaker

Dr. Sanford C. “Sandy” Shugart serves as the president of Valencia College, which recently won the prestigious Aspen Prize that named Valencia College the top community college in the nation. The college was recognized for its innovative curriculum and transfer program, its high graduation rates, and its outstanding record of employment for its graduates.

Dr. Shugart previously served as president of North Harris College in Texas and vice president of the North Carolina Community College System. He earned his Bachelor of Science, Master of Arts in Teaching, and Ph.D. in Education degrees at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

In addition to his work at Valencia, President Shugart serves on the American Council on Education and the Executive Leadership Institute, and he is a visiting scholar at Oxford University. He also serves his community on the board of directors at the Metro Orlando Economic Development Commission, Orlando Health, and Florida’s Blood Centers.

President Shugart is known for his expertise in the area of leadership, and he is also a published poet and songwriter with three independently produced albums.
College of Health and Public Affairs and College of Medicine
May 3, 2012 - 2:30 p.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal................................................................................................................... Dr. Cristina Fernandez-Valle
Commencement Speaker ........................................................................................ The Honorable Dr. William Proctor
President .......................................................................................................................... Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President......................................................................... Dr. Tony G. Waldrop
Vice President and General Counsel ......................................................................... Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Community Relations ..................................................................... Ms. Helen Donegan
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services............................ Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Medical Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine............................. Dr. Deborah C. German
Vice President for Strategy, Marketing, Communication, and Admissions .. VADM Alfred G. Harms, Jr., USN (Ret.)
Vice President for Alumni Relations and Development ............................................. Mr. Robert J. Holmes, Jr.
Vice President for University Relations ....................................................................... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Administration and Finance ............................................................ Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Chief of Staff ................................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Vice President for Research and Commercialization ................................................. Dr. M. J. Soileau
Associate Dean, College of Graduate Studies .............................................................. Dr. Michael Stern
Dean, The Burnett Honors College.............................................................................. Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean, College of Health and Public Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Michael Frumkin

College Top Honor Graduates

Joshua Ernest Eckman, Legal Studies
Amanda Marie Puttrich, Criminal Justice

College Top Honor Graduates

Camila Diaz, Molecular Biology and Microbiology
Seth Michael Grubb, Molecular Biology and Microbiology
Zophia I. Martinez, Molecular Biology and Microbiology
Alana Bhavani Persaud, Molecular Biology and Microbiology

Alumni Representative .................................................................................................... Ms. Teresa Douglas Shipley, Class of 1982
President, Student Government Association .................................................................. Mr. Matthew McCann
University Faculty Representative .............................................................................. Dr. Myron Fottler
Staff Council Representative ....................................................................................... Mr. Rhodney Browdy

Commencement Speaker

Dr. William L. “Bill” Proctor is a lifelong educator who served for 30 years as president of Flagler College in St. Augustine, Florida; now he is that college’s chancellor. He was elected to the Florida House of Representatives in 2004, where he chairs the important Education Committee.

Dr. Proctor attended classes at the University of Florida and Stetson University before earning his bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees from Florida State University while serving in the Army Reserve.

During his service to Flagler College, he was recognized for his contributions to education with a significant number of prestigious awards, including honorary degrees from Flagler College and Nova Southeastern University, the Liberty Bell Award from the Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida, and the Commissioner of Education’s Lifetime Education Leadership Award.

Dr. Proctor has provided outstanding public service as a member of the Florida State Board of Education, the First Coast Workforce Development Board, the Flagler Hospital Board of Trustees, the Florida Education Standards Commission, and many other boards and commissions.
Commencement Speaker

Dan Webster was elected in November 2010 to serve as the United States Representative for Florida’s 8th Congressional District. Deeply committed to his family, his faith, and the people of Florida, Representative Webster works in Washington on transportation issues and on policies that will benefit the taxpayers of Central Florida.

Before his election to the United States Congress, Representative Webster served in both the Florida House of Representatives and the Florida Senate for nearly 30 years. He was elected Speaker of the Florida House in 1996 after 16 years of service as a representative, and he then served in the Florida Senate from 1998-2008, rising to the position of majority leader.

A strong supporter of education, Representative Webster was honored in 1995 by the Florida Board of Regents (the former governing body of the State University System) with its Legislative Award for his contributions to higher education. More recently, he served with distinction on the UCF Board of Trustees.

Representative Webster graduated from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1971 with a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering, and he continues to manage his family-owned air conditioning and heating business in Winter Garden.
College of Education and Rosen College of Hospitality Management
May 4, 2012 - 2:30 p.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ....................................................................................................................................... Dr. Hyung Jung
Commencement Speaker ...................................................................................................................... Mr. Jeff Atwater
President ................................................................................................................................................ Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ........................................................................................... Dr. Tony G. Waldrop
Vice President and General Counsel .............................................................................................. Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Community Relations ............................................................................................ Ms. Helen Donegan
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .................................................. Dr. Maribeth ElIASz
Vice President for Medical Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine ................................................ Dr. Deborah C. German
Vice President for Strategy, Marketing, Communication, and Admissions ..................................... VADM Alfred G. Harms, Jr., USN (Ret.)
Vice President for Alumni Relations and Development ..................................................................... Mr. Robert J. Holmes, Jr.
Vice President for University Relations ............................................................................................ Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Administration and Finance ................................................................................ Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Chief of Staff ........................................................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Vice President for Research and Commercialization ........................................................................ Dr. M. J. Soileau
Senior Associate Dean, College of Graduate Studies ......................................................................... Dr. Max Poole
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .................................................................................................... Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean, College of Education ............................................................................................................. Dr. Sandra L. Robinson

College Top Honor Graduates

Patrick Alfred Hehre, Sport and Exercise Science
Jacqueline M. Michaels, Elementary Education
Kayleigh Marie Ringer, Elementary Education
Victoria Noel Slingo, Elementary Education

Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management ........................................................................... Dr. Abraham Pizam

College Top Honor Graduate Tricia Tang, Hospitality Management

Alumni Representative ......................................................................................................................... Ms. Traci Blue, Class of 1990
President, Student Government Association ...................................................................................... Mr. Matthew McCann
University Faculty Representative ...................................................................................................... Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
Staff Council Representative ............................................................................................................ Ms. Pauline Strauss

Commencement Speaker

Mr. Jeff Atwater, a fifth-generation Floridian, was elected Florida’s Chief Financial Officer in 2010. As head of Florida’s Department of Financial Services, Chief Financial Officer Atwater leads 14 state divisions and 2,000 employees with oversight of consumer services, workers’ compensation, insurance services, risk management, and much more.

Mr. Atwater has been in public service for nearly 20 years, having served as vice mayor of North Palm Beach in 1993 before seeking and winning election to the Florida House of Representatives in 2000. In 2002, he was elected to the Florida Senate, where he served as Senate president from 2008 to 2010.

Prior to beginning his public service career, Mr. Atwater worked as a community banker for more than 25 years. He earned his bachelor’s degree in finance and his Master of Business Administration degree from the University of Florida.

Mr. Jeff Atwater
College of Graduate Studies, College of Optics and Photonics,
College of Sciences, and Office of Undergraduate Studies
May 5, 2012 - 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ............................................................................................................... Dr. Jack McGuire
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................................. The Honorable Belvin Perry, Jr.
President .............................................................................................................................. Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ........................................................................ Dr. Tony G. Waldrop
Vice President and General Counsel ........................................................................ Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Community Relations ................................................................. Ms. Helen Donegan
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ......................... Dr. Maribeth Elasz
Vice President for Medical Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine ......................... Dr. Deborah C. German
Vice President for Strategy, Marketing, Communication, and Admissions ... VADM Alfred G. Harms, Jr., USN (Ret)
Vice President for Alumni Relations and Development ............................................. Mr. Robert J. Holmes, Jr.
Vice President for University Relations ................................................................ ...... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President for Administration and Finance ......................................................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Chief of Staff .................................................................................. Dr. John F. Schell
Vice President for Research and Commercialization .................................................. Dr. M. J. Soileau
Interim Vice Provost and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................................. Dr. C. Ross Hinkle
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ............................................................................. Dr. Alvin Y. Wang
Dean and Director, College of Optics and Photonics .................................................. Dr. Bahaa A. Saleh
Dean, College of Sciences ............................................................................................ Dr. Michael Johnson

College Top Honor Graduates
Michelle Ann Enoch, Psychology
Pete Alexis Guerra, Biology
Robert Jagger Hehre, Biology
John Wesley Joyner, Political Science
Jordana Abra Lipkin, Advertising/Public Relations; Psychology
Interim Vice Provost and Dean, Office of Undergraduate Studies .......................... Dr. Elliot Vittes
College Top Honor Graduate
Anna Vishkaee Eskamani, Interdisciplinary Studies

Alumni Representative ................................................................................................. Ms. Melissa Yopack, Classes of 2002 and 2004
President, Student Government Association ............................................................... Mr. Matthew McCann
University Faculty Representative ................................................................................ Dr. Patrick LiKamWa
Staff Council Representative ....................................................................................... Ms. Colleen Wilson

Commencement Speaker

The Honorable Belvin Perry, Jr., is a distinguished jurist and a respected leader in the Central Florida legal community. He currently serves as the chief judge of the Ninth Judicial Circuit Court of Florida, which serves Orange and Osceola counties.

Judge Perry has served as the court’s chief judge since 1995, with a brief hiatus from 1999 to 2001 when he served as the circuit judge for the Orange County Civil Court. He also previously served as a circuit judge for the Orange County Criminal Court and as an administrative circuit judge and circuit judge in Osceola County.

Judge Perry is the chair of the Florida Innocence Commission, an organization that was established by the state Supreme Court to eliminate or significantly reduce the causes of wrongful convictions. He is also a member of The Florida Bar, the Orange County Bar Association, the State Bar of Texas, and the Trial Court Budget Commission.

Judge Perry received his Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of History, and Master of Education degrees from Tuskegee University in Alabama. He then earned his juris doctorate from the Thurgood Marshall School of Law at Texas Southern University.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

JENNIFER J. FICKLEY-BAKER  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Melody Bowdon

SONIA H. STEPHENS  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Paul Dombrowski

TARA PRAKASH TRIPATHI  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Anthony Grajeda

College of Business Administration

JASON CHIA JENG CHEN  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robin Roberts

MUSTAFA ABDULLAH DAH  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Melissa Frye

DESHANI BUDDHIKA GANEGODA  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Folger

MATTHEW ELIAS HURST  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hongui Chen

MANUELA PETRA PRIESEMUTH  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marshall Schminke

College of Education

CHRISTINA MARIE BENITEZ  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

CHRISTOPHER C. BUTTS  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

RYAN GILBERT CARLSON  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andrew P. Daire

LAVIOUS FELIX DANIELS  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

KRISTEN M. GETKA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

BEVERLY SYLVIA HORN  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele Gill

JENNIFER MARIE JOHNSON  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn W. Lambie

MELISSA D. MALANI  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara J. Ehren

MATTHEW D. MUNYON  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark E. Young

KELLY NÖEL PADUANO  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
CURTIS LAMAR PROCTOR  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

OLIVIA EMMA PUYANA  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

VICTORIA O. RATH  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenda Gunter

DAMON ANDREW REGAN  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Atsusi Hirumi

MILAGROS RIVERA  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Martin

SCOTT JACKSON SMITH  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. H.G. Parsa

MARIA JOSE AMUNATEGUI SOONG  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

GINA MARIE ZUGELDER  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Wegmann

MOHAMED MOSTAFA ABDUL-RAHMAN AHMED  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

BABER ASLAM  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cliff Zou

GARETH JOHN BASSET  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yunjun Xu

OTHMANE BENAFAN  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Raj Vaidyanathan

TANMAY BERA  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiyu Fang

SAYAK K. BISWAS  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

JONATHAN CAZALAS  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ratan Kumar Guha

SHAFIQ BASHIR CHAUDHRY  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ratan Kumar Guha

YAOHAN CHEN  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Linan An

CHI-HAN CHENG  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fidelia Nnadi

XUANG FANG  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Z. John Shen

JEREMIAH T. FOLSOM-KOVARIK  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Sukthankar

HASAN BURAK GOKCE  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Necati Catbas

WANDA L. GREAVES-HOLMES  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Pamela McCauley-Bush

XIN GU  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar

JARED M. JOHNSON  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles E. Hughes

WILLIAM N. JUNEK  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones

CHENG LI  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Linan An
GLENN A. MARTIN  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles E. Hughes

HONGXIA TANG  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiann-Shiun Yuan

STEPHEN CONROY MEDEIROS  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Scott Hagen

DAWN H. TROUT  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Parveen Wahid

YUGANG MIN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sumanta Pattanaik

MAHADEVAN VASUDEVAN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Narsingh Deo

SEBASTIAN RISI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Stanley

ZHAO WANG  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aman Behal

CHOWDHURY KAISAR AREFIN SIDDQUI  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

JINFENG ZHUGE  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jihua Gou

VIRENDRA SINGH  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipta Seal

MAMOON SALEH ALLAF  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lawrence Martin

ELIZABETH K. CAREY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judi Schack-Dugre

KELLY LYNN LORENZ BALLOFF  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

CHRISTIN M. CARLOW  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judi Schack-Dugre

JUANITA FRANCES BENEDICT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

BENJAMIN G. CUENIN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judi Schack-Dugre

JASON LEE BENN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

FATIH DEMIROZ  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naim Kapucu

JUSTIN PAUL BONAZINCA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

CHRISTIAN MICHAEL DIAZ  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judi Schack-Dugre

LAURA MARIE BRAD  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

CHRISTINA ALEXIS DICKEY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judi Schack-Dugre

PETER T. BUFFINGTON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

COURTNEY MARIE DIXON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney
AUSTIN STEPHEN DUDAS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

DEREK ALFRED MELCHER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

ASHLEY NICOLE GARCIA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

MEGAN JEAN MOORE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

REBEKAH ERIN HAZLETT-KNUDSEN  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. John Ronnau

MELINDA J. MULVIHILL  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

JEREMY ELTON JOHNSON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

ALLISON NICOLE NEELY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

CORY STEPHEN KEIRN  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

JULIE ANN ROOY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

KELSEY NICOLE KRAVEC  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

JARED JOSEPH ROTH  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

MATTHEW A. LEARY  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

ANDREW COLIN SMITH  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

NICOLAS LEBREDO  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Naim Kapucu

KELLIE M. STONE  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

CHRISTOPHER J. LOUGHEED  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

KELLY ANN WATSON  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

LASHANDA LEIGH LOVETT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

NEIL ANDERS KJELL WESTERLUND  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

AMANDA NICOLE MACIA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

AMY J. WRIGHT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

JULIE HEATHER MARTIN  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Wan

WHITNEY L. YOUNG  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

JAMES RUSSELL MCDONALD  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen T. Holmes
## College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANDRA KUCHLE GALURA</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Dr. Mary Lou Sole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATHE LESURE HYPES</td>
<td>Nursing Practice</td>
<td>Dr. Christopher Blackwell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## College of Optics & Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KUAN-MING CHEN</td>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Dr. Shin-Tson Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARAK CHOI</td>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Dr. James E. Harvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEN-YONG CHEN</td>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Dr. Aravinda Kar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAT MING TONY HO</td>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Dr. Patrick Likamwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEYED HAMED AHMADI ABHARI</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Dr. Pawel Wocjan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBRA J. MARSHALL</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Dr. Elizabeth Grauerholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMOTHY P. COLYER</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Dr. James D. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEBORAH BOLIN MAXWELL</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Dr. Robert Igarashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATALIE WRIGHT DIXON</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Dr. Robert Pritchard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMBERLY ANN MEDLEY</td>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>Dr. David Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGAN L. DUESTERHAUS</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Dr. Elizabeth Grauerholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARL S. MOWATT</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Dr. James D. Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDEMA KODZO EKPE</td>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>Dr. C. Ross Hinkle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AARON F. MUTH</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Dr. Otto Phanstiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKEESHA AYANA FLOWERS</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Dr. Kim Smith Jentsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANG HOON PARK</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Alfons Schulte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIELA KRATCHOUNOVA</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Dr. Leonid Chernyak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASEY MINNA SCHWARZ</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Elena Flitsiyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUY TRAN THE LE</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dr. Valerie Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANNE MARIE SINATRA</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KEVIN B. STEVENSON
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph Harrington

AMANDA MARIE SURPRENANT
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Sims

GRANT STEPHEN TAYLOR
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. James Szalma
Candidates for Education Specialist

MELISSA JANE BARNEY  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn

JENNIFER LYNN BIANCULLI  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

CRYSTAL MARIE CARNICOM  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KELLY M. CASTINO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

NATALIE N. EPPERT  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

CAITLIN BROOKE ETHERTON  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

BRITNEY LAVERN GOODEN  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

ALYSSA ANN KITTINGER  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

KERRI J. ALEXANDER  
Theatre

THOMAS JOSEPH BARTOLILLO  
Emerging Media

KATHRYN PERKINS BRANTLEY  
Theatre

NANNETTE A. CHERRY  
Emerging Media

AMBER LEINO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

MEAGAN ROSE MCNULTY  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

JOAN MICHELLE RIVERA  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KIRSTEN L. ROCHE  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

JESSICA SALAS  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

MARILINA SIMON  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacey Van Horn

LINDSEY NICOLE SMITH  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

HEATHER KATHLEEN COMPARETTO  
Emerging Media

JOHN H. GOSHORN  
Film

TED GREENBERG  
Creative Writing

SHERARD HARRINGTON  
Creative Writing
JEFFREY W. HOFFMAN  
Emerging Media

RACHEL MARIE KOLMAN  
Creative Writing

AMANDA RENE LAGER  
Creative Writing

SHERRI ANDAM NIENASS  
Emerging Media

RYAN CERI POMERANZ  
Film

COREY ROBERTSON  
Emerging Media

ELIZABETH ANNE HOPKINS SUTPHIN  
Theatre

BRIAN ALFRED TORTORELLI  
Emerging Media

PASCHA LERITA WEAVER  
Theatre
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media Track
- Elizabeth Gaines Hallman
- Joseph Hunter Sizemore
- Richard Valdesuso

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies Track
- Jennifer Lynne Brunk
- Stephen Austin Collins
- Lesley Leanne Kamphaus
- Jennifer Jo Stroup
- Spencer Derrick Tricker

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition Track
- Vanessa Rae Bormann
- David Dadurka
- Melissa Yvette Lee
- Crystal Lynn Wells

English MA-Technical Communications Track
- Jessica Lynn Campbell
- Angela Catherine Hamilton

History MA
- Julian W. Boyden
- David Michael Burel
- Amy Marie Grover
- Michael Jimenez
- Mark MacFarlane
- Jennie Edith Miller
- Miguel Rodriguez
- Christie Lynn Schneck

History MA-Public History Track
- Julio Raul Firpo
- Daniel Joseph Webster
- Ashley Loren Wilt

Music MA
- Jose Antonio Aenlle
- Brandon E. Clinton
- Jessica Ashley Coleman
- Brittany M. Denham
- Hannah Therese Fontecchio
- Thomas Matthew Hyder
- Noelle Charity Ladd
- Sarah Elizabeth Purser
- Brian Joseph Smithers

Spanish MA
- Abigail Arocho
- Leticia Bondurant
- Katherine Heather Bruen
- Pilar Florenz
- Morella Ortiz
- Luisa Ortiz Balza
- Valeria Rivera
- Anibal Josue Torres

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
- Enid Akers Perez
- Tatiana K. Aquino
- Monika C. Colon
- Jennifer Metzger Lotfi
- Jennifer Kim Manning
- Emily A. McLoughlin
- Kerri Anne Payne
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM

Kara M. Adams
Kelvin Ang
Francisco Aristeguieta
Amanda J. Barton
Djuan Gabriel Bragg
Christina L. Cloud
Shantonie Laverne Derrick
Patricia Ann Flaherty
Demetrious Antione Frazier
Kelly Ann Higgins
Simone Laverne Jackson
Michael Kuhn
Andrew Harold Lilly
Jeremy Miller
Kaley Meredith Pendley
Cori LaNae Pinkett
Tavia M. Record
Elizabeth Anne Schulz
Tony Jerome Scott
Jake A. Spiak
Taunita Vernette Stephenson
Matthew Madison Stull
Kristian G. Vazquez-Diaz
Matthew Craig Vinson

Business Administration MBA

Bindu Sreekumar Ravi

Business Administration MBA-Executive MBA Track

Samuel Arocho
Bikram Singh Aulakh
Jason Thomas Boyd
Sheryl A. Gamble
Marvin Eugene Gardner, Jr.
Clarise A. Gilmore
Kevin Anthony Giroux
Tyler J. Kerner
Catherine H. Klaasne
Anthony Padilla
Monica Marie Ponder
Jerome Vincent Pullen
Mareike Schulz
Brian Lee Walker
Joshua Dane White
William Yeager II

Business Administration MBA-Lockstep Evening MBA Track

Hadeel Mohammed Alsultan
Eric B. Anderson
Tara Lynn Antal
Jonathan Michael Ashton
Kevin Scott Attride
Markus Baumgart
Margo Elizabeth Beard
Jordan Brent Berkowitz
Andrew Charles Bivona
Stephanie L. Bize
Peter John Brady
Adam Roger Breed
Stewart Edward Brown
William Chason Roberts Bruce
Thomas Joseph Byrnes II
Robert Lee Cannon II
Matthew Douglas Channing
Julie Kristine Chek
Bryan Alexander Cohen
Russell Brant Crudgington
Drew Robert Cutaia
Marina Nickolaeva Doss
Barry Allen Elwonger
Mohammad Mahdi Eskandari
Leah A. Ferrante
Rogelio Javier Figueroa
Sara Flegel
Glenn Fry
Andrew David Galinsky
Erin O'Brien Garlow
Alexandra Star Gramatikas
Lindsay T. Griffith
Samantha L. Hahn
Robert John Hingston
Adam R. Hull
Harshul Ramesh Jagirdar
Elizabeth Anne Krekel
William Joseph Lesko
Jennifer Hope Lombardi
Eric Allen McAra
Elena Mikhailovna McKenzie
Craig Kevin Menkes
David Thomas Michael II
David Thomas Miller
Paul Christopher Movax
Ekaterina Mukharkina
Uday Kannakutty Nair
Shana Elise Nateghi
Evan James Nicolosi
Kali Marie Olson
Bhavin Kumar Mahendra Patel
Hetal Patel
Stephan Brett Penta

Jake Bryant Petro
Corey Edward Rabazinski
Jason Bradford Rahimtabar
Stephanie A. Rys
Michael Robert Schueler
Daniel Michael Simone
Karen M. Sims
Michael David Smith
Jonathan Ephraim Stein
Christopher Luke Stutz
Nhan Thanh Tran
Margaret Ann Truitt
Jennifer L. Vazquez
Dragan Velimirovic
Chase E. Voight
Angela Watkins
Stephanie Nicole Woods
Rolando Antonio Zamora
Jon Nicholas Zepf

Business Administration MBA-MBA-Cohort 1 Year/Full-Time

Pedro Miguel Roman

Business Administration MBA-Professional MBA Track (Regional Campuses)

Diana Vanessa Bello Marquez
Melih Beser
Stacey Jane Black
Christine Busheme
Richard E. Campbell, Jr.
Karen Chi Way Cheung
Nicholas Allen Dawson
Rhett Michael Delaney
Benjamin G. Henein
Gerald Lamar Hobbs
Johannes Jensen III
Storm Heather Joesphsberg
Jamie Kneebone
Joseph Michael Kramlinger
Thomas Ray Leavitt
Julia J. Leissng
LaChisha DeShawn Lewis
Casey Scott McAlear
Nichole M. McPherson
Idalia A. Nunez
Adam Scott Parish
Nancy Patricia Rankin
Constance Tamara Richardson
Alex Justin Richwagen
Ashley Leah Simmons
Wendy Marie Stone
Josue Dario Urreras Jacome
Jack Spencer Westcott
Lindsay M. Wheeler
College of Business Administration

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA

Marharyta Abreu
Michelle Marie Anderson
Mauro Roberto Antoniuzzi
Javiriyah Ashraf
Jessica Shayne Bochman
John Joseph Boyle IV
Allison Michelle Bundy
Ashley Burks
Jose Aristides Canas
Kelly Ann Falkowski
Alyssa Fung
Steven D. Goldstein
Maureen Patricia Hawkes
Randy Jaipal
Gregory Joseph Kalogeropoulos
Molly Joanna Kosik
Marcel Andre Lee
Brian W. Patullo
Valentina Leonidovna Perkins
Laxman Pichappan
Thomas Paul Potere
Samadur Rahman
Alfredo Ruiz
Abby L. Sakamoto
Jennifer Margaret Sayles
Oliver W. Snavely
Jaime Nicole Stratico
Rony Tullius
Rebecca Marie Viteri

Master of Science in Taxation

Taxation MST

Teresa Ambrosino
Jack Reynolds Edwards
Grant D. Kartagener
Joshua Thomas Ray
Megan Nicole Wolfe
June Wing-Han Wong
College of Education

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Susan R. Burritt
Quyuu Li
Laurinda Louise Lott

Career and Technical Education MA
Jennifer Lynn Bouvier
Songa Marshall Brown
Terrace L. Brown
Elizabeth Anne Fulcher
Patricia Wingard Hooker
Karen Worster Hopkins
Duane Edward Laster
Lisa Marie Martino
Janine Marie Summers
Aimee Ann Thompson Reyes
Cheryl Joyner Weak

Counselor Education MA-Mental Health Counseling Track
Gena Melanie Abel
Douglas M. Barnett
Angella Ann Briggs
Jessica Spears Dobbs
Matthew Anthony Dorman
Amee Marjane Elder
Ivan Gonzalez, Jr.
Joseph M. Graham, Jr.
Samantha K. Holden
Roberto Carlos Katz
Michael Joseph Lesnett
Adam Matthew Miller
Vanessa Ann Rodgers
Lauren M. Starcher
Keiron Timothy
Sheri L. Waddill

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling Track
Lindsay Ellen Feintuch
Annikki A. Laine
Alyssa Mae Stewart
Keri L. Vinarub

Curriculum and Instruction MA
Rupert Alphonsus Neish II
Leslie Porter Webb

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education Track
Emily Elrod
Hilary Elizabeth Falcon
Nikolas G. Gardiakos
Lauren Danielle Harrison
Samuel Murugan

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel Track
Kathryn E. Aho
Linda F. Alexander
Arti Bagga
Tava M. Bingham
Brandy Lynn Christman
Jana Heath Clark
Marissa L. Corrente
Laura Therese Cosenzo
Amber René Flowers
Jonathan H. Hernandez
Katie E. Junot
James Joseph Kelly III
Jaime E. Morales
Lisa Raquel Reynolds
Erin Renee Robinson
Jazmine Marie Rodriguez
Kaitlin Rae Schultz
Jeffrey Todd Shea
John Marc Zajicek, Jr.

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Cassandra Lanell Arnold
Andrew J. Montalvo
Alyssa Lynn Pinti
Syed Farhan Qadri

e-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
April Lee Forcier

Elementary Education MA
Kathryn Michelle Ashbill
Charles Edward Carter, Jr.
Francine M. Chacon
Pauline Valerie Chaves
Rita E. Cox
Ginnette Ellin
Anna Marie Gonzalez
Stephanie Ann Goodin
Samantha Ann Hack
Jennifer Stitt Litchfield
Melissa Gatto Murphy
Elsa Maria Orben
Joseph Eugene Palmieri III
Adam Salim Paunwar
Laura Erin Rizzo
Jasmin Thomas
Richard Douglas Vitez
Carolyn F. Walsh
Jessica B. Weber
Jaime Michelle Weyand
Sarah Beth Wissig

English Language Arts MA
Antoinette Bazunu
Brittany Elise Broussard
Jennifer Ann Farace
Jenna Louise Knox
Trisha A. Morris
Lauren Marissa Travieso
SaraBeth Vanemon

Exceptional Student Education K-12/ESOL MA
Sandra Seebech Camacho
Karone Kamar Douglas
Sharonda Anrum Elliott
Jennifer Leslie Gallup
Stephanie Nicole Gamm
Norma Vazquez

Exceptional Student Education K-12/ESOL MA-Varying Exceptionalities MA Track
Eileen M. Glavey-Labedz

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Matthew Manuel Acevedo
Marlene L. Fauser
Karly Nataly Fernandez
Viviana G. Kyprais
Michael Stephen Wilson

Marriage and Family Therapy MA
Chelsea Anne Barth
Yuleisy Virginia Cardoso
Nakita Marie Carroll
Jessica Danielle Dawson
Danielle Marie DeSantis
Natalie Fitz-Gordon-Lewis
Jennifer Leigh Gasparri
Nathan Joseph Gemeinhart
Laurie J. Hall
Jaclyn Lauren Jendryk
Courtney C. Patterson
Rebecca Renee Annette Charlli Phillips

Mathematics Education MA
Jess Mathew Gillespie
Jamie Ann Loud
Kimberly Kersey Roberts
College of Education

Mathematics Education MA-Middle School Math Track
- Lourdes Elizabeth Toribio Thompson
- Donnette Gloria Waugh

Sport and Fitness MA-Health/Wellness and Applied Exercise Physiology Track
- Rebecca Ann Park
- Donald Schaefer
- Christopher D. Slaby

Sport and Fitness MA-Sport Leadership and Coaching Track
- Travis D. Alderink
- Ian L. Bustillo
- Carley Faith Dart
- Jonathon David Ford
- Laurence L. Foreman
- Craig Alan Galbo
- Susan Latrelle Hamilton
- Shelby Lamont Johnson
- Valerie Kimberly Martin
- Brandon D. Palant
- Paul Andrew Secondi
- Rodrick Jermaine Torrence
- Jennifer Lynne Torrent

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education MAT Track
- Laura Ellen Paulk

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL MAT Track
- Giselle Marie Levy
- Jessica A. Schweitzer

Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education MAT Track
- Heather Marie Kenney

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Mathematics Education MAT Track
- Sonya Bryant Rooke
- Nithya Subbiah

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Science Education MAT Track
- Jessica Ann Lovely

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education MAT Track
- Kristen Nicole Braun
- Rosemary Fullam Brown
- Elizabeth Campbell
- Daniel S. Cannon
- Susan Lee Carlson
- Kevin Charles Epifano
- Kelsey Leigh Evans
- Raul Augusto Gutierrez
- Lindsey Nicole Hall
- Courtney Jaymes Sanders
- Samantha Sanders
- Candace Brooke Shields
- Jacqueline Michelle Silva
- Stephany A. Slavin

Master of Education

Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling Track
- Cynthia Elisabeth Cassagnol

Educational Leadership MEd
- Jessica Rose Capella
- Christopher Ray Higginbotham
- Alexandra Abigail Luke
- Stephanie Jo Macek Osmond
- David T. Parker, Jr.
- Danielle Aleece Pifer
- Cristina Marie Pokorny
- Shannon Marie Sacher
- Kimberly Susan Seward

Elementary Education MEd
- Ashley Renee Buss
- Christina Lynne Cassaw
- Jessica Nicole Hall
- Eileen Alma Harvey
- Patrick James Heran
- Neva Lane Husko
- Melissa Criss MacFerren
- Jannette Ann Serrano
- Megan Sarah Smith
- Brynn Anne True
- Leann F. Winsley

Exceptional Student Education MEd
- Kandace Marie Clemmons
- Vivian Renee Estes
- Cheryl L. Fine
- Angelle Nicole Hillygus
- AcF'A Jennifer Jimenez
- Melissa Marie Lyford

Julie Michelle Neaman
- Lindsey Marie Rubus
- Elizabeth Jeanne Shaysestehpour

K-8 Math and Science MEd
- Clinton W. Anderson
- Samuel Crupi, Jr.
- Renee Marie Roloff Janzen
- Kelly Lynn Klingler
- Tara Lindon Newby
- Sara Knoll Robertson
- Aryn Ashlee Siegel

Mathematics Education MEd
- Vickie Vaughn Burlison
- Emily Dashonda Collins
- Margarete L. Gibson

Reading Education MEd
- Christina Lynn Anderson
- Jenna Shea Angell
- Lindsey Jo Branhm
- Samantha Jill Cohen
- Cynthia Marie Corbett
- Caitlin Kelly Fitzgerald
- Nicole Gaumond
- Nicole Rochelle Johnson

Social Science Education MEd
- Jonathan Michael Cassaw
- Louis Francis Reale

Teacher Leadership MEd
- Darcey Kristyn Addo
- Joelle Edouard
- Melissa N. Fisher
- Katharine Grace Miller
- Melanie Tiwari

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
- Samantha Rey Neff

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Health Promotion Exercise Physiology Track
- Andres Jose Gispert
- Jessalyn Rae McGuire
- James Mitchell McNichol
- Danielle M. McVey
- Marianito Marciano Moore Montero III
- Jerrica Conchetta Oliver
- Phillip Robert Worts
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering Track
Carlos Alejandro Beato
Hamid Belfassi
Joe Collins
Diego Francisco Espinosa
Blake Edward Joyce
Nyi N. Maung
Matthew Robert Mooney
Louis Anthony Mouser III
Melvin Nicolas
Patricio Eduardo Romero Cruz
Robert Arthur Slade

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering Track
Joseph Patrick DeFrancisco
Yameli Beatriz Herschelman
Cesar Da Silva Leirias
Gustavo Andres McQuattie
Yurley Fernanda Perez Torres
Luz D. Phillip
Kimberly Gail Raymond
Roderick Wegener
Rongjie Yu

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering Track
Matthew Vernon Bilskie
Hitoshi Tamura

Computer Science MS
Nicholas Louis Arnold
Nazim Ashraf
Susmita Biswas
David Bottisti
Travis Jon Cossairt
Chris Joslas Fontaine
Albert Park
Courtney Roland Rigg
Bryan J. Rosander
Vara Nathan Sriboonlue
Paul Timmons
Mark G. Wissmueller
Andrew Alesander Young Yee

Digital Forensics MS
Nadine Abu Tayeh
Daniel Bray
Robert Enright Bruchs
David Bryant
Jamie Yvonne Chandler
Joshua Michael Dalman
Gary Patrick Daniel

Christian G. Dorn
Harry Ward Ellis III
Farbod Fakhraee
Steven Michael Finlay
Christopher Adam Grant
Brandon Michael Helton
Ryan Michael Irving
Kevin Matthew Kier
Jason M. Kuhns
Brittany J. Sawyer
Steven Christopher Schaub
Scott Grey Ware
John J. White

Industrial Engineering MS-Quality Systems Engineering Track
Mohammed Hamed Alomairy
Anthony G. Cuomo
Jay P. Mishra

Industrial Engineering MS-Systems Engineering Track
Lokesh Gautam Sethia
Mohamadreza Shahriari
Myung Joo Shin

Industrial Engineering MS-Systems Operations and Modeling Track
Thomas John Clark

Modeling and Simulation-ENGR MS
Nicholas Louis Arnold
Malic Dekkar
Emily O. Hagan
John P. Killilea
Kiyoul Kim
Jonathan W. Martin
Nicole Kristel Palmer
Gregory Pavlichko

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering Track
Nancy Girgis
Curtis Richard Schneider

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-ThermoFluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering Track
Curtis Edward Groves
Ryan Scott Novak

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering MSCE
Reza Akhavian
Steven Cedric Buck, Jr.
Carlos Guillermo Dawson
Mohsen Fathey Mohamed Elsayed
Ryan David Pellarin
Ryan M. White
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSCpE

Afraa Zuhair Attia
Adeel Aslam Bhutta
Juan Carlos Carcheri, Jr.
Nandita V. Dhatrika
James Doty
Michele Gaetani
Stephen Lee Hunter
Francis Nicholas Luna
Liiva Mendez
Benjamin David Noble
Michael Riera

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering MSE

Blerina Aliaj
Tejas Bhandare
Danielle M. Brown
Alexander P. Demos
Jun Ding
Rosa Ana Gonzalez
Yaraz Henry Hejazin
Mainul Hossain
Yang Hu
Sirui Luo
Catherine S. May
Brian Ashley Millikan
Siddharth Mohan
Jonathan Richard Mohlenhoff
Darrell Brent Murphy
Elizabeth Spalding Palma
Beau L. Peacock
Alexander Robert Pirela
Samuel Rodriguez
Dominique Zenita Ross
Antony James Stabile
Maxim Troshin
Maryory Urdaneta
Swetha Venkatachalam
Ying Wang
Kaiyune Wu
Chengcheng Xiao
Meng Xu
Yu Zhang
Yuying Zhang

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEavE

Stephanie Carbone Bolyard
Steven J. Bolyard
Rylee Maree Hernandez
Andrew Charles Hood
Farida Mutalib
Mark David Ritner
Michael Stephen Toth II
Anthony Ray Ward

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering MSIE

Afriyah Yaw Bobbie
Catherine Marie Cum
Shauna Jade Dusan
Susan Hayes Gaines
Yiling He
Salvatore Vincent Interlicchio
Muyuan Li
Carla A. Mejias
Elliott Raub Monroe
Khalid Ahmed Nagadi
Michael David Russell, Jr.
Staci Shannon Swab
Chas Alan Switzter
Arturo Romano Watlington III
Michael Patrick Williams

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE

Mary Josey Burke
Joshua Daniel Bush
Eric J. Schneller
Umesh Singh

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Computer Aided Mechanical Engineering Track

Patrick J. Cahill
David Beltz Newcomb
Hani Abdulrhman M. Shaikh Omar
Kyle Douglas Weichman

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems Track

Matthew Robert Bartoe
Matthew E. Burton
Bassem Fareed Felemban
Manuel Hernandez, Jr.
Juan Li
Yang Li
Albert Fong Mak
Nathan Joseph Mutter
Marcos Pinares, Jr.
Laura Polia
Thomas William Silvers
Zhitin Xie

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Miniature Engineering Systems Track

Chad Brian Moody
David Sayd Sadat

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Professional Track

Robert Hugh Dutton
Christopher Michael Lowry

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids Track

Husam Al-Kuran
Bryan Carl Bernier
Leonardo Alberto Bueno
Xiang Long
Seyed Omid Madani
Mahmood Mohagheghi
William Lewis Morris II
Behnaz Seyfi Noferest
Fidelio Arismell Sime Segura
College of Graduate Studies

*Master of Arts*

**Interdisciplinary Studies MA**

Tanya Lee Engelhardt  
Nestor Marquez-Diaz  
Lisa Camille Peterson
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA
Jessie Falcone Aquilina
Alexandra Massiel Arredondo
Pierce Edwin Barker
Jessica Ashley Brown
Michelle Beth Cardona
Carrie Theresa Christman
Erin Helene Danner
Angela Joan De Jesus
Leslie Anne Frein
Megan Lynn Glancy
Ashley Van Goff
Miranda Richelle Graulich
Natalia Monique Guarino
Melissa Jean Hamilton
Donna Patrice Harris
Katelyn Marie Kost
Cortney Nicole Lhota
Katherine E. Long
Erica Ann Mauser
Ariel Sara McGeggom
Danielle Renee Milanese
Christina Louise Milligan
Rebecca Ann Mitchell
Jennifer Marie Nealis
Alyssa Perri Newman
Megan Marie Northcutt
Stephanie Michelle Poe
Brittany Alyse Robertson
Alesie Roman
Megan Lynn Speakburgh
Miranda Morrow Warshaw
Ashlee Farina Younger
Katherine Elizabeth Zinkovich
Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA-Communication Disorders
Consortium Track
Jacqueline Evelyn Downie

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Katja Acquaviva
Angelica Corneliaus Benjamin-Jones
Ashley Elizabeth Bigge
Kasia A. Castro
Willis B. Chico, Jr.
Karen A. Cobb
Jamie L. Cooler
Nancy L. Denton
Michelle E. Garland
Ligia Risandi Hardy
David Lee Jessup, Jr.
Carissa Renee Johnson
Erin O’Steen Lewin
Yee M. Lui
Roger O. Meadows, Jr.
Judith Olicia Monroe
Lanarva Dian Owens
Dristhie Patel
Jenine Pigati
Juliana Rommes
Julie Rae Schaffer
Elizabeth Lowery Schlacher
Deborah Ann Stalter
Justin Damon Steadman
David Howard Thomas
Lisa Diane Wilson
Nonprofit Management MNM-MNM
Cohort Track
Melissa A. Brochu
Jeffrey Richard Buchman
Michelle Desanno
Deirdre Virginia Fields
Glynda Christine Russell
Sarah C. H. Schrader

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Professional Track
Megan Michelle Bailey
Tracey Renee Berrios
George Edward Boykins
Quinten Leander Brown III
Crystal Chambliss
Jessica Melitta Heidi Charbonneau
Sarah Marie Dehne
Leanne Elizabeth Duval
Vanessa Francois
Jay V. Frank
Sisi Garrido
Rachel Patrice Gibson
Christina Leah Hollingsworth
Jessie Harold Holton
Lacey Michelle Houston
Jennifer Charnain Irving
Mardalaine Jean
Olivera Kanlic
Tracy L. Longbons
Dewaun Cortez Martin
Teresa Ann McEnaney
Courtney Diane McHenry
Joshua Christopher Miller
Nadia Tenelle Nelson
Samuel Felipe Olarte, Sr.
Benjamin N. Pachito
Nicholas Michael Perez
Gary Stephen Perri, Jr.
Justin Eugene Pickle
Lyndsay Marie Primesch
Shawndrea Renee' Radcliff
Eliseo Rodriguez II
Andrew Michael Rossetti
Kelsheha Monique Smalls
Lindsey Dawn Smoot
Eduardo J. Vargas
Jamil Charmaine Wesley
Christina Lynn Williams
Heather M. Wolf
Donald E. Woods
Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Research Track
Allison Maureen Maze

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Garrett Gil Alferez
Vanessa Barbara Baker
Jessica Paige Bennett
Scott A. Bennett
Jorden E. Bestland
Nicholas John Bryant
Misty Marie Carmitchel
College of Health and Public Affairs

Tiffany Nicole Cary
Julian D. Catano
Jihane Chamariq
Shawn Dean Chaudhry
Susan Stoffey Colvin
Holly Michelle Culbertson
Fabiola Diaz
Julie Melissa Eliaes
Varonika Annette Hendriex
David William Hopwood
Amberen Jawaad
Tisha Lei Maquino
Caitlin Nicole Maywald
Rachel Marie Mustonen
Christina Theresa Nemeh
Jaina Patel
Jikal Patel
Jordon Schagrin
Amit Harish Shah
Gregory S. Smith
Brent William Standorf
Lindsay Marie Tango
Lynda Marie Tenbusch
Rebecca H. Williams

Health Sciences MS-Health Services Administration Track

Marthe Myrka Cameus
Caithlin Annette Donato
Vijay S. Gopani
Kathryn Lyn Graham
Mildrid Jean-Marie
Jacob Tucker Kirchner
Jennifer Amanda Loftin
Eva N. Marcos
Laura Page Massey
Jessica Lynne Meyers
David Quang Vinh Nguyen
Josephine Owiredua Nyeduala
Jana Nicole Olutola
Abisai B. Sanchez
Kiersten Ciera Thomas
Tiffany Lyn Tisdale
Dzuy Khac Vu
Crystal Walsh Wrigley

Master of Social Work

Social Work MSW

Lenece A. Asaro
Megan Elizabeth Blackington
Lyssa Diane Dunston
Debra Lynn Smith Eleser
Ronny Halperin-Shiggal
Nirvana Muniz
Carol Anne Pitchell
Jasmatti Secaram
Colleen E. Smith

Social Work MSW-Daytona Regional Campus Track

Jacob Harold Bryant
Skip Maureen Dettman
Tamara Thomas Henderson
Michele Lee Houseworth
Edith D. Lamb
Melissa Ellen Lowe
Briget Erin McCormick
Patricia A. Norris
Cassandra Ann Palmer
Yiny Maria Poveda Gil
Lisa Marie Sarkees
Sarah Lin June Smith
Tiffany Angelique Vanterpool
Brenna Kathleen Young

Social Work MSW-Daytona Part-Time Advanced Standing Track

Lori Lynn Duke
Erin Leigh Murphy

Social Work MSW-Orlando Full-Time Track

Monique Nicole Bennett
Banaly Blaise
Audra L. Brown
Sarah Margaret Brown
Tamra Marcia Brown
Kristen N. Buckley
Heather Christine Campbell
Hyun Ah Cha
De Ann Renee Collins
Kacie Elizabeth Dalton
Jennifer Cornelia Darrah
Charmaine Patricia Dennis
Amy Elizabeth Doubleday
Emily Anne Durden
Jessica J. Dutton
Maria Yasbel Felipe
Alexander Stanley Felz
Jovanne Fourcand
Petique Shandre Gainey
Lisa Marie Girard
Jennifer Lauren Hayes
Shabrina Faith Herrera
Lindsey Michelle Johnson
Safiyyah Maryam Johnson
Dacia Marie Kanaan
Rebecca Ann Kepper
Dalila Klanfer
Stephanie Ann Koszalka
Kimmy Ly Lac
Brooke Lee LaLoie
Randee Brooke Lamphee
Toby A. Lucas
Katelyn A. Maxson
Nadia Aidin Paloma
Lara Michelle Penney
Sarah Dyam Rosenberg
Mary Beth Rowles
Ashley Marie Rush
Andrew Rutigliano
Arwyn M. Ryan
Diane P. Snow
Betty Amelia Tehran
Bethany M. Waricka
Brandy Williams

Social Work MSW-Orlando Part-Time Track

Emily Eve Cunniff
Vanessa F. Helmes
Lashawn Twinette King
Adam Nathan Long

Social Work MSW-Orlando Full-Time Advanced Standing Track

Alyssa Marie Arias
Christian LaTonya Bennett
Jacqueline Lissette Castillo
Erik Sven Chelberg
Amanda Jessica Chen
Danielle Shawntell Copeland
Bethany Dawn Deines
Yaidimar Delgado
Mallory Beth Friedman
Chelsea Giuffra
Allison Meryl Green
Susan Eileen Greenwalt
Susana Janett Hernandez-Estepe
Jennifer Jagmohan
Hillary Dawn James
Mary Patricia Jones
Milca Joseph
Vaneta Murrey Joseph
Felicia Ann Lynch
Monique Mercado
Abike Mohammed
Shaina Michelle Moore
Austin Chance Morgan
John Thomas Morton
Jessica Lynn Mueller
Brian C. Orr
Stephanie Elizabeth Phillips
Naomi Pierre
Emily Elizabeth Redick
Aileen Rodriguez
Delisa Rodriguez
College of Health and Public Affairs

Kimberly Estelle Runyan
Rahim Sanji
Jennifer Rose Samuel
Erin Elizabeth Sisto
Jacqueline Tamara Soler
Kerstin Nicole Stewart
Judine Tessier
Genevieve A. Waggon
Angela Karee Walloga
Jeena Diane Welceleean
Tyesha Rene Welch
Kelsey Lane Williams
Nicholas James Wilson
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS-Biomedical Science MS Non-Thesis Track
Aladdin Ashraf Riad

Biomedical Sciences MS-Biomedical Science MS Thesis Track
Jennifer A. Mauser

Biotechnology MS
Aditya Conjeevaram Kamesh
Bethany Lois Lloyd
Bracken Franklin Roberts

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science Master's Track
Christina Chang

Molecular Biology and Microbiology MS-MMB (MS) Non-Thesis Track
Joel Nickolas Ayoub
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Adult Nurse Practitioner Track
Kathleen Bell

Nursing MS-Clinical Nurse Leader Track
Ashley Leona Coleman
Shirley Ann Colter
Dhanmattie Kungiesingh
Juliet Marie Williams

Nursing MS-Clinical Nurse Specialist Track
Anna M. Alvarez
Jacqueline Loretta Dove
Elizabeth Helen Janke
Teresa L. Lance
Tiffany Michelle Niederhauser
Mary Janette Sendin
Christine Sue Townsend
Jacqueline Sue Wiseman

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner Track
Jeianti Amin
Tina Marie Aponte
Tracie Anne Arena
Elizabeth Borelli
William Tomy Brinson
Angela Marie Brown
Eva Marie Parani Cabrera
Tessa Marie Dillon
Sherri Enders
Sherri Ann Ferguson
Antoinette Barre Ferry
Ruth Lynn Gaines
Rachel Gainsford
Janina G. Hasbun
Latalya Shante Hunt
Ann K. Hussain
Michelle Anne Jackowski
Kelly Elizabeth Judson
Kelli Amanda Karasiewicz
Tamara Lynn Kerbs
Erica Lynne Kirby
Jennifer Eileen Konowitz
Taylor Brooke Langston
Minedy Laracuente
Lora Ann Lock
Nicole Mary Lucchesi
Jenna Marie Matheny
Paul Michael Mazur
Amanda Carol Mergo

Lorilee Kathryn Santiago
Regina Shanese Scott
Shobha R. Shah
Carol Kenner Stumbo
Jill Wang
Latasha Michele Wesley
Jeffrey John Wiebe

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management Track
Justine Louise Abram
Mia J. Belleville
Danielle Nicole Bugbee
Lisa Wilhelm Capps
Michele Monica Fackler
Pamela A. Hendricks
Karen Jones-Newman
Marcia Silk Kent
Olina Montalvo-Diaz
Jennifer Ann Moss
Dawn Marie Patrick
Allison Kathleen Peters
Girija Sankar
Estine Bowen Taylor
Salena Halcomb Tully

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator Track
Cassandra Jean Board
Sydney Laura Gebhart
Ashanti Starr Johnson
Michelle Lynn Nielsen
Shelley Ann Stone
Andrea Michelle Walker
Kathy Dianne White-Sparks
Heather Christine Woods-Davis

Nursing MS-Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Track
Robyn Francie Cantwell
Easter Mona Johnson
Celicia Jonte Williams
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College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science
Optics MS
Andrew Martin Hunt
Herminso Villarraga-Gomez
Tiansi Wang
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Nathan Ryan Lawres
Trifiny M. Lindley
Lisa Marie Lomitola
Elizabeth Carol-Joan Okrutny
Patricia Stadelman Urdzik
Austin Alphin Zakari
Corinne Elizabeth Zellner

Anthropology MA-Archaeological Investigations in Forensics and Human Adaptation Track
Jorge L. Garcia
Noel D'Jane Johns

Anthropology MA-Maya Studies Track
Andrew J. Ciofalo

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Thomas James Alicia
Carla Rebecca Landsberg
Stephen Ryan Serge

Applied Sociology MA
Sara Lynn Afflerback
William Arden Mader III
Marlenys Rojas-Reid

Applied Sociology MA-Domestic Violence Track
Melissa Ann Henson

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication Track
Chris Steven Arroyo
Heather Lauren Blackman
Jorri Evans Bright
Clifford Orlando McCray, Jr.
Jessica J. Meyer
Rick L. Scott
Kailon James Shrum
Diane Emad Taher

Communication MA-Mass Communication Track
Brenton Paul Burkett
Ryan Patrick Burkett
LaShonda Louallen Eaddy
Lexford Rayon Earle
Kathryn Marie Glynn
Jessica Lynn Greene
Rene Alberto Naranjo
Cathy Ann Pague
Adrea Michelle Pitman
Scott Michael Poleyn
Hope Kersten Price
Joseph Robert Raditch
John Michael Tisa
Xing Tong

Political Science MA-American and Comparative Politics Track
Ryan Christopher Rilea
Miguel Angel Ubiles

Political Science MA-International Studies Track
Xiongwei Cao
Matt P. Matejka
Erin E. Welsh

Master of Science

Biology MS
Emily Kay Copeland
Allison W. Hays
Jessica N. Hightower
Ashley Megan Iketani
Joseph Michael Niederhauser
Jennifer Fletcher Odom
Annalisa Marie Weiler-Lazarz

Chemistry MS
Qinglong Jiang
Zheng Shi

Clinical Psychology MS
Alyssa Rose Boucher
Andrew E. Deptula
Brea-anne Michelle Lauer

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Jennifer Lynn Carlson
Kevin John Fitzgerald
Chelsea Kirkland Guyer
Christina M. Harris
Elise Marie Hernandez
Audrey Nicole Innella
Christopher John Jagiela
Joshua Omar Janjua
Ryan Paul Jones
Vanessa G. Koury
Linus Maximilian Rinke
Anthony C. Schultz
Kathakali Sirzar

Mathematical Science MS
Mathew John Baxter
Christopher Michael Huff
Roman Krylov
Emily L. Lust
Gabrielle Kathleen Rejniak
Angela Dee Siple

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics Track
Steven Todd Schraudner
William Kelly Wade

Modeling and Simulation-COS MS
Joseph Robert Fanfarelli, Jr.
Jose Julio Gregorio
Michael Louis Lada
Crystal S. Maraj
Patricia Morrow
Keven Philip O'Rourke
William Yancey Pike

Physics MS
Jean-Marc Victor Denis
Fatholah Salehi

Statistical Computing MS
Mohamad Shakil Hasan
Jeremiah Perez

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining Track
Puwei Chen
Clarence A. Forbes
Jun Han
Diem Ngoc Khue
Patrick H. Kurschner
Sophia Qureshi
Peter Andrew Stephenson
Shengwei Xu
Paul A. Yacobellis
Ning Zhang
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Heidi Yuella Albus
Donald LeRoy Evans
Sarah Elizabeth Faehnle
Sarah M. Franks
Geraldine Golbert
Lara Eleanore Gould
Logan Jeremy Jonas
Amanda Elizabeth Juergens
Shelley Rose Levy
Gina Marie Schneider
Divya Sonal Singh
Raymond Steven Skrotsky
Cedar Marie Watson
Megan Rose Watson
Baccalaureate Honors and Recognition

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Yassmeen Abdel-Aty
Michael Abney
Kelda Adams
Abigail Adkins
Melissa Alichea
Allyssa Anderson
Daniel Andrews
Jillian Askren
Nicole Attanasio
Raina Bahu
Melissa Balmer
Tessa Barlotta
Laura Barton
Joel Batchler
Philip Bauer
Hayley Baum
Joshua Bazata
Jennifer Bencivenga
Katrina Bermudez
Brent Bertrand
Robert Bieber
Jamilla Bigby
Danielle Bley
Lauren Bloomer
John Bourret
Bethany Bowles
Kelly Breslin
Ashley Bria
Zoe Brose
Andrea Buit
Cassie Burke
Richard Burke
Michael Burzynski
Henry Cabrera
Elyssa Calhoun
Shayanne Cambre
Corey Cantor
James Cassiano
Tatiana Castillo
Amanda Cesario
Michael Chambers
Joseph Chihos
John Clare
Brailynne Corr
Megan Corsbie
Brenna Croft
Angela Crotty
Michael Davies
Aaron Davis
Jessica Davis
Joseph De Jesus
Michael Deaven
Alexander Dee
Steven Dennis
Thomas Dexter
Judith Dickson
Kaylin Dighton
Sarah Dimino
Robert Draper
Haley Dzurino
Chelsea Echols
Sean Ellingham
Sylvana Fernandez
Talia Field
Elizabeth Floegel
Lindsay Foucht
Julie Frost
Stefan-Jose Garcia
Chelsea Gardner
Kandyce Garth
Alexander Gaspard
Caitlin Geiger
Olivia Gerlt
Jennifer Gillis
Cielo Gnecco
Timothy Goldberg
Guillermo Gomez
Kenneth Grafe
Jared Greenbaum
Pete Guerra
Joshua Haley
Matthew Hardcastle
Matthew Hardin
Howard Harrington
Nicole Harvilla
David Heffernan
Amanda Heglund
Jacob Hemphill
Jordan Henry
Justin Hess
Jeffrey Higgins
Mikimaru Hiramatsu
Kelly Hodges
Robert Horn
Kaitlin Jackson
Alexander Jagernauth
Rachel Jones
Jessica Juern
Erica Keller
Meghan Kelly
Bradley Kincaid
Steven Kobosko
Michelle Kormondy
Robert Kratz
Paulina Krause
Logan Kriete
Katherine Krueger
Katelyn Kustura
Kelsey Lanclark
Benjamin Latimer
Caitlyn LeClair
Jessica LeClair
Marc Lowen
Kelley Lucanegro
Sarah Lucanegro
Nicole Lulinski
Katherine Mackenzie
Tyler Maddox
Ledesha Maduro
Elizabeth Mahler
Jennifer Mahnasi
Albert Manero
Courtney Mann
Charles Mansfield
David Mariutto
Amy Marsh
Christine Martin
Janey Martin
Taylor Martin
Zophia Martinez
Scott Matthews
Ivanna Maxson
Jeremy Mayeres
Caitlin McCaffrey
Hollis McMasters
Rachele Mehral
Zachary Merz
Autumn Moller
Megan Moore
Nina Morgan
Brett Morrison
Lauren Murphy
Brandon Naidus
Tony Nasser
Tara Nelson  Brentley Romine  Tricia Tang
David Nguyen  Nicole Rosica  Katherine Taylor
Justin Nippert  Robert Ryan  Tyler Teegardin
Marie Norton  John Saathoff  Amy Threlkeld
Michelle Novaes-Card  Justin Sanak  Peter Tonner
Cory O’Born  Mary Sanders  Kyle Trainor
Ashley Orr  Genesys Santana  Quan-Bao Tran
Jordan Palmquist  Amber Scheuer  Aqsa Ullah
Gabriel Paris  Robert Schiavo  Stephanie Valentine
Tabitha Park  Gloria Scott  Naiara Van Pelt
Matthew Pascale  Jacob Settle  Jenna Veidt
Ruchir Patel  Sheanalyn Sawyer  Karl Vierthaler
Hugo Perez  Lydia Shen  Emily Von Ebers
Alana Persaud  Nomi Sherwin  Megan Wall
Kristen Pietsch  Lindsey Showalter  Nathan Ward
Julie Pilott  Amy Simpson  Daniel Warner
Ashley Pinkerton  Ali Sims  Megan Watson
Melissa Pompos  Kelsey Smith  Matthew Webb
Annemarie Potts  Tiffany Smith  Natalie Weinstein
Veronica Prince  Marla Spector  Alanna Weissbrodt
Sofia Puente-Lay  Lauren Stolting  Evan Weiss
Amanda Puttrich  Lauren Stump  Jon Werner
Visalakshi Ramachandran  Thomas Sutton  Ryan Whittingham
Kerri Anne Renzulli  Taylor Svoboda  Suma Yalamanchili
Patrisha Reynolds  Matthew Tadrus  Jessica Yap
David Richards  
Kurt Riecken  

Honors in the Major

Maricruz Aguiar  Michael Brooks  William Crosby
Legal Studies  History  Nursing

Luzeana Alfonzo-Reyes  Richard Burke  Betty-Ann Cyr
Elementary Education  Accounting  Psychology

Samantha Angel  Christopher Byron  John D’Angelo
Anthropology  Philosophy  Finance

Drionne Arney  Maria Carrillo  Vanessa Delgado
Social Work  Psychology  Applied Science

Jillian Askren  Hillary Casavant  Lindsay Dhanani
Political Science  English  Psychology

Mickey Bahr  Amanda Cesario  Alison Diaz
Theatre  Economics  Health Sciences

Shannon Bailey  Athia Choudhury  Camila Diaz
Psychology  Interdisciplinary Studies  Molecular Biology and Microbiology

Brianna Brandon  Jamesha Cox  Erich Dondyk
Psychology  Political Science  Computer Engineering
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Eisenberg</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Chelsea Irish</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Kelly Palmer</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Eskamani</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Edwards Jimenez-Sosa</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Carolyn Park</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Eskamani</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Eric Kessler</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Kishan Patel</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Fagenson</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Samantha Krop</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Preston Patterson</td>
<td>Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Fernandez</td>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Anya Kroytor</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Amie Perez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Ferrer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Shane Kunze</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Jonathan Perez</td>
<td>Film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Formoso</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>Christina Lacerenza</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Stephen Phillips</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Frank</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>Jie Liang</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Cullen Powers</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Gentile</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Samantha Liguori</td>
<td>Theatre Studies</td>
<td>Theresa Privett</td>
<td>Athletic Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Germain</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>Jared Link</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Andrea Ranieri</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Gicherman</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
<td>Michelle Mariotti</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Patrisha Reynolds</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Gomez</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Kendall McCollough</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Nadine Richardson</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Griffin</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Caitlin McGill</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Maria Rios</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Gualtieri</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Joshua McGuire</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Yisell Rodriguez</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajla Gurda</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Andrea-Li Medina</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>Marilyn Romero</td>
<td>Exceptional Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Gutierrez</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Kevin Mercer</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Chukwuemeka Runyon</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Haley</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Lilian Milanes</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Carolina Saavedra</td>
<td>International and Global Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Holmes</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Rachel Miranda</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Marie Sabbagh</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert –Christian Sanchez</td>
<td>Music Performance</td>
<td>Rosmery Victoria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesys Santana</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Olivia Walker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esteban Santis</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Nathan Ward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Scheurer</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Ryan Whittingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Schroeder</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Kelly Worthen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Schultz</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>Jessica Yap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Senosiain</td>
<td>General Business</td>
<td>Nicole Yello</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Sewell</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LEAD Scholars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelda K. Adams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Marie Adams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Maria Alzamora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Andrews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheetal Harish Aroda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Margaret Askren</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria L. Aucoin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keri Ruth Axelrod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Lynn Balmer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Nicholas Barnard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Michelle Baum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Jane Black</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Nicole Bolen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc S. Buonanni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Charisse Buzzella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey L. Callahan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Aaron Capranos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanne Kathryn Celiberti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan William Checcia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Severin Church</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Edward Clore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Eric Cooper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristian Cosme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Ellis Coy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenna Lea Croft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Michael Cropaanse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Jacob Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam B. Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandra Delgado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasemin Deniz Denkel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Candace Elise Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Kelley Devore</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kristine Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camila Diaz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jared Benjamin Greenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith Marie Dickson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Erica Jill Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine D. Dono</td>
<td></td>
<td>Laurel A. Gromatsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Joyce Downey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Valerie Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John William Dunnett</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaylea Danean Hardin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Bentley Einisman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Daniel Hardman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Dara Engelman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Thomas Harne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Faith Ermann</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amanda Elaine Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Alexis Estrada, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td>David Joseph Heffernan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Farinella</td>
<td></td>
<td>Elouisa Sarah Hewkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephan N. Faulkner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Travanna La Shay Horton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Janest Fisher</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dominique Michelle Howard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elisabeth Fraher</td>
<td></td>
<td>Craig Arthur Hughes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Morgan Franklin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Latoya Michele Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidiana Fuente</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nester Anthony James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen Frances Furino</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cristina M. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharlynn Mae Duran Gabarda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Ann Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Shailes Gandhi</td>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Claire Kallman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Gann</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mehreen Bilal Kassoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Noelle Garcia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Alice Keane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan-Jose Garcia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Erica S. Keller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Rae Gardner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Elijah Keyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Pailey Gautney</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jason Haresh Khiani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Mary Geiger</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bridget Lynn Kieffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Grace Gillum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Marie Kraus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna M. Goldenowicz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anya Alexandra Kroytor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Gonzales-Portillo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Julie A. Krukar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Christina N. Lacerenza
Adeash Lakraj
Whitney Alyssa Lawson
Caitlyn Jean Siedler LeClair
Jessica Francis Adams LeClair
Katelyn Elizabeth Lemen
David Paul Letter II
Kristin Annelise Lewis
Ariel Simone L’Hommedieu
Stacy Joyce Lieberman
Jordan Abra Lipkin
Marissa Katie Lipton
David James Lynch
Sally F. MacDonald
Ledesha Marie Dorothy Maduro
Amy Alyssa Marsh
Kristen Nicole Martell
Sarah Dawn Maton
Caitlin Rose McCaffrey
Ashlea Alison McCool
Ashley Michelle Medina
Rachele Antonio Mehl
Zachary Clifford Merz
Kristina Ann Moehle
Lauren Danielle More
Stephanie Ann Morrison
Rebecca Jean Newland
Marie Elizabeth Norton
Lee Noto
Quinton J. Obrochta
Katherine Claire O’Connor
Adero Janel Ogwada
Nicole Virginia Olivares
Christine Ann Olson
Jordan Tyler Palmquist
Atish Patel
Hugo Leonel Perez
Leidy Lauriet Perez
Margarita Maria Perez
Ewelina Piersiak
Ariel Michelle Preiss
Veronica Andrea Prince
Ariel Marisa Prins
Camila Baptista da Luz
Queiroz
Daniel Ralleo
Amanda Grace Ramirez
Sean Edward Rauchfuss
Amanda La’Shae Robinson
Neida Enid Rodriguez
Jonathan Ray Sallaz
Stacey Marie Samball
Sergio Antonio Sanchez
Nikki Sanguiliano
Brittany Lee Schmitke
Hilary M. Shapiro
Leslie Shillington
Tiffany Anne Smith
Mary K. Starkey
Kandi Kay Steiner
Andrew Jorda Stimmel
Adam Edward Straka
Lian Szeto
Ben Kendrick Tan
Jeremy D. Tellor
Tara Dawn Thomas
Janelle Christine Urquiola
Judith Vazquez
Karl Edward Vierthaler
Benjamin Michael Weinstock
Rachel Lynn Wexler
William Langley Wharton V
Aeryl Dominique Williams
Erin N. Winterfeldt
Danielle Marie Witte
Joshua David Yanover
Sara Beatrice York

President’s Leadership Council

Lisa Stephanie Bartholomew
Jennifer Jane Black
Ruth Colombe
Maureen F. Furino
Jared Greenbaum
Latoya Jackson
Joel Ricardo Joseph
Anya Kroytor
Andrea-Li San Marcos Medina
Flores
Rebecca J. Newland
Lee Noto
Margaret Sanders
Leslie Shillington
Marla Spector
Adam E. Straka
Colton J. Tapoler
Monica Ware
Sara York

Order of Pegasus

Adam Brock
Anna Eskamani
Ida Eskamani
Anya Kroytor
Amanda Lager
Matthew McCann
Andrea-Li San Marcos Medina
Flores
Lee Noto
Alana Persaud
Yisell Rodriguez
Amber Scheurer
Leslie Shillington
Marla Spector
Adam E. Straka
Gabrielle Swaby
Colton J. Tapoler
Miguel Ubiles
Air Force ROTC Commission

- Michael C. Amick
- Mark G. Bateman
- Shane A. Boulware
- Diego A. Callirgos
- Daniel Galarza
- Chelsea R. Gardner
- Murray M. Ludwig
- Chris D. Melendez Montanez
- Angele R. Montfort
- Andrew E. Palmer
- Julia L. Parmer
- Scott M. Polcyn
- Kyle C. Rassmann
- Joshua S. Schmidt
- Zachary L. Scoggins
- Chas A. Sweitzer
- Kevin J. Tourville
- Claude A. Van Hook
- Cory P. Waite

Army ROTC Commission

- Regina Abdool
- Michael Bicknese
- Jordan Colter
- David Der
- Richard Espaillat
- Austin Gager
- Taralee Gardner
- Bruce Hicks
- Mikimaru Hirama
- Jeffrey Key
- Lionel Lambert
- Catherine Lewis
- Mario Mendez
- Justin Nguyen
- Taylor Nogle
- Daniel Polaski
- Andrew Rebar
- Jonathan Reuter
- Samuel Roberts
- Eric Ross
- George Waltensperger
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

*** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
* cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at: http://www.iroffice.ucf.edu/character/honorscutpoints.html
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Art BA**
Priscilla Mae Billingsley
Emily Anne Daniels
Kristin Eaves
Teoman Esin
Travanna LaShay Horton
Kayla Jane Kimiak
Ashley Rose Lippman
Tyler Clinton Owens
Jahida Lee Ramos
Chelsea Renee Rampi
Lee Elliott Sydnor
Andrea Velasco

**Art BA-Art History Track**
Theresa Ann Bruno
Morgan M. Cardinal
Tracey Michelle Cole
Annika Marcy Collins
Mary Elizabeth Didden
Olivia Marie Gerlt
Danielle Nicole Giguere
Afshan Ximena Kafei
Tyler N. Teegardin
Sarah Anne Tucci
Andrea Lillian Valdivieso
Stefan Edward Wetzel

**Art BA-Studio Track**
Leala Taryn Creswell
* Brittany Anne Keen
Latonya Denise McCall
Jessica May Perry

**Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management Track**
Loryn Ashlee Davis
Danielle Nichol Magnusson
Raymond S. Nunn, Jr.
Bonnie Santos

**Digital Media BA-Digital Interactive Systems**
Robert Joseph Aviles
Christopher Paul Bhulai
** Andrew James Boyd
Kyle James Cartechnx
Chelsea Suzanne Coats
Michael Daniel Colon
William Dennis Corbett
Kelly Princess Durand
Frank Joseph FitzGerald
Paulo Johan Garcia Sanchez
Linsey Marie Gasiewicz
Michael James Harrison
Tabitha Marie Hayden
* Alanna Amber Honigman
Charles Richard Johnson
Aaron James Karol
Wade Ryan Lester
Caitlin Juliana Lighthourn
Joseph Mehler
Caitlin G. Moran
Timothy J. Paone
Gregory Earl Pardo
Samuel Daniel Roberts
Christopher Matthew Sardinas
Joshua D. Shearer
Troy Saluta Slaten
Veronica Elizabeth Vega
Matthew David Whitaker
** Ryan Scott Zurschmit

**Digital Media BA-Game Design Track**
Tracy Renee Adams
Richard Lewis Brickey, Jr.
Evin Franklin Ershock
John Charles Lehmann, Jr.
Benjamin Peter Libell
James T. Radzai
Dorian F. Rea
Joshua Chamberlain Renaud
Fernando Theodore Romney
Tyler Lawrence Southwell
* Amy Renee Thrilkeld
Christina Marie Weinman

**Digital Media BA-Visual Language Track**
Hugo Brandt
Sean Michael Buck
Robert Wayne Campbell II
Daniel Charles Culliver
Ashley Louise Urrhajak DeMattos
Lauryn Renee Duer
Ryan Lawrence Eubanks
Anthony Jude Fariello
Charles David Fernandez II
Joshua Dwayne Garriss
William Charles Groff
* Jacob Houston Hemphill
Matthew Scott Justice
Michael Andrew Kemp
** Bridget Lynn Kieffler
** Jessica H. Lang
Shanel McCall
* Philip Edward Negroski
David Piedrahita
Derek Samuel Reese
Juan Orlando Rivera
Adam Ryoma Tazi
William Matthew Watkins, Jr.
Erik Thomas Werlin
Charles Andrew Yribarren IV

**Digital Media BA-Web Design Track**
Amanda Cynthia Beisler
Gregory Sean Boatright
Adam Christopher Boerema
Philip Li Carter
Kimberly Ann Curry
Ashley Ann Garrett
Lauren Elizabeth Giordano
Alejandro J. Ruiz
Brian Alexander Shields
Kevin Lee Simmers
Melinda Cori Velasquez
Ashley N. Woods

**English BA-English-Creative Writing Track**
Sonide Augustin
Matthew S. Ballinger
Alexander Thomas Barclay
John Joseph Bowles IV

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Nicole Amanda Brichler
Bryan Brunati
Samuel Maxwell Burritt
** * Hillary Rose Casavant
Tyler Chaz Chatelain
Kristen Nicole Chavis
Rachel Anne Collins
* Alexander John Dee
Jacob Alexander Derby
Eli Raymond Didier
Alexandria Joy English
Eduardo J. Faria
Jeffrey Aaron Fleisher
Kevin Bennie Francis
Christina Frances Gibbs
David Vernon Gillespie
David Alwyn Gillis
Hillary Devorah Goldman
Rebecca Anne Grace
Megan Erin Gradolfer
Emily Katherine Hadrika
Daniel R. Hampson
Amanda Leigh Hankins
Tianna Nicole Harris
Kyra Anne Hearn
Danielle Leigh Irwin
Samuel Saul Johnson
Stephanie Gabrielle Jurusz
* Kelsey Lancraft
Katherine Elizabeth Land
Samantha Teresa Liguori
Tanya Patricia Lipscomb
Nicholas Ariel Lizardi
Scott Michael Magill
* Nora Aine Malone
Freddy Mancia
Michelle Marie Martinez
Jennifer Alexandra Mazer
*** Caitlin Danielle McGill
Michael Aaron McLeod
Hollis Marie McMasters
David Michael Minor
Rachel Hope Miranda
Thomas Edward Mundy
Christopher David Neely
Tara B. Nelson
Olivia A. Ortega
Stephanie Ann Pando
Michelle Anne Pavese
Mary Petralia
Emily Jo Pilt
** Sofia Victoria Puente-Lay
Jeannette Marie Quintana

Amanda Grace Ramirez
Kenneth Everett Rathburn
Adriana Yajaira Rivas
Leanna Kay Robinson
Andrew Kyle Rogers
Juliana Paige Rorbeck
Paris Scott Russell V
Lacey Beth Schultz
Joshua D. Shearer
Jacqueline Michelle Sheppard
Jeffrey Ryan Specht
*** Kandi Kay Steiner
Janeika Lakisha Sweet
Camille Thomas
Christopher James Vallone
Crixy Sashi Viera
Kevin Thuc Vu
Andrea Leigh Weston

English BA-English-Literature Track
Kelly Elizabeth Armenta
Lynley Gilchrist Barry
Lucy Anne Baugh
Victoria Laine Blessinger
Tina Marie Briz
Nicole Ferrer Castillo
** Sebastian S. Church
Paul Thomas Conrad
Kyle Henry Cowan
Joshua Daniel Crouch
Eric Richard Elzy
Sharon Ann Freeman
Staci Renee Griffith
Elyse Nicole Hammonds
James Socorro Hearn
Steven Lowry Hedrick
Jessica Lynn Helmer
Rebecca Anne Hession
Kerlyne E. Hilaire
*** Kelly Jean Hodges
* Corbett Daniel Hutchinson
Amblene Jean
Kassandra P. Johnston
Amanda Marie Jones
Sarah Ann Joseph
Schuyler Lincoln Kerby
Samantha Leah Krop
Rachel Kathryn Lake
Andrew Morgan Leshin
Bari Rachel London
Karla Ines Lopez
Robert Paul Maddox
Liam Edmund Malone
Seraphina Lilia Mancuso
Maryelizabeth Mariani
Christopher Edward Mariarossi
Jonna Michele Mears
Rebecca Monaco
Michael J. Moore
Christie Marie Naylor
Zoar Ivette Ortiz
Richard Alexander Pallas, Jr.
Morgan Elizabeth Payne
*** Melissa Marie Pompos
Taisa Rebloff
** Kerri Anne Elizabeth Renzulli
James Rodriguez, Jr.
Francesco Rosati
Lindsey Jo Rugg
** Esteban Leonardo Santis
Katelyn Mary-Frances Schmidt
Debra Joanne Schulz
*** Michael Trent Shaw II
Alicia Alberta Shepherd
Eric Kavan Spencer
Colton James Tapoler
Shelby Lynn Thorne
** Chelsy Lynn Tracz
Danielle Lauren Tuck
Robert Andrew Vazquez
Benjamin Adam Vitec
Emily Alise Vrotsos
*** Amanda Lea Welborn
Jon William Werner
Jamie Lou West
Cassandra Lynn Whitten
* Kristen Elizabeth Wood

English BA-English-Technical Communication Track
* Bethany Joy Bowles
Kyle Matthew Brantley
Jennifer Heather Cotter
** Calen Crate
Aidan Thomas Hitchingham
Corrine Jean Johnson
Melissa L. Leuschel
Jade S. Leucht
*** Gloria Starr Scott

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Film BA-Cinema Studies Track
- Ross Christian Alagna
- Nicholas Antonio Alex
- Jeff Alexander
- Tiara L. Anderson
- Bethany Lauren Baldwin
- Matthew S. Ballinger
- Richard E. Belsan
- April Bengo
- Luke Berg
- Mary Michelle Caron
- Michael Andrew Carrington
- Tricia E. Connelly
- Morgan Leigh Douglass
- **Sylvana Fernandez
- Amanda Jean Florio
- Carlos Juan Franco
- Devin J. Gaa
- Megan Francis Gazi
- Jessica E. Gilley
- Leland Louis Hanks
- Jacob William Hodges
- Mitchell R. Hogue
- Ryan Wayne Jackson
- Michael Jones
- Eric Charles Kaufman
- Metrah S. Pashae
- Jessica Michelle Perez
- Maxwell Ross Potter
- Rachel Rose Quart
- Lauren Ashley Rauch
- Victoria Amparo Reynoso
- Jonathan Edward Richter
- George John Sekas
- Bo Ernst Simpson
- Rebecca Marie Smith
- Joshua Streeter
- Scott Frank Yuken

French BA
- Ryan S. Grajo
- Meghan Marie Hanley
- Gabriel Olivier La France
- Kelli Ann Moats
- Pierre Richard Osias
- Juliana Paige Rorbeck
- * Sabrina Stein
- *** Gabrielle Simone Ashton Swaby

History BA
- Colin Walker Anthony
- Rachel Aponte
- Jared Arnold
- Nicole Rose Attanasio
- *** Jennifer Ann Bencivenga
- *** Alayne E. Benson
- Lauren Boye
- ** Michael D. Brooks
- Daniel Bruce
- Sarah Elizabeth Buch
- David Eric Bumatamente
- Brian Denis Callinan
- Gianni Fausto Campuzano
- Gabrielle P. Cangelosi
- Joshua Daniel Clark
- Drew Thomas Coleman
- Alex Ray Couch
- Leah Marie Creighton
- Brianna Baker Felts
- Ashley Alexa Fisher
- Frank Morris Ford III
- Hannah Elisabeth Fraher
- Justin Garber
- Katherine Noelle Garcia
- Ella Aileen Gibson
- Andrew Craig Ginden
- Angel Manuel Gomez
- Marlon Lionel Gonzalez, Jr.
- Stephanie Dian Gonzalez
- Arianna Guzman
- John L. Hammons
- Dustin Lee Harger
- Stephen Arthur Hill
- Glenn William Hunt
- Travis Dixon Irby
- Brittany Jacobs
- Timothy Michael Johnson
- Edward Charles Johnstone
- Megan Elizabeth Kaczmarek
- Joshua O'Neal Kimbro
- Christin Leigh King
- Robert Clayton Kratz III
- James Marquand Larrick
- James H. Lee IV
- Zachary Todd Leshin
- Joshua Harris Lida
- Amanda Rose Liquori
- Jason Robert Mackey
- Rudy David Mahosky
- Michael Christopher Markman
- Alyse Nicole Marschang
- William Binford Mayfield
- Ian Taylor McLaughlin
- Kevin Mitchell Mercer
- Phillip David Middleton
- * John Randolph Mockridge
- Esteban Morera
- Jack Charles Munn
- Gafa Alejandra Olaciregui
- Cheyenne Lee Oliver
- Michele Angela Panico
- Jodi Nicole Pettit
- Paul Andrew Reed
- Katelyn Renee Reiss
- Roger Van Remek, Jr.
- Joshua Thomas Richmeyer
- Alphonso Peter Romero
- Francesco Rosati
- Patrick Wade Rotton
- Taylor Rachelle Rouleau
- Carolina Sawedra
- Jean Sebastien Sainte-Rose
- ** Genesys Santana
- Martin Sciani
- Richard Sean Shiller
- Gunio Silveus
- Timothy Esko Simmons
- Steven Gregory Sindad
- ** Marla Spector
- Kristian Alexander Steele
- William Clay Stepp
- Daniel John Stukonis
- * Lauren K. Stump
- Dania M. Suarez
- Laurel Anne Tallent
- Marius Emanuel Tesch
- Ashley M. Timmerman
- Truc Thanh Tran
- Caitlyn Rose Tukdarian
- Richard Leo Wheatley, Jr.
- Benjamin Louis Winegard
- Michael Ryan Woods
- Derek J. Wotton
- Nicholas John Yanas
- * Robert Earl Zlatkin

Humanities BA
- Caroline R. Acha
- Aisha Nicole Artis
- Alicia Janeen Brown
- Brittney Nicole Childs
- Jessica Hope Gott
- Jennifer Rene Green

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Tyler Rhett Hampton
Hannah Brooke LaTurno
Janette D. Lewis
Christopher Michael Mason
Samantha J. Parker
Ali Laverne Sims
Devin Lawrence Sivels
Kelsey Teresa Smith
Jillian Kaleena Stafford
Leah Nicole Stoddard
Andrew Jared Toohey
Katiuska N. Torres

Philosophy BA
Christopher C. Byron
David Allen Covert, Jr.
Cara Rei Cummings
* Rebecca Lynn Eikleberry
Benjamin Feistmann
Gabriel Joseph Haslego
Daniela David Karpan
Aaron Josiah Kauffman
Elizabeth A. Layman
David Benjamin Putney
Audra Malene Robitaille
Samantha Morgan Schroeder
Thomas David Shea
Fernando Soto
Adam J. Spera
Annette Toro
Cecil Benjamen Wiese

Religious Studies BA
Brandi Nicole Ezzell
Timothy Mayer
Michael Thomas Pinder
Nathan Scott Rodriguez
Susana Romo
Amy Patricia White

Spanish BA
Daniyurs Alfonso
Monica Campbell
Elizabeth Julissa Cunningham
Rita Giovanna Stefani De Luca Guerriero
Brian Anthony Dillon
Jennifer Marie Gil
** Howard Jay Harrington
Jacqueline Ivette Lopez-Albiztur
Matthew Alan Pascale

Theatre Studies BA
Michael P. Atleo
Joshua Bradley Baggett
Ashley Elizabeth Barbee
Tessa Nicole Barlotta
Miles Blake Berman
Ross E. Black
Michael Paul Deaven
Austen Elizabeth Edwards
* Suzanne Elizabeth Faison
Kelly Marie Geler
Matthew Evan Goodman
David A. Juliano
Scott Allen Kerill
* Melissa Anne Landy
Kristin Amelise Lewis
Samantha Teresa Liguori
Christopher Ian Longfield-Smith
Joshua Aaron Luke
* Jennifer E. Malnasi
Danielle C. Moses
** Alison Mary Prouty
Croxie Elaine Provence
Ivania Lucrecia Roa
Alison Jill Roberts
Brittany Lee Schmitke
Gabrielle Juliana Shulnuff

Humanities BA-Philosophy, Religion and Popular Culture Track
Courtney C. Brackmann
Brianna Morgan Franklin
Chelsea Brienne McEntock
Michelle Mendez-Freire
Preston Walker Patterson
* Molly Catherine Reeves
Kesha Chantal West
Lisk Russell Yerton

Latin American Studies BA
Michelle Kristine Garcia

Modern Languages Combination BA
Diana M. Berrios
Philipp Birx
Angela D'Alessandris
Sarah Mia Drennen
Claudia Fernandez
Touradler Ghazzali
Graham Zachary Grover
Jessica M. Maynard
Thomas John McGovern
Vanna Marie Norman
Maria Eugenia Rios
Kevin Joseph Speedy

Music BA
Jessica Lee Ellison
Jean Davidson Jean-Rejouis
Whitney Alyssa Lawson
Angeleca Jacinth Moorman
* Marie Elizabeth Norton
Joshua A. Wellins

Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes
Vanessa Argento
Diana Carolina Ariza Ruiz
Massey Paul Brooks
Lance Dustin Burguere
Katelyn Anne Carter
William Tyler Chandler
Jameson J. Deighan
Cassondra Marie Dennett
Sarah Johnanne Edwards
Jihan Elabbadi
* Andrea C. Estrada Izarra
Richard Andres Gomez
Roger Carmile Hodge, Jr.
Jose Luis Jaimes
Sejo Jusie
Matthew Dean Kelly
Daniel Christian Mikolachek
Yuly Mojocca
Jenny Paola Ordonez
Terrance Christopher Perdue
Brittany Ann Rhymaun
Javier I. Rodriguez
Suhey Viviana Rojas
Joel Austin Setzer
Alicia Ann Sew Lackner
Kyle Stanley Sheppard
Trevor H. Stephens
Camilo Luis Sullivan
Natalia Zea Mateus

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA
Julio E. Amado
Leslibeth Acroho-Rosado
Jessica Irene Bargher Thomae
Melissa Lee Beckham
Ivanesis Carrasquillo
** Delia Alicia Castro
Greyson Paul Charnock
Crystal Michelle Colvenbach
Shinique C. Crawford
Luke Anthony Daniel
Michelle Renee Davis
Chelsea Danae Echols
Layal Moh'D Wald El-Atherah
Shyle Leann Eliseade
* Miguel Alonso Espinoza
Lauren Michelle Feuerman
Stephen Christopher Fonzo
Jennifer Lynn Freechette
Allison Meryl Hendrickson
Gladys Josefin Jose
Amber Noelle Kleimeyer
Steven Lebron
Kwok Yin Mak
Nico Alan Marasigan
Ethan James Merryweather
Gabrielle Lauren Nagy
Robert Louis Navaille
John Richard Oates
Thomas Olejar
Kathleen Elizabeth Peruyera
Andrew Fitzgerald Porter
Ryan Gesam Rea
Meghan Elizabeth Resh
Justin T. Richards
Joanna Lynn Rienbeau
Patricia Alexandra Ross
Dominique Sandoval
Carlos Miguel Sosa, Jr.
Veronica Lynn Suarez
Stratten Lacy Sutherland
Ashley Ann Taylor
Uyen Van Thai
* Marshall Adam Tindall
Evne Matthew Travelstead
Sean Walsh

Art BFA-Emerging Media Track
* Emile Gibran Madray Kanhai

Art BFA-Studio Art Track
Seth Peter Czaplewski

Film BFA
Farah Nasser Abdou
Monica Christine Barberousse
Lennon Ray Batchelor
Julie N. Bollinger
Dustin Michael Burton
David Jacob Bush
Chase Thomas Caldwell
Eric Marcello Coppa-Cross
Daniel P. DeGennaro
Thomas Richard Ehrbar III
Amber Brooke Guarente
Peter Nguyen Hoang
Yesenia Lima
Louis Remington Lucero
Andres Melo
Allison T. Nesmith
** Jonathan Manuel Perez
* Jonathan R. Reis
Jonathan Edward Richter
Stephanie Lynn Segler
Jeremy Allen Seith
Joseph Vincent Swederoski
Carla Nicky Tamma
Benin Trotter
Brandon Lee Wilson
** Samuel Tunes Zell-Breier

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre Track
Cathryn Whitney Abell
Laura Marie Adams
* Mickey Jo Bahr
Danielle M. Barnes
** Shayanne Lynn Cambre
Lindsay Nicole Clemmons
Angela Rose Darnato
Erika Joleen Diehl
Ashley Alexia Fisher
Julie Elizabeth Frost
Rebecca Galarza
Kayla Yvonne Kelsay
** David Paul Kidder
Alexa Jean Langella
Olivia Kathleen Loucks
Michael Christopher Mucciolo
Javier Alejandro Ortega
Rachel M. Schimenti

Theatre BFA-Stage Management Specialization
Iris Yisel Blanco
Gabriela Belen Gutierrez
Jeremiah Kight
Seth Daniel Newman
Katrina Marie Sylvester

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design Specialization
Maytte Martinez
** Kelly-Anne Salazar

Theatre BFA-Theatre Performance Specialization
Kevin Michael Alonso
Krista Nicole Amico
Linda Marie Farmer
* Carine Gaito
Casey Denise Golin
Harrison Michael Grant
Chloe Sara Miranda
Casey F. Noble
Kristin Elizabeth Shoffner
Danielle McRae Spisso
Allison Anne Walter

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
Anastasia Cetverikova
William Kyle Connell
Keith Joseph Dodson
Stephanie Renee Hoeckley
Kate Elizabeth Kostopoulos
** Gabriella Mantuanu Otero
Kurt Henry Riecken
William Matthew Roberts
Robert-Christian Sanchez
* Anielka De Los Angeles Silva
Spencer Ryan Stowers
Marius Emanuel Tesch

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Music Performance BM-Composition
Track

** Jeremy Steele Adams
   Lourdes Nicole Crosby
   Alex Mark Schulman

Music Performance BM-Jazz Studies
Track

Abraham Hamid Alamulhodaei
Mason Douglas Fox
Michael Reed Humpherys

** James A. Navan
Wendell Harlan Raulerson II
Benjamin Ryoji Tiptonford

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME

Keith Joseph Dodson
Philip James Eyrich
Amanda Maureen Fernandez

* Sara Christine Myers
Daniel Sherwood Pennington

* Anielka De Los Angeles Silva
Andrew Karl Westrick

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS

Stephanie Marie Anderson
Jillian Marie Browning
Michael McCartney Campbell
Jessica Alexis Castro
Mary Katherine Fluhraty
Megan Elana Gross
Deborah Lynne Habora
Erin Ashley Heim
Melissa Annette Hudson
Samantha Michelle Love
Leighton Robert Ohtson
Leah-Marie Pitrone
Miriam Maryori Polo
Angela Marie Spicer
Christopher William Wegman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
James Thomas Diamond
Nicholas Kawika Goldizen
Gabriel Olivier La France

Economics BA-Economics of Governmental Regulation Track
Nichole Lynn Helmick
Zachary Todd Leshin

Economics BA-General Economics Track
Eric C. Allen
** Alicia Ann Barker
Jeremy Michael Boyd
Amanda Marie Cesario
Joseph Steven Alexander Chihos
Jason Michael DeJesus
Steven Faustin
Timothy Joseph Gardenier
Joshua John McGuire
David Patrick McLean
** Brett Alan Morrison
Arthur F. Parker
Adam Clayton Prince
Nicole Chantelle Rosica
Wilson Scott Scarborough
Ian Tyler Sharer

Economics BA-International Economics Track
* Sebastian Camilo Hernandez
Josephine Pham-Gia

Economics BA-Political Economy Track
Stefan-Jose Garcia
Stephany Rojo
Thomas David Shea

Economics BA-Pre-Law Track
*** Jillian Margaret Askren
Brandon Scott DeCosimo
Jonathan Michael Noguera

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Jacques Stephen Amizial
Marlena Essica Anderson
Carrie Elizabeth Apolinario
* Melissa Berrouet
Latonia Shaddia Blake
Cary Marshall Brooks
Megan Renee Bucklin
Krystina Bulnes
Angela Michelle Busch
Keytrice Castro
Jose Alejandro Chang
Michelle Anne Christus
Quinton Antonio Dallas
Jeffrey Colin Daughtridge
Kristi Marie DelGrosso
Andrea Ruth Ehmann
Christopher Thomas Gatto
Idaliz Gonzalez
Desiree Hall
Michael Joseph Hazlett II
Justin Paul Hornemann
Sanjida Hossain
Geri Kaye Huyett
Golden Christina Kirchman
Jeremy Hsien-Chang Lam
Jason R. Langieri
Savannah Jo LaVeigne
Sarah Michelle McCartney
Trinette Leta Nation
Marissa Ivette Oliveras
Joannie Ortiz
Justin Daniel Perchalski
Vanessa Coury Batista Pires
Adriana Carolina Ponce
Edgar Quimones, Jr.
Noelia Maria Reyes
Daniel Rodriguez
Lee Aaron Sanford
Erica Santos
David Christopher Scheuer
Kristen Lynn Selph
Angelica Maria Senquis
Richard Cole Shannahon
Xionary Torres
Cynthia Dianne Trent
Diana Lynn Vance
Allison Leeann Vicroy
Ryan Barry Weber

Amanda Marie Webster
Kirill Zhuravlev
Angela Diane Zimmermann

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
** Courtney L. Antonino
* Brian Michael Bailey
Tamara Johnson Barua
Andrew J. Basse
Juan Diego Bisbal
Eric Ryan Bogun
** Sabrina Jennifer Bulnes
** Richard E. Burke, Jr.
* Justin Ryan Cabral
Jason Edward Calvird
Sara Alice Candela
Steven Adam Caraballo
Peter Van Casebolt
Tatiana Castillo
Justin J. Chakkala
Christopher Conrad Chomic
Rahin Moin Chowdhury
Michael Kevin Cinicolo
Kevin Douglas Cloyd
Ana-Alicia Renay Coalbrooke
* Emilie Jeanine Cossuth
*** Joshua Bashum Crowe
Colton Ronald Crum
Nikki T. Dao
Nicholas Ryan Davey
Kristen Nicole Davis
*** Trisha Lynn Deininger
Elsie Devita
* James Bryan Dorval
Julianne Lee Drake
** Lauren Ashley Dunham
Nicholas John William Dunnett
Monica Dawn DuPree
Matthew Theodore Eckard
Eric Philip Ema
Marcos Alexis Exposito
Nadia E. Farah
** Ian J. Farbman
Kaye Gensoli Figueroa
Emily Janest Fisher
Misha Freydaeter
Isabel Lizeth Garzon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Johnathan Genao
Matthew Ian Goldberg
** Kenneth Edward Grafe
* Michael S. Gross
Mandi Mac Grubb-Decker
Sebastian Gutierrez Arias
Joshua Hartmann
Emily Ann Heck
Raquel Daniela Hernandez
*** Frederick Hidalgo
Andre J. Himson
* Brooke Hollingsworth
*** Gregory James Holsen
* Shuya Huang
Craig Arthur Hughes
Krystal Octavia Jack
Nester Anthony James
Samuel Aaron Josepher
Christoffer Francis Katz
*** Meghan R. Kelly
Shahzad Karim Khan
* Angela Kniazeff
Amanda Ray Kosteski
Alejandra Gabriela Lechin
Levi Lewis
** Stacy Joyce Lieberman
Christina Sharon Louis
Lauren Marie Lynch
*** Sally Frances Macdonald
Alexander James Riseman Maddock
*** Kristen Nicole Martell
* Paola Elizabeth Matas
James B. Matchett, Jr.
Brett Rae McClellan
Joshua Elijah McGuire
Amanda Lynn Merchant
Megan Ashley Naecker
Marcus Leon Nettles
** Selina Elise Ostroff
* Olatetu Olajumoke Oyenpemi
Fairah Stephanie Pierre-Louis
Robert Paul Plewniak, Jr.
William Joseph Ray
*** Jeffrey B. Reeves
Trevor James Renson III
Jorge L. Rivera
Alyssa Blaire Rodriguez
Polo Rodriguez
** Max A. Roehm
Christian William Rohnen
Stephen Richard Romaine
Eric Ruffino, Jr.
* Colleen Patrice Ryan
Stacey Marie Samball
Melanie Schwartz
Kirill Gennadyevich Shekhekochikhin
Brynn Allison Snyderman
Thomas William Joseph Spence, Jr.
Jacquelyn Brooke Sperling
Jason Paul Stitzler
John Craig Swartz
David Ryan Thompson
Michael Patrick Thompson
Sarah Victoria Trajbar
Michael D. Tudeen, Jr.
Rebekah Mae Vandegrift
* Jenna Leigh Veidt
** Karen P. Vergara Jarrin
Alexa Vitaliano
*** Rachel Lauren Weiss
Courtney Laine Wells
Michael Gary Wesler
Sandra Ann Wilcox
* Danielle Marie Witte
Abbey Mae Worden
Karina Marianne Zevallos
Amanda Leigh Zsigmond

Accounting BSBA-General Accounting Track
Thiago M. Azevedo
Sean Isaiah Bryant
Daniel Anthony Nelson
Denise Lynne Oyer
Caroline Mara Roberts
Anna G. Smirnova
Jonathan Peter Sorci
Edward George Ventiera
*** Garrett Michael Weller
Joseph Russell Williams

Accounting BSBA-Public Accounting Track
** Kevin Ryan Bauman
Pamela Jane Kurtz
Angie Rose Montfort
Kelley Nichole Schneider
Jessica Rae Taylor
* Michelle Diane Weiss
Okcha Wuerstlin

Business Economics BSBA-Business Economics Track
John Benjamin Fatz

Business Economics BSBA-Economics of Government Regulation Track
Andrew David Vouris

Business Economics BSBA-Financial Economics Track
Kevin Carter Boyce
Joshua Bryan Cannington
Andrew Thomas Catron
** John Anthony D'Angelo
Celine Frances D'Craze
* Sandeep Deb
Rachel Jade DeFilippo
Jacqueline Renee Kendall
Jason Haresh Khiani
David Matthew Maze
Ashir Dipen Patel
David Ryan Thompson
Christopher Toolsee

Business Economics BSBA-General Economics Track
Adam Ryan Brill
Ashley Nicole Carbonell
Erica L. Desanti
Robert Drew Domitrovich
Lauren Edinger
Alan Le
Adam Pedrazas Montana
* Nicholas James Nache
Stuart Arturo Ordonez
Steven Michael Ronczkowski
Victor Kumar Sarkar
Scott O. Terry
Christopher Michael Thompson
Luis Felipe Valderrama
Christopher Valmana
Austin David Wales
** Natalie Beth Weinstein
Daniel Yoo IV

Business Economics BSBA-International Economics Track
Norely Hernandez
* Caitlin Rose McCaffrey

Business Economics BSBA-Pre-Law Track
Kevin Michael Hayes
McGregor Love

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

**Finance BSBA**
Ronald Abriola
Melinda Acevedo
Adam Paul Adelman
Hangiray Akbay
Justin Douglas Alfaro
Randy Anderson
Alvaro Enrique Angulo, Jr.
Shane Judson Arsenault
Megan Elise Avitabile
Gisselle Bader
Danielle Marie Baer
Nicholas Barbato
Alex Steven Barber
Lisa Stephanie Bartholomew
Andrea P. Baseiro-Arenas
Kevin Ryan Bauman
Kameron Geoffrey Bertine
Ali S. Bhatti
Katherine Ann Billings
Eric Ryan Bogen
Eliana P. Booker
Krista Marie Bortner
Kara Lynne Bottomley
Bryan Anthony Braud, Jr.
Adam Ryan Brill
Andrew Brody
Kenneth L. Bronis
Misti L. Bryan
Sean Isaiah Bryant
Lindsey Ann Buchanan
Andrew Charles Buchner
Julia Helen Busovne
Clinton C. Cain
Joshua D. Calkins
Sara Alice Candela
Jennifer Lynne Carlile
Joshua Robert Castor
Luiz Henrique Centenaro
Gigi Bowan Chan
Steven George Chandler II
Joseph Anthony Cicuitlla
Jordan Paul Cina
Miguel Angel Claudio, Jr.
Lisaandra Coutin
John Anthony D’Angelo
Aaron Jacob Davis
Darryl Derek De Vlugt
Elise Devita
Thomas Stephen Dexter
William Edward Dieffenbach
Stacie T. Diehl
Ronald Charles Dinunzio, Jr.
Alexis Marie Dittmer
Alejandro Luis Donaldson
Hai Thanh Dong
Michelle Allison Dooley
Michael David Dowling
Julianne Lee Drake
Brett Franklin Ducker
Juan Esteban Duque
Michelle Renee Durand
Alyson Christine Endres
Leigh Dara Engelman
John SL Engle
Estefania Enriquez
William Hardwick Ethridge III
Michelle A. Eugene
Marcos Alexis Exposito
Eric Tyler Farnlano
Sarah Anne Farrell
John Benjamin Fatz
Luciano Fidalgo
Jonathan Louis Fils
Jose E. Flefel
Wilfredo D. Flores, Jr.
Nicholas Matthew Flowers
Christopher David Forbes
Michael S. Francis
Richard Anthony Franklin, Jr.
Wahmitz Sheehee Frier
Maureen Frances Furino
Mark Dominick Fumari
Jonathan Anthony Galbo
Christopher John Garcia
Kevin Michael Garvy
Ryan Michael Gernaat
Ryan Klaus Goersch
Michael J. Gomez
Leonardo M. Gonzalez
Yoavnn Gonzalez
Christopher Michael Goodwyn
George Paul Goshashy
Ajeowel Alexandra Granville-Stephenson
Christopher K. Griffith
Heather Cramer Grove
Valerie Gutierrez
Anthony Christian Halmow
Joel Alexander Hamilton
Alan Daniel Hardman
TaCara Denise Hegg
Megan Elizabeth Henderson
Afnajjer Rafael Hernandez
Mark Thomas Hilder
Thomas Martin Hloshinec
Franck Jonathan Horvath
Brian Allen Hunsicker
Trinh Hue Huynh
Deandre Quinell Ilus
Chad S. Isenhart
Mohammed Zafar Ali Mohammed Ismail
Christopher David Jones
Christopher Thomas Jones
Terry Edward Jones
Jessica Christine Juern
Ariane Alexandra De Nazareth Kato
Michael Patrick Kelly
Shahzad Karim Khan
Jason Haresh Khiani
Michael Andrew Kilbridge
Sean David Kilbridge
Kristin Richelle Klopfenstein
Justin Daniel Knott
Lucas Boone Kobitter
Yuliya Konyuvska
Kevin Anders Kozak
Zachary Thomas Kruger
Joseph Latuf
Kyle E. Lazenik
Jessica Bianca Lettsome
Levi Lewis
Daniel Vincent Liburdi
Carolina Gioia Lima
Cai Yuan Liu
Christina Sharon Louis
Matthew Sheldon Lowther
Amanda D. Lubin
David James Lynch
Rosanna Marie Macknight
Glenn Robert Manke, Jr.
Eric Jason Marion
Trevor Logan Marsh
Christine Alyssa Martin
Daneen Lin Martin
Janey Kathryn Martin
Melissa Ann McGill
Felicia Ann McGinnis
Jesse J. Meetre
Hector Rafael Mejia Urena
David C. Melecio
Julian Evan Melendez
Charles F. Melges
John Michael Midgetz, Jr.
Zachary Frank Minei
Nicholas Stone Mireles
Kayla Brooke Mitchell
Ryan Daniel Muhiabech
Jae Hyun Nam

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

** Tony J. Nasser
* Joseph Adam Neace
** Olivia Phuong Thy Nguyen
Isoken Nina Obasiki
Bridget Anne O'Brien
Lilian Katherine Ocant
Denise Lynne Oyer
Robert Louis Pasquarelli
Michael Joseph Pasternak, Jr.
Parth Patel
Seema Patel
Ryan Michael Patrick
Melvin D. Pearson
Christopher Jason Perez
Brandon Frank Pesognelli
* Gracija Petrusic
* Richard Michael Pietra
David Baxter Platt
Jason R. Portal
Kristine Lynn Porter
Callum Liam Powers
Ashley Lauren Precious
Jordan Rae
Evelyn Cristina Ramirez
Ronald Ramnan
Trevor James Renson III
Anthony Reyes
* Jessica A. Rizzo
Ciara Shatora Robinson
Brittany Latrice Romer
Eric Rufrano, Jr.
Ryan Daniel Rupp
* Harrison Reid Rykus
Melissa Sampredo

** Jonathan Charles Schechter
Bradley James Schneider
Ian Lee Schnier
Kelsey L. Shaffer

** Edward Frank Lenart Shalkauskas III
Andrew Loren Sklar
Carl Adam Stone

** Haley Michelle Smart
Justin Miller Smith
Kyle K. Smith

** David Michael Sokerka
Jonathan Peter Sorci
Danielle Paulina Sotnick
Benjamin John Stevens

** Adam Edward Straka
Zakaria Amer Sultan
John Craig Swartz
Nicholas Ray Szust
Ben Kendrick Tan

** Anna Claudia Tandiono
Kaitlee Jee Yun Tate
Michael William Tawney
Angelina Terrero
Darrin Vincent Thomas
* Danielle M. Tillman
Brian Allen Tinker
Christopher Toolsee
Michael Totino

*** Quan-Hao Blake Tran
Ville Valimaa

*** Claude Ashton Vanhook IV
Karina Costa Vaz
Edward George Ventiera
* Jeremy David Waechter
Jason L. Wayne
Charles Ashley Weekley
David A. Weiland
Benjamin Michael Weinstock
* Michelle Diane Weiss

*** Garrett Michael Weller
Jessica Marie Werner
Michael Gary Wesler
Russell Allen Wheeler III
Duncan James Williams
Erica Denise Williams
Joseph Russell Williams
Jeremy Sinclair Wilson
Erin N. Winterfeldt
Byron Wright III
Jeffrey Richard Zerrer
Zhi En Zheng
Matthew R. Zinser

General Business BSBA
Abdullah T. Al-Kharafi
Daniel Peter Antonino III
Lillian Arana
Timothy Michael Armstrong
Sheetal Aroda
Sonide Augustin
Ariel Ann Banacki
Yashar Basmenji
Raquel M. Biscaro
Joseph Bluntson
Melanie Lauren Bocchino

*** Magaly Bolanos
Paul W. Borah
Yevgenia Yurievna Borodkina
William B. Burroughs
Brandon Butterfield
Sean Michael Cabrera
Matthew Alan Caruso
Andres Thomas Cibotti
Paolo Clerici
Lauren Noel Connolly
David Walter Cordell
Alexandra Marie Crispino
Alexandra Darling
James Patrick Dunker
John C. Felter
Courtney Nichole Fountain
Matthew James Frain
Patrick David Francis
Jordan Sunni Gechter
Bryan Jared Gollins
Christopher M. Gonzales
Timothy Joseph Goss
Andrew Keylan Graham
Christina Leigh Greensfied
Daniel J. Greiner
Jonathan Adam R Gross

*** Janel Marie Hall
Trent Douglas Higginbotham
Tyler Marie Hinman
Mark Thomas Humphries
Troy Robert Huyhn
Cristina M. Johnson
Sedric Lasonnie Johnson
Eric Glenn Joiner
William Brendan Kelly
Daniel Joseph Kleinschmidt
William Fredrick Kunteheimer III
Hunter C. Larsen
Katelyn Elizabeth Lemen
* Brooke Elizabeth Lemen
* Alexandria Lent
Sara Lillian Levanti
David Andrew Levesque, Jr.
Michael Chen Lin
Chad Michael Loiaccono
Henry Joseph Magnier IV

*** Silena Salima Majid
Jose L. Mendietta, Jr.
Alexander Craig Mills
John Watson Moran, Jr.
Tram T. Nguyen
Katelyn R. Orsorits
Fredy Ortiz, Jr.
Tanya Alexandria Payne
Zachary Michael Peterson

** Elizabeth Ashley Pierson
Daniel Joseph Polaski
Joshua Joseph Reis
Victoria Beth Rittberg

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Elizabeth Lee Rivard  
Andrew David Rusnak  
Robert Rutner  
** Neilkant Deopaul Samaroo  
Randi Edward Sayman  
Shannon Kate Schlechter  
William V. Schorn  
* Melanie Britt Senosiai  
Brittney Lee Shiller  
Donald Anthony Smiley  
Brittany Lynn Smith  
Steven N. Smith  
Ryan Thomas Spartz  
Stephanie Marie Spencer  
*** Devon John Steckl  
Russell Davis Stephenson  
William Carroll Thompson  
Melinda Torres  
Monica Christine Torres  
Madeline Viera  
Timothy Chezaaee Williams, Jr.  
Andrew Steven Wolfe  
Brandon Keith Woodle  
Diane Yu  
* Sandy Farouk Zanjaty  
Daniel Lewis Zwerin  

General Business BSBA-General Business AS to BS Track  
Daniel Nicholas Delgado  
Janetta Michelle Moore  
Michael Andrew Soler  

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship Track  
Michael Reid Abney  
Evans Josue Aguilar  
Alizmarie Alvarez  
Sean Barakett  
Ryan Michael Benson  
Connor Lieb Cafferty  
Andrew Aaron Capranas  
Cameron Ford Christopher  
Neil Desai  
Emily Lauren Dulaney  
Glenda Marie Dumont  
Ginger Brittany Elliott  
Ramzi El-Youssef  
Patrick Printemps Emilien  
Pearlaine Monique Flango  
Michael Allen Glenn  
Ryan William Haver  
Christopher Matthew Hill  
*** Derek Colin Holliday  
Darby Anouilh Jean  
Alvaro Jimenez  
Nicholas Albert Kahn  
** Brittany Anne Keen  
Jordan Matthew Mason  
Krystle Nicole McCoy  
Kian Michael Mikhiti  
Joshua B. Nestlebusb  
Lee Noto  
Kevin S. Pak  
Nicolie Marie Palmer  
Roshi Naresh Patel  
* Paul David Sandler  
Allan Edward See  
*** Shannon Marie Sigler  
Kwame Devin Walker  
Matthew Patrick Wright  
Myles Lawrence Wright  
Felice Yip  
Management BSBA-General Management Track  
Sean Hipolito Abiera  
Irene Marie Adorno  
Mercy Marie Adorno  
Sufyan Ahmed  
Daniel Patrick Andrews  
LaTorrance Jerome Ashley  
María Anne Bailey  
Macon Robert Ballantine III  
Philip John Baum  
Chasity N. Benitez  
Matthew Louis Bennett  
Richard William Bertrand  
Alberto Antonio Blandon  
Shane A. Boulware  
Bret Michael Bowden  
Dominic J. Brunetti  
Rita Charisse Buzzella  
** Ryan James Callaghan  
Robert Andrew Connors  
*** Joseph Eric Cooper  
Nicholas Dean Danilla  
Nicole Marie Davie  
Eugene Aleksandr Dolgovykh  
Jordan Andrew Dupree  
Joelle Lea Dux  
Brandon Jared Faye  
Christopher Lucas Feigenbaum  
Ryan McKinney Finch  
Sean Richard Fitzgerald  
Christopher Jordan France  
Heidi Diane Gallup  
William R. Gardner  
Kyle Aaron Gaudy  
*** Caitlin Mary Geiger  
Jennifer R. Gembecki  
Valerie Yvonne Goulet  
Brittny P. Greene  
Tyler Jacob Greulich  
Brianne M. Gutierrez  
Nicole Frances Hoffmann  
Deandre Quinell Ilus  
Robert Brent Jenkins  
Alexa Jean Lapointe  
Arielle Hannah Levav  
William Luis Il  
Michael Henry Lyle  
Kathleen Michelle McDonald  
Adam Paul Miller  
Jesus M. Morales, Jr.  
*** Brandon J. Naidu  
Nicholas Terrell Oliver  
Uman Sudhirbhai Patel  
Eunice Payano  
Lisa Sophie Phillips  
Gregory Charles Pyle  
Amber Marie Ramsey  
Alexis R. Rodriguez  
Heidi E. Rothe  
Joseph Rey Salabarrin  
Nicolas Andrew Secoy  
Dominic Devon Spence  
Spencer T. Stricklin  
Jeremy D. Tellor  
Michael Benjamin Vaughan  
John Villaverde  
Charles Allen Walker  
David A. Weiland  
Richard Paul Wellbrock  
Brad White, Jr.  
Ryan W. Wiebe  
Kerlon Christian Williams  
Steven Andrew Zelman  

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management Track  
Courtney Grace Allegra  
Keven Ayala  
Paula Marie Baker  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Jillian Alexandra Borodemos
Kai Maya Burford
Margaret Elizabeth Celentano
Lourdes S. Directo
Ciara Crishelle Duff
Craig Allen Elliott
Karla Nikole Flagg
Gan Guo
Aneezah Natalie Isenbletter
Laura Maria Kiffer
Ashley Elizabeth LaSure
Julianne Therese Lind
** Sofia Almeida Marques
Paola Andrea Martinez
Allyson Taylor Meadows
Kingsley Rene Michel
Carey Lorraine Mokher
Karla Paola Monar
Alejandra Ortega
Sunny Jayesh Patel
Josephine A. Rivers
Sara Rojas
Jeffrey S. Rozak
Amanda Carmen Jane Schimian
Natalee N. Simms
Jaime Blaire Stifaniac
Isabel Cristina Tabares
Richard Edward Teeter
Jaclyn Anne Vander Biezen
Lindsay Alyce Villavicencio
Devin Nicole Werdenberg
David Paul Wheeler
Laura Rose Wojtaszek

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing Track
Drew Spencer Abbott
Carla Marie Altieri
Alaina Rose Anderson
Christen Beverly Anderson
Shamira Arsala
Daniel A. Ascher
Noel Jason Bass
Julian Moses Belity
Matthew E. Bender
Kendall Bryant Bessellieu
Marko Bilal
Alexandra Leith Black
Lauren Janelle Blackburn
** Kristen Andrea Blackwell
Christopher Frank Bogataj
Danielle Nicole Boneczyk

Brittney Bradley
Katelyn Alyse Brennan
Rudolph J. Calvo
Jamison Michael Carlsson
Mallory Morgan Carlton
Maria Alejandra Castrellon
Emily Gana Christianson
Daniel Albert Cianciolo
Amanda Marie Cole
Ruth Colombe
Ashley Marie Colquhoun
Christopher Alan Connelly
Kaitlyn Marie Cook
** Wendy Kathryn Cross
Melissa Natalie Dalmay
Adam B. Davis
Robert Lee Davis
** Courtney Catherine Day
Chris David Decrosta
Chase Michael DeMarco
Summer Leigh Dickey
Chelsey Clark Dickson
Marissa Morgan Dietz
Mark Christopher Durant
Evan Roland Easterling
Kelsey Marie Edge
** Taylor Michael Epps
Jack Estael, Jr.
Edward Estevez
Nicholas Clark Fontanes
Stephanie Brook Fortna
* Jaime Audra Fox
Diego Fernando Fuentes
Paula Irene Giannamico
** Eric Joseph Gilhooley
Aaron B. Godet
Ross Vale Goldfinger
Yirmarie Graulau Santiago
Christian Habib Green
Bryan Matthew Groc
Katherine Rose Haines
Jana Renee Harris
** Danielle Elizabeth Harrison
Lauren Michelle Hitt
Patrick Keith Horn
Helene My-Hanh Huynh
Stephen Paul Jackson
Victoria Ashley Jennings
Lucas D. Johnson
Benjamin Scott Kalvin
Arienne Alexandra De Nazareth Kato
Kristen Emily Kettner
Troy Anthony King
Bryce Ian Kirshenbaum
Cody Michael Knight
Sarah Elizabeth Knight
* Kyle Christopher Kraft
Jeremy P. Kuchenhecker
Joel David Lammers
Tanner William Lane
Johnny Giang Hoang Le
Brittel Precious Lloyd
Alexxe Marie Lopez
Christy Marie Lopez
* Benjamin James Lowing
*** Kelley Arline Lucanegro
*** Sarah A. Lucanegro
Richard Arnold MacAuley III
Jessica Marie Machcek
Lauren Susana Madan
Karim Natalia Madueno
Joseph Robert Magri
Elizabeth Autumn Mahler
Daniela Isabel Maldonado
Steven John Manry
*** Danielle Kelly Marie
Lindsey Danielle Miller
Carlos Alberto Morales, Jr.
Andrew R. Morrison
Nicole Moschella
Alain M. Moyal
Kimberly Marie Murphy
* Kristen Barbara Murphy
Kimberly Anne Nelson
Devin Lee Newman
Melinda Minh-Lan Nguyen
* Amy Elizabeth Nicholl
Nicholas John Nieman
Michael Austin Noland
Ryan Myles Officer
Katherine Alexis O’Keefe
Jose Oliveira Segundo
Allison R. Osmon
Melissa Ann Ostebo
Andrew James Parson
Kristen L. Patton
Abel Pena
Matthew Nicholas Perez-Trepichio
Joseph A. Principe
Allana A. Purcell
Bradley Garrett Quereau
Vijay N. Ramdass
Michael Brandon Ranocchia
Matthew E. Reed
Joseph Patrick Reynolds
Claire Grace Rhodes

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Juan F. Riccardi
Rodney L. Robinson II
Richard Del Castillo Rodgers
Francesca Maria Roefaro
Brittany Marie Roepper
Christopher Andrew Rossi
Jason A. Roydhouse
Eric William Sadovnick
Joseph Martin San
Sergio Antonio Sanchez
Maykol Sanchez Morr
Michael Robert Sawicki
Thomas Joseph Schmook

** Stacy Elyse Scholnik
Lauren Ashley Schubel
Andrew Lowell Schuch
Valerie Lynn Sesler
Pritam Bhavir Shah
Sheanalyn Jane Shawver
Courtney Marie Sheldon
McGregor Neville Sheppard

* Stephanie Kate Sheppard

* Carly Erin Sills
Alexa Riley Slack
Sean Michael Sonnenberg
Richard Olaf Sroka
Jonovan Terrell-James Stafford
Gabriela Blair Stanard

* Andrew Jordan Stimmel
Byant Tan
* Janna Marisa Tevlowitz

* Michael Leroy Thomas, Jr.
Keron Terelle Thompson

* Cameron Charles Thornton

* Danielle M. Tillman
Samantha Lee Tranfa
Kwame Devan Walker
Sean Welch
Richard Paul Wellbrock
Derek A. Werdenberg
Michelle Justine Witt
Jasmine Louise Wray
Andrea Yacaman Burgos

Christina Ashley Coon
Lidiana Fuente
Sandra Marie Gonzalez
Lauren Rebecca Hallman
Veronica Jeanne Hojnacki
William Hetler Joost, Jr.
Jason Harris Mellman
Carl Raymond Padilla
Gabrielle Marie Penca
Stephanie Anne Sargeant

* Caitlin Mary Shannon
Arron Daniel Solano
Kevin Jeffery Taulman
Travis James Taylor
Paul Randal Williams

Real Estate BSBA

Steven Buck Bielik
JR Bradford, Jr.
Richard Salvatore Diliozeno
Ronald Charles Dinunzio, Jr.
Michelle Renee Durand
John SL Engle

* Jose E. Flefil
Quinton Lewis Gower-Winter
Afnajer Rafael Hernandez
Mark Thomas Hilder
Michael Ray Leiser
Christy Marie Lopez
Amanda D. Lubin
Eric Jason Marion
Zachary Frank Minei
Bridget Anne O'Brien
Carl Adam Slone
Amanda Blair Whitfield

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling Track

Justin Michael Adams
Ryan R. Baril
Ashlee Nicole Blair
Zachary Layne Carter
Daniela Maria Cervantes
Steven Gerard Conforti

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Brooke Cherih Bennett
Heather Bennett Covert
Jenna Paige Dickenson
Allison Anne Knazick
Sasha Chrysta Emily Leonard
Rachel Cecile Moran
Carlos Antonio Vazquez
Lena Michelle Warner
Laura Marie Zoellner

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education:Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3) Track

*** Shelley Lynne Angy
** Bailee Rebecca Bruehl
** Chelsea Elizabeth Bundy
** Angela Marie Burks
** Stephanie Veronica Celis

** Mariela Cortes

*** Tara Louise Darwish
* Alison Ann Dawsey
Keisha Monique Hardy
Kris Kristin Leigh Hatt
NaTasha Curtrese Head
Lindsay Leigh Henderson
Gina Marie LaStella
Jennifer Lynn Lucas
Mystina Linn Obuckley
Sharac Diana Pierret
Meghan Ashley Pilosi
Kevie Mickala Ramsay
Sarah Christine Rife
John Scott Rockwell
Donnalee Monique Rowell
Tiffany Leigh Sheesley
Lindsey Nichole Skaar

* J Nine Sky
Wendi Sovercool
Heather Elise Stewart
Laura Theresa Venezia
Maria Dolores Vlassick
Stephanie Lynn Young

Early Childhood Development and Education BS

Ashley Marie Allen
* Tina Marie Allton
Amanda Leigh Aucouin
Samantha Lauren Behrcke
Bobbie Lee Bixby
Katherine Goitay Calderon
Alicia Danielle Christian
Ashley Rachael Daughtry
Brittney Nicole Denomme
Megan Nicole Dickinson
Terrica Elizabeth Dorsett
Soaud Sabah Dupree
Jessica Renee Edwards
Jade Christina Foster
Elizabeth Ann Freeman
Laura Elizabeth Gardner
Francisco Javier Gil
Gail Marie Hanson
Kayla Marie James
* Keely Noel Johansson
Laura A. Kaczekowski
Kristin Noelle Kestner
* Ashleigh Nicole Kozar

** Aubrey-Jordan Christina McGee
Camellia Emily Muniz
Kelli L. Parsons
Kristin Michele Peral
Brittany Nicole Phillips
Erica Rose Pollick
Molly Amelia Ponder
Aimee Lynn Prideau

*** Tamara Reis
Kathleen Erin Riley
Ashley Nicole Ryan
Cheryl Ann Saint Paul
Neera Shukla
Lauren Naomi Smith
Kayla Brooke Thompson
Lindsay Ann Waterlo
Miaa1yn Rotraut Wetzel
Melanie Rene Wheeler
Melanie Noelle White
Amanda L. Wilson
Megan Nicole Winkle

Elementary Education BS

Abby E. Adair
*** Stevi-Lynn Marie Agliano
Luzeana Evette Alfonzo-Reyes
Christina Justine Allegra
Lynne Davis Allen
Kristina Jennell Anderson
Rose Martine Apollon
Nicole Armstrong
Arielle Amanda Aronson
Naomie Augustin
Kimberly Rachel Ausnehmer
Katelyn Marie Baird
Stacy C. Banta
Brenda Ann Barker
Amanda Nicole Barnes
April Lynn Barnes
* Olivia Lisette Barr
Sasha L. Barrett
Lauren Bartolomucci
Erin Jo Barwikowski
Christina Marie Bataler
Devon Nicole Bellmore
Casey Anne Bermingham

*** Selina Marie Black

Melinda Jacqueline Boutwell
Kristen Ashley Bracco
Amber Joy Brahm
Joanne Zenaida Bray
Melanie Lynn Bray
Danielle Claire Brown
Melissa Jo Brown
Elizabeth Eileen Browne
Elizabeth Erin Brumley

*** Andrea Kathleen Buit
Kris Lindley Bulger
* Jessica Nicole Burgner
Brittany Michelle Bursztynski
Lianna Carpio Cabrera
Leah Rose Caines
Sara Nicole Cajigas
Jasmine Kristine Caldwell
Katherine Kelly Caldwell
Nicole Marie Cameron
Lauren Brooke Candage
Melissa Ann Candow
Jeanna Rose Carlton
Kristine Tracey Carter
Jessica Khristall Castaneda
Christina Ann Caulley
Christina Marie Chan
Alexandrea Raquel Chapman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Sydney Jena Chernoff
Colby Rochelle Christiano
Danielle C. Cleave
Chelsea Grace Clough
Chelsie Leigh Coats
Maritza Iris Colon
Sarah Diane Compher
Lindsay Margaret Conn
Lynsee Jordin Corder
Renata Costa
* Lisa G. Costello
Lisa Marie Crandall
*** Sarah E. Crone

* Caitlin Ann Cummings
Christina Caroline Cummings
Kristin Ashley Custer
Sonya Christine D'Aquila
Christopher Brian D'Argenio
Lindsay Renee Daski
Amanda Anne Davis
Carly Paige Davis
Jerrica Lynn Davis
Marie Elaine Dean
Angela Elaine Dees
Christian Lee DeLuca
Samantha Nicole Demko
Emily Antonia Devaty
Katharina Annuschka DeVault
Ramona Diaz
Maury Caitlin Dillender
Maria Lynn DiMura
Chelsea Marie DiNiro
Megan Rochelle Dixon
Morgan Marguerite Durham
Jona G. Durose
Denielle Lee Dutil
Amanda Shawn Dvorak
Brittney Rose Edwards
Tabitha Katy Eisenberg
Monique Shante Ellington
Kaley Marie English
Margarita Maria Escobar

*** Alexa Carrick Eshack
Yasmin Espinosa
Meredith L. Eye
Nickiesha Watson Fairclough
Maci deMahy Farmer
Amber Olivia Farrell
Heather A. Fern
Alyssa Grace Ferris

*** Katherine C. Fisher
Edith Migdalia Flores
Emma Jayne Fraser

Jacqueline Friedman
Meagan Patricia Gallagher
Ashley Nichole Galloway
Nicole Jo-Ann Gandolfo
* Chelsea Nicole Gauchman
Kristen Michelle Gegner
Jenna Lynne Gelow
Amanda Jean Gibson
Sarah Joy Girem
Jessica Alexis Glass
Christopher Marciano Gomes
Beth Ann Gonsalves

* Hannah Joy Gordon
Jessica Lynn Goulart
Kayla Ann Grasse
Brittany Danielle Grayson
Jason Bradley Green
Samantha Davis Green
Stephanie Michelle Greene
Ashlee Marlin Gruenewald
Shannon Marie Gunter
Sara Marie Hall
Krista Dianne Hamilton
Mahassan Harb

** Jamie Jade Harris
Jennifer Harrison
Alexandra Katherine Harting
Alyssa Frances Hartley
Keri Danae Harwell
Amanda Rene Hayes
Carrie V. Hayes
Alexandra Marie Hayth
Joanna Nicole Hemphill
Cara Michele Henderson
Jessica Lynn Hendrix
Melissa Marie Hill
Elexie Ray Hiller
Tracey Adams Hoff
Marissa Rebecca Holiber
Melissa Hollow

*** Rebecca Gayle Holman
Krysten Elizabeth Holmes-Langguth
Magan Leann Holt
Lisa Ann Holzer
Kimberly C. Hoolihan
Samantha Renee Howe
Kristen L. Hrkach
Alexis Elizabeth Huether
Natalie Elizabeth Huff
Emilie Lou Huffman
Victoria Ann Humphrey
Crystal Marie Ikegwunwu
Leigh Ann Jackson

Caitlin Elizabeth Johnson
** Terrah Brett Johnson
Taylor Lynn Jones
Leanne Sandra Kearns
Tammy Lea Keen
Kayla Leanne Kerlin
Minna Kim

** Meredith Carlton Kingsbury
Emily Faith Kirby
Lara Michelle Kirby
Meghan Lynda Kirker

* Leslie L. Klaczuk
Ethan Aaron Klasner
Melissa S. Knowles
Anne M. Kuckkahn
Susan Kuriakose
Anthony James Labonte
Ashley Margaret Lamson
Ashlyn Marie Lauria
Christina Marie Leedy
Elana Beth Levine
Kayla Marie Little
Jarrod Kyle Lorenz
Ashley Lynn Lucroy
Brittany Renea Lynch
Karlie Michelle Lynch
Brittany Nicole Maher
Elinabeth Maldonado
Ana Rafaela Mancini
Samantha Erika Mandel
Jennifer Ryan Marietta
Angela Joy Martin
Ashley Ralyn Martin
Lindsay Marie Martin
Ryan Kendall Martin
Lauren June Maxwell
Miriam Mayerova
Shelby Lynn McFall
Mallory Lauren McGrath
Janette Lorain Medley
Natasha Blair Medrano
Mary Ann Elizabeth Meeks

*** Jacqueline M. Michaels
Tannah Mirfarsi
Stephany Ann Mitchell
Kimberly Ann Moegerman
Angela Enid Molina
Amanda Rose Monick
Sung Hye Moon
Mary Virginia Moore

* Lauren Danielle More'
Kirsten Anne Morgan
Cassandra Lee Murphy

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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College of Education

Meghan Siobhan Murphy-Price
Britney Leigh Murray
Vanessa Lourdes Naya
* Denise Kelly Neumann
Joseph Murrhee Newton
*** Maria M. Notrem
* Nicole M. Numbers
Akiyah Sheriece O’Brady
Gina Lyn Ogden
Emmari Olivo
Haley Nicole Olson
Kelly Anne Palmer
Paula Marie Panicoa
Hee Jin Yang Parades
Caitlyn Hayden Payne
Allison Marie Pehush
Rachel Lynn Pellett
*** Christine Marie Perrucci
Brittany Leigh Pilinko
** Melissa Marie Pina
Roxanne Marie Polochak
Christopher P. Pomponyo
Hunter Rae Price
Natalie Elizabeth Prill
Mary Margaret Proctor
Danielle Quaglizzi
Lyndsay Ramnath
Brigette Adamitis Rasmussen
Shailene M. Reilly
Tara Lynne Rhone
Shaylon Alexandra Richard
*** Kayleigh Marie Ringer
Brittany Danielle Roach
Kelley Leanna Roberts
*** Sara Lynn Robinson
Samantha Doniel Roeck
Ashley Christine Rogers
Jacquelyn Mary Romano
Kate Elisabeth Rosenberg
Melissa Ivy Rosenberg
Dana Barwikowski Rowe
Jessica Mary Ryan
Jason Peter Sanchez
Amanda Elizabeth Saucier
Aisha Nayo Saunders
Teri Ann Scheunemann
Deanna Renee Scott
Nicholas Tyler Semcken
Bethy Senat
Emily Pearl Seymour
Sari Allison Shapiro
Laila Rae Shakhiian
Jessica Elizabeth Shearhod
Tabitha Grace Sherrick
Sarah Renee Simons
Anna J. Sims
*** Victoria Noel Slingo
Amber Lynn Smith
Courtney A. Smith
Valerie L. Smith
John Christopher Smoot, Jr.
Manal Sohel
Yoon Jung Sohn
*** Stephanie Nicole Sorrels
* Shanna Marie Spence
John Stanley Srebermak
Amanda Katherine Stanley
Brittany Louise Starr
* Brittany Lauren Steiner
Sharyn Laura Stiegitz
Holly Christine Strickland
Scott Allan Stumpf
Tiffany Renee Sullenberger
Saranya Sureshkumar
Amanda Jo Swartwout
Allison Taubman
Julio Cesar Tejada
Ashley Marie Thomas
Brittany Leigh Thomas
Kacy Marie Thurmond
Lissette Nathalia Torres
Jessica Lynn Totaro
Bridget Rose Traynor
Emily B. Treiser
Trent William Trias
Katelyn Ashley Tugwell
Christina Lyne Tustin
*** Denise Danielle Unruh
Cristina Isabel Vales
** Gabriella Marie Valone
Aislinn Danielle Van Buren
Yanique Amanda Vaughn
Bianca Beatriz Velaquez
Crittina E. Villeda
Myriam Virella-Berry
Emily Jane Von Ebers
Jennifer Joan Von Mosch
Josephine Rosarie Wade
Monika Ann Walker
* Megan Michelle Wall
*** Laura A. Walters
Jessica Elaine Watson
Teri Leigh Watson
Hillary Danielle Weaver
Kirk D. West
Gaetane Lorraine Wheeler
Amanda Lynn Whitemore
Jacqueline Wick
Chelsea Nicole Widmaier
Beverley A. Wieland
Katherine Ione Wieland
Kara Elizabeth Wigert
Kelli Rose Wilder
Cara Nicole Willoughby
Tana Lynn Wilson
* Sharon Renee Woods
Nikhil Danyae Wright
Nicolette Christina Yello
** Kellie Ann Zigan
Amanda Lynn Zimmerle
* Kelly Kristen Zipperer

English Language Arts Education BS

Joanna Lauren Bragman
Nicole Amanda Brichler
*** Eric William Calabrese
Caitlin Mae Clinton
Chelsea Marie Collins
Maile Cortese
Whitney Jeanne Dolley
Jacques Daniel Fountain
Jennifer Grace Gauthier
Marie Estelle Gentile
Giselle Marie Genus
Corbett Daniel Hutchinson
Karin Isabel Jabiel
*** Jenna Danielle Kelly
Ralph Eric Lundi
Karissa Noel Lynch
Zakiya Lulu McGhie
Theresa Louise Mongiovio
Valeria Vladimirovna Olikhovska
Michelle Marie Paolini
Michelle Jean Pascale
Ganesh Persaud
** Amber Lynn Plourde
Jennifer Nicole Redman
Jaimie Elizabeth Rosenberg
Colton James Tapoler
Amaliah Marie Varazo
Amanda Faith Vasile
Kortney Morie Vince
Jody-Ann Michelle Walker
Samantha Veronica Walsh
Brittany Michelle Weingart
* Alanna Beth Weisbrodt
Mary Jo Elizabeth Zarcone

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Exceptional Student Education BS

** Kelsi Elizabeth Adelman
Michael Levi Asby
Jennifer Marie Bittel
Krystle Elizabeth Boga
Ashley Marie Bria
Stephanie Lynn Buehler
Julianette Casanova
Kalena Alyssa Davis
Alexandra Marie Deyoung
Lindsay Ann Fraser
Sofia Carolina Gonzalez
Heather Haman
Emily B. Heckman
Brittany Marie Holmes
Corinne Elizabeth Jackson
Courtney Ke'/Andrea Johnson
Stacey Colleen MacDonald
Joanna Michael
Jessica Ann Nunn
Nancy Lynn Parris
Leacy Marie Prince
Marilyn Nicole Romero
Kira-Marie Therese Sandlak
Amanda Marie Santiago
Kelsie Anne Schneider
Rachel Lynne Schrimsher
Jamie B. Serelson
Alicia Ann Shamim
Jennifer Deborah Smith
Lataniah Smith
Monique C. Smith
Nicole Ann Sobers
Amy Elizabeth Spears
Alicia A. Street
Andrea Jane Thompson
Crystal Autumn Thornton
Omayra Toledo
Jordan Meredith Watson
Gemma Alisha Whitbread
Andre' Dominique Williams
Jamie Bernice Williams

Mathematics Education BS

Joshua A. Arroyo
Alyssa Nicole Bolen
Mary Elizabeth Bucaro
Caitlin Adele Buckner
Monica Marie Cantrall
Shannon S. Donahue
Natchez Marie Hanson
Ja-Kera Mechelle Johnson
Rachel Amanda Jones
Allen Ady Lorth
Mason Russell Marshall
Daniela Martine
John Roberto Mastropiero
Rakesh Mathura
Michael Raymond McGuckin
Zachary Thompson Morgan
Amanda Nunez
Kurt Wayne Prosser II
Eric James Ross
Kepa Miren Sarduy
Colleen Maria Schmook
Alexandra Jean Suriano
Andrea Christine Troxel
Ashley Nichole Watt
Christina Lourdes Wessler
Dario J. Zambrano
Juan Manuel Zamora

Science Education BS

Lauren Jo Feronti
Kimberly Gerard
Edward Lawrence Haber, Jr.
Michael Roy Haddock, Jr.
Renee A. Hansford

Science Education BS-Biology Track

Amanda Leigh Heglund
Kaley Marie Hoffman
Chella Jacques
Jon Michael Naples
Danielle Christine Spilotros

Science Education BS-Chemistry Track

Alyssa Marie Barber
Jason Robert Dooley
Kady Joy King
Keith Michael LeBeau
Sapnesh Pravin Naran
Raymond Kent Rowe II
Amanda Timmons

Science Education BS-Physics Track

Andrew Herbert Huskey
Megan Marie Thayer

Social Science Education BS

Robert Edward Adamowicz, Jr.
Tryphonia Alexis
Matthew Arp
Christopher Davis Barks
Helen Maria Buckley
Jeffrey Nicolas Camelo
Andrew Arthur Caprio
Alex J. Chernoff
Hanif David Christie
Korey Lee Clabough
Leah Marie Croigston
Arielle Nicole Cusmano
Amanda L. Denicker
Christopher D. Denosky
Andrew Martin Elkin
Kaitlyn Barri Evans
Michelle Gail Ezelle
Jeffery Arthur Flint
Michelle M. Fowler
Chase Davidson Fults
Michael Joseph Galante
Laura Ann Glenn
Theresa Jean Graham
Kyle Shawn Johnson
Caitlin Mary Kelley
Ashlyn Nicole Lawhon
Michael John Manzer
Cormack J. Matthews
Morgan Moss
Lindsay T. Olevitch
Patricia Maureen Palermo
Mary Elizabeth Peabody
Amber Chautrice Pearson
Dimitra Marie Pissanos
Annemarie Renee Potts
Miguel Alfonso Pou
Tate Austin Rowan
Jessica Lynn Scarry
Kelsey Sean Shortel
Brittany Ann Sieler
Corinne Arden Spies
Brittany Lee Stone
Scott Alan Stone
Guy Wylie Stump
Samantha Lea Tankersley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Autumn Marie Thomas
Aaron Hans Thude
Timothy James White
Derek J. Wotton

** Sport and Exercise Science BS **
Derek P. Aguilera
Julian Andrade
Megan Rose Austin
Steven Joseph Balogh
Fletcher Martin Basch
Jonathan David Bohner
Aimee Marie Brown
Joshua Glenn Brown
Robert George Calabrese
Anthony Scott Carbon
William Harry Cashman
Breanne Kathryn Celiberti
Benjamin Haywood Clark
Elizabeth Caitlin Courtney
Jarret Lee Debus
Matthew Tyler Dodson
Rachel Erika Fried
Austin Matthew Frohnappel
John Ford Gerlach, Jr.
Seylon Omari Gunter
Shelly Marie Hanson
Joseph Quinn Harris

*** Patrick Alfred Hehere
Christina L. Hoffman
Patrick Raymond Husum
Lauren M. Jernigan
Jordan Bradford Kauffman
Catherine O'Connor Kelley
Devin Joseph Kinsella
Lea Fisler Kram
David Jamal Martin
Ryan Michael Matus
Lindsey Renee McHenry
Kimberly Maria Oliver
Aisha Tierra Patrick
Luke Anthony Pepe
Danielle Reardon
Amanda Kristin Rogers
Joseph Paul Stilman
Andrew Carter Smith
Amanda L. Van Hook
BreAnne Nicole Walden
Alex Keith Washington

Sport and Fitness BS
Chad Eric Alexander
Tammy Rachelle Arnold
Sheila N. Azan
Esteban Miguel Bejarano
Matthew Talmage Bennett
* Jamie Elizabeth Cook
Derek John Crewe
Craig Lee Crumbliss
Peter Michael Dawry
Pythias Debrakins
Claude J. Deetjen
Michael Joseph Dolan
Sarah Elizabeth Eberle
Jennifer Marie Godfrey
James Edward Guest
Scott Ireland
Joshua Sanford Johns
Nadia Marika Krasheski
James Luis LeBron, Jr.
Eric James Lynch
Gregory Michael Moreira
Scott Anthony Morgan II
Jacquelyn Marie Phillips
Devin Rice
Preston Michael Rogers
Heather N. Rosenwald
Nicholas R. Sessick
Samantha Lynn Stokesberry
Ryan James Stoner
Justin D. Sahner
Maria Michelle Todaro
Rachel Fuller Toohey
Kevin Taylor Trapp
Keith D. Washington
Jordan Marie Weber
Jack Thomas Whittaker
Robert Leroy Williams, Jr.
Thomas Olaf Wolleyhan

Technical Education and Industry Training BS

*** Technical Education and Industry Training Non-Certificate Track ***
Joseph Keith Robinson, Sr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS

John T. Abassian
*** Michael David Armstrong
Justin A. Augspurger
Luis Edgardo Banegas Saybe
* Laura Anne Barton
Scott A. Beck
* Brent Aaron Bertrand
** Robert David Bieber
Christian Alexander Blythe
Thomas G. Bottone
Donovan Wayne Brock
Kylie Rachelle Brown
Shane Michael Chism
Brian Owen Church
Thomas Paul Conner
** Nicholas Clavier Cowan
Alexander R. Denton
Dean Douglas DiRoma
Nicolaus Adam Donahoe
Joshua Mark Eberst
Chad Michael Endres
Flor Leonard E. Esclamado
Steven Douglas Feldman
Kaltrin Gijini
** Timothy Justin Goldberg
** Guillermo Antonio Gomez
Rodrigo P. Groppa
Christopher James Hatley
Brian Hernandez
Patrick Dean Hynes
Jason Phillip Jones
* Lukas Kangas
Aaron Robert Klein
Niel Linders
Kia Manoochehri
** Jeremy Sammy Mayeres
Travis Scott McVey
Brent Michael Miller
Marianne D. Namiong
*** Charles Lewis Newton II
Charles D. Odell
* Dana Marie Orlando
Kyle Hassett Peters
Corey Richard Pittman
** Justin Kyle Pugh
Terrence Mohit Purswani
Anthony Reyes
Jorge Alejandro Rivas
Michael Petelle Scherer

Colton Ryder Seabough
Chintan Gautam Shah
Kenneth Joseph Shook
Adam Michael Smith
*** Philip Louis Stehle, Jr.
Matthew Lloyd Szaoke
Casey Louis Thurston
* Peter David Tonner
Matthew M. Uphoff
Ryan Neal White
Mark Anthony Whylie
Samuel Paul Williams
Tyler David York

Information Technology BS

Maximilian Arnieiter
Garth Howard Bishop
David Christopher Brown
Jason Daniel Brown
Matthew Ryan Brucker
Alan Chan
Anthony George Diez
Keaton Max Drake
Abdul-Kareem Ibrahim Elkhayat
Luis Angel Enchautegui
John Matthew Fair
Michael William Ferreira
John Jeffrey Force
Ryan Gaynor
Sina Seyed Amir Ghiaas Afieh
** Kyle Patrick Gillen
Michael E. Goodin
Paul William Guild
Brandon Curtis Guy
Brian Matthew Haag
Jarrod Judah
Michael Francis Keppeler
* Tyler Ryne Klink
Corey Deshon Kramer
Wes Kretschmer
Mark Edward Larsen
Matthew Jason Lewis
Allan Matthew Mair
Alexis Martinez
Drue Noelle Nadrowski
Johnny A. Obando
David Gregory O'Farrell
Antonio Jose Pajuelo
Alberto Rolla Papaleo
** Harrison Paul Phillips
Jonathan Travis Pizzo
Brainard Reyes

Emily Richter
Rami Mohammed Salameh
Kyle Patrick Sanders
Ryan Steven Schelong
David Anthony Schmuki
Collin James Scott
Daniel Steven Spicer
Jeffrey Douglas Spodr
Nataliya Krasimirova Staevska
Christopher Martin Tellez
* James M. Weber
Billy Gene Wells

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BS/AE

Stephen M. Addison
Pedro Antonio Ahuatzin, Jr.
Gregory Stephen Anderson
Mark Gordon Bateman, Jr.
Chris Benites
Steven James Boback
** Jonathan William Brooks
Henry E. Cabrera
Jesse Louis Carreiro
Matthew A. Cole
Bronson Lee Rivera Collins
Joshua Adam Crawford
Glenn Andrew Davis
Farah Christina Davoodi
Jhony M. Diaz
Alexander John Downs
Jorge Alberto Duran
Donald Delano Durm III
Jamison David Elder
Nathan Charles Fisz
*** Spencer Troy Frank
Michael Carl Gabany
Michael Anthony Haddad
Christopher Scott Hickson
Michael Ryan Johansen
Taylor D. Johnson
Andres Crispin Leon
Brian James Lucas
Murray Malam Ludwig
Alan Chun-Lun Lui
Tyler Ross Maddox
Albert Carmen Manero II
Jonathan Martinez
Matthew V. McCloskey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Daniel Mendez
Alan Sebastian Olejnik
** Jordan Tyler Palmquist
*** Rebekah L. Reams
Mark Steven Renaud
** Brett A. Sholar
David Vargas Siljee
Alexander Anthony Telleria
Kevin Joseph Tourville
Trung Huu Tran
Cody Michael Urich
Michael Wayne Walston, Jr.
Robert F. Weber
Jordan Alexander Weiss
Jose Carlos Zamot
Emily Jane Hancock
Robert M. Harvey
Matthew A. Heim
* Laura Ashley Holliman
Bryan Jaarsma Holm
Kenneth Austin Horner
Maurice O'Neil Hutcherson
Jon C. Jacobs
Steven Gregory Kane
Martin Michael Kenealy
Kyle J. Leuner
*** Marc J. Lowen
Tancredo Jose Marte Alonzo
Asaph Laban Mauck
Eddie Jesus Mejia
Michelle Melo
David Roth Morris
Lauren Elise Murphy
Alexander Kim William Navarro
Tanid Pilar Paredes
Derek Loren Pizar
Joshua A. Prinivil
Brenton Scott Kanao Reppy
Robert Dexter Stewart
Jared William Thibault
Pete Eubank Tisdale
Abid Ali Virani
Verna Eugene Williford IV

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Iluska Remarque Alves
Christopher T. Andreoni
Pedro Antonio Aenjo
Colton C. Auld
Gopaul Baboolall
John Franklin Clinton Bayley
Austin Sharif Bayoumi
Corey Michael Bloxam
Jonathan Bourgiquot
Thomas Nolen Branch
Colton David Brown
Adam Christopher Burnett
*** Kyle Aaron Burton
Brian Jose Bustos
Jacqueline Elizabeth Cade
James Paul Charles
Tyler Ciani
Casey Todd Cromer
*** Keith Ryan Diaz
Ricardo Andres Diaz Maestre
Andrew Robert Dobo
Spencer Matthew Donnally
Henri Dormoy
Jonathan Daniel Droor
Andrew Bradley Dugan
Lee Evarts Durban
Alejandro Wilfredo Estrella
Javier Elpidio Figueiroa
Richard Pierre Fontaine
Jonathan Mark Griffen
Allison A. Hagerty

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE
Austin Sharif Bayoumi
Javier Elpidio Figueiroa
Robert Nicholas Hernandez
Mark William Huggins
Maurice O'Neil Hutcherson
*** Marc J. Lowen
Stephen Joseph McManus
Michelle Melo
Brenton Scott Kanao Reppy
Vincent Renard Smith

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE
Erkuel Aogo
Kamal Ahmad

*** Homa Amini Manesh
Todd David Angell
Matthew George Arcuri
Adolph Francis Arieux IV
Giselle Andrea Borroto
Ashok Raj Bose
Francesco Giuseppe Buzzetta
Bradley Jason Clymer
Travis Edward Comer
** Ernest C. Davidson
** Erich Dondyk
Beau Singletary Eason
Robert Andrew Giffin
Kaltrin Gjini
Anthony Paul Goodman
Rashon Jarell Hogan
** Chung Chien Hsia
Szu-yu Huang
Kevin Lewis Ivy
Eric Jon Jackson
Edwards Gregory Jimenez
Jerad Cortez Jose
Ethan Robert King
*** Steven Michael Kobosko
Brian A. Krueger
Phong Thanh Le
Kameron Michael Lewis
Earl Joseph Maier
*** Courtney K. Mann
Alexander Anastasios Mavrommatis
Sean Edward Rauchfuss
* Brandon Forrest Reeves
Kurt Henry Riemen
Loren D. Robinson
Enrique Roche
Sergio Roig
Camilo Alfonso Romero
Daren A. Ruben
Talitha Badaro Rubio
* James Michael Russick
Brandon Steven Shert
* Amber L. Scheurer
Paul Nathanial Shimeii II
Jason Ryan Skopek
Fevri Karlie Tokouete
* Michael J. Tullbom
John Edgar Van Sickle
*** Joseph Brian Vanciel
*** Matthew Robert Webb
Ricardo B. Wheeler
Chadrick Reshard Williams
*** Jonathan Daniel Wise

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE

Benjamin Jacob Bittong
Erik David Bon Fleur
James Samuel Ein Booher

** Nathaniel Lamar Boyett
Morgan Jedidiah Brabbs
Elbert Joseph Calamosay
Michael Andrey Camelo
Tiovanni Jamal Carter
Nicholas Anthony Cattog

* Jonathan Thomas Courtois
Justin Allen Dellaportas
Franklin Felix Farfan
Geoffrey Edward Fischer
Pedro Jose Flores
Pedro Pablo Gonzalez
Agustin Gabriel Guardiola
Jacob Michael Herbst
Alisha D. Holloman
Victoria Maude Hopkins
Daniel Hurtado
Timothy Paul Iandoli

** Lina Jouandy
Tanya Devi Kazapetsera
Fatine Lamnawer
Julian Enrique Loli, Jr.
Joshua James MacNaughton
Joshua Michael Nelson
Alisha Cerena Paine
Nathan Edward Posey
Jose Andres Rodriguez
Paul Sterling Rohrbaugh
Paola Andrea Sandoval
Michael W. Savage, Jr.
Jacob Kane Settle
Sabrina Kaye Sullivan
Arif Ullah
Brittany Kristine Villalard
John Francis Werner, Jr.
Marco Antonio Yezpez

* Michael Ryan Young

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME

Paul Anthony Akin
Chad Matthew Allie
Arthur David Ausby, Jr.
Ryan James Bambrey

* Katrina Angelina Bermudez
William A. Bieneman
Lesley Shaniee Blyden
Ahmed T. Brooks
Marc S. Buonamici
Zulaidaeth Casanova
Francisco A. Castro
Lauren Courtney Cavette
Frank Joseph Ciccone, Jr.
Jonah Brown Compton
Julian Anthony Coto
Lara Ellis Coy
Matthew William Davis
William Daniel Dawson
Christian Del Pozo
David Jee Yo Der
Andrew Wynn Dewitt

*** Judith Marie Dickson
James Stephen Dinan, Jr.
Matthew Sean Doherty
Robert Eric Draper
David Michael Drehoff
Aaron Alexander Duclos
Julian Omarri Duncan
Vineeth Venkatreddy Durgempudi
Trevor Chase Eman
Javier Esparza
Nicholas Jay Farmer
Sean Michael Feschak
Talia Ciara Field
Nathan Charles Fist
Alyssa Jewell Flowers
Tyler Jamison Fults
Joseph Arthur Galluzzi

*** Alexander Brandon Gaspard

*** Russell Marc Gentile
Michael Girgis
Andrew Richard Guardia
Marie Catherine Guastella
Tony Gutierrez
David Felipe Guzman
Stephen William Haight

*** David Joseph Heffernan
John Grant Hudson

Bradley Dustin Hughes
David Miles Huntly
Jacob William Hutcherson
Kyle Zachary Inge
Michael J. Kerkes II
Othmane Khounqui
Michael Andrew Kranz, Jr.
Kenneth James Larsen
David Paul Letter II
Matthew Eric Lind
Travis Donald Lord
Mark Joseph Lusczuskie
Jeffrey Machado
Michael Adam Mann

** Charles Thomas Mansfield III
Christopher John Matta
Eric John McClellan
Wade Derek McDowell
Sean Thomas McGinn
Ryan S. Melin
Joseph John Menen

** Evan D. Meyer
Andrew Graham Mokris
Jeremy William Moore
Ryan Charles Mortimore
Sarah Michelle Murad
Joshua James Murray
Kyle Nelson Naroth

*** Thuytien Thi Nguyen

* Marcus William Ni
Robert E. Noble
Megan Bette Nowikowski
Andrew Cody Oberholzter
Joseph Oliva

** Dakota Aaron Page
Michael T. Pfisterer
Ben Ty Phu
Zachary Ben Pincus
Nicholas Pine
Ryan Puente
Lindsay Nicole Reiz
Mark Steven Renaud
Shane Christopher Rice
Drew Taylor Ritson
Manuel David Robayn
Johan Camilo Rodriguez
Thomas Justin Rosenbarger

* Robert Shayne Ryan
Manuel Alejandro Salamanca
Christopher Paul Scott
Christopher Lee Sease
Ryan A. Sheldon
Erick Nelson Sloan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Jaime Eduardo Solano
** Sebastian Rodrigo Sotelo
Daniel Christopher Thompson
* Lucky Vo Tran
* Dustin Mark Traugott
Nicholas Allen Ulbrick
John S. Van Dusen
Steven Michael Varrato
Monica Vasquez
Christopher Joseph Vial
* Karl Edward Viertthal
Emilio Jose Vinuela
Daniel Iona Warner
John Matthew Wassman II
Alexander Gregory Williams III
Matthew Jerome Wimsatt
Andrew J. Zeeb

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Kenneth Stewart Andrews
Pedro Antonio Asenjo
Melissa Lynn Balmer
Thomas Nolen Branch
Tyler Ciani
Jonathan Daniel Droor
Andrew Bradley Dugan
Alyssa Beth Filippi
Amber Renee Gilbert
Ahmed H. Hamed
* Biyun Huang
Spencer Dylan Ledgard
Asaph Laban Mauck
Alicia Giovanna McDougal
Jeffrey A. McKinney
Kunal Nayee
Andrew Calvin Neidrauer
Lam Christopher Nguyen
Brian David Nicolson
*** Emily Mae Nowell
Emanuel Ozuna Vargas
Jared William Thibault
Juan Gabriel Vega
Alex Jana Wolpow-Gindi

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BA
Daniel Adrian Adan
Laura Rachel Bacia
Lana K. Bates
Kristin Delaney Becker
Jenna Marie Colton
Lindsey Erin Cultrera
Denise Diaz
Josephine Anna Donahoe
Taylor Lynn Dubins
Kari Noelle Early
Sydney Brooke Ezratty
Frances Dianne Garcia
Melissa Garcia
Kelly Christine Helmintoller
Danielle Ann Hills
Shelby Nicole Hunter
Benita L. Jordan
Nicole E. Kenney
Jennilyn Marie Kubiak
Christine Ann Lambert
Karina Cristine Laraj
Maria Carolina Luna
Michelle Marie Mariotti
Emily Anne McGee
Leslie Elizabeth Morrill
Danielle Bellida Ohayon
Margarita Maria Perez
Claudia Pierre
Lucie K. Rincher
Lauren Elizabeth Skaog
Dyonne Nicole Thompson
Tara Lise Varsallone
Yudithe Estevez Watson
Kimberly Ann Williams

Criminal Justice BA
Reginal Devon Adams
Ceral Michelle Conaway
Michael Droemann
Fiona Siobhan Ebrill
Jonathan Estrella
Lacey Jade Evans
Evan Quincy Futch
Rosalynd Dana Gary
Justine Jessica Gonzales
Arlene Marie Laboy
Jared Alexander Lyn
Ramez Adel Massoud
* Mario A. Mendez
  Daniel Joseph Milo
  Richelle Montalvo
  Ryan Lavindra Ramdeo
  Ariel Rodriguez
  Holden Daniel Rournay
  Michael Thomas Turke
  Stephen Eric White, Jr.

Legal Studies BA
Charlottie Beam
Teresa Mary Brady
Johnny Marcos Brown, Jr.
Shawn P. Cox
Tiffany Ann Fanning
Brian William Forster
Steven Graham Galiszewski
Kristen Gomes
Christine Marie Gordon
Cassandra Ghan Huggins
Adel Jose Katib
Kirby Zoe Kreider
Erin Elizabeth Morse
Barbara Leal Mata
Christine Yessenia Perez
Visalakshi Ramachandran
Katherine Rodriguez
Laura Elizabeth Rojas-Glad
Maribel Santa
David Sean Shabad-Love
Regina Rae Steinnuss
Patricia Lorraine Willoughby

Public Administration BA
Marlin Alexander Bigelow II
Cory Bruh
Michelle Dyan Cechowski
Juan D. Escolar
Robert Stephen Goldenberg
Yvna Loiseau
Shirley A. Vargas
Jeanerys De Santiago
Daniel Defelice III
Amanda Lynn Doyle
Anthony Joseph Fischella
John A. Gabrielsen
Sahil Shailesh Gandhi
Jonathan Charles Hodapp
Kelsey M. Huhn
Colleen Ann Jockin
Matthew Garrett Jones
Casey Lynn Link
Juan Lizcano
Scott Porter
Theresa Marie Privett
Martin Anthony Ramiz
Joseph George Recktenwald
Jessica Lynn Rentas
Amanda La'Shae Robinson
Tanya Erin Rutizer
Leslie Kay Shillington
Heather Marie Taylor
Michael B. Taylor

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BS
Wenisha Rae Adams
Alexandra Evelyn Artzner
Kristina Ann Aumann
Elena Marie Bennardo
Katelyn Leigh Bennion
Sajeda Bharwani
Linnea Nicole Brewer
Zandria Bashane Bryant
Dawna Lee Case
Lissette Castrillon
Susanna Chertcow
Heather Lynn Cole
Jodanie A. Dalien
Rachel Sharon Degani
Francesca Bianca Dellasala
Kristen Rene Dixon
Leigh Elizabeth Emberton
Stephanie Farlow
Brittany L. Goldberg
Erica Jill Greenberg
Jordan Samantha Griffith
Philip Maffei Hagopian
Ruth Michelle Hall
Kaylea Duncan Hardin
Emily Jenna Kay
Heather C. King
Natalie Kay Loye

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Oriana Paulina Maldonado
Jessica Lee Markovich
** Shelby Ruth Masland
Sasha Jean McKinney
Julie Anne McNamara
Cessente Marie McTeer
Sophia Clara Moraleda
Breanna Victoria Mulligan

*** Elise Marie Murley
Angelica A. Ortiz
* Elizabeth Emily Paey
Natasha Sharese Pennant
* Karla Michelle Quinones
Galit Raviv
Jenna Marie Rehm
Kimberly Ivelisses Rivera
Laura Kathleen Marie Rodgers
Nikki Rae Sanguligiano

** Melanie Ann Schuler
Heather Ann Simmons
Zachary Stuart Starinchuck
Amber Suarez
Rebecca Michelle Thompson
Lindsey Elizabeth Tyson
Francisca Pamela Uteras
Jessica Deborah Vasas
Judith Vazquez
Jandy Layne Ward
Brittany Renee Welsh
Stephanie Nicole West
Brittany Ann Whiting
Katie Elise Wienand
Kasey Jordan Williams
Alexandra Zambrato
Renee Paulina Zummo

Criminal Justice BS
Carmen Evelyn Abad
Kaela Danielle Allison
Marc Christopher Allison
Devon Michele Alvarez
Leanna Amarsingh
Kyle Cameron Andrews
George Antoshka, Jr.
Shane Judson Arsenault
Amberle M. Asbell
Christina A. Assmar
Wesley Alan Avant
Kathleen Taylor Baggett
Kristen P. Ball
Jarrod Michael Barnes
David Michael Bellville

Kathy Noelle Benford
Bonnie Ruth Binns
* Mark Donald Bitner
Angelica Reneice Blye
Nathan James Boese
Christopher Michael Bozas

*** Willie Graham Braswell
Candice Ann Brill
Jennifer Nicole Brownell
Kimberly Ann Buehler
Carlos Francisco Burgos
Nathaniel Sondah Burphy
Ronald Eugene Byrd-Cordova, Jr.
Nicholas Adam Calhoun
Ivan M. Campana
Kevin John Carlucci, Jr.
Benjamin Alan Chance
Jessica Clayton
John R. Collins, Jr.
Justin T. Colón
Jordan Danae Colter

* Kenneth Eugene Conerly III
Chelsey Eileen Connolly
Scott Joseph Crediado
Dylan Thomas Crimmins
Justin James Crooks
Fred Edward Cross
Jennifer Cuadrado
Kyle Thomas Cummings
James Vincent Curti
Jonathan Paul DiBiase
Ricardo Alberto Duenas
Kevin Dwyer
Eric Jeffrey Ebbole
David Echavarria
Emily Burns Andrea Edwards
Ryan K. Eggers
Elias El-Khoury
Kelley Lyn Estes
Brian Farmer
Marlene Febles
Dustin Paul Fender
Kathryn Ann Fermin
Kristen Elise Ferrer
Kyle R. Finke
John H. Flagg III
Rosemarie Gloriam Florencio
Glen Andres Flores

** Stephanie Leigh Fritzshall
Lauren Tatianna Garcia
Allan J. Garnett

* William Gregory Gaught
Max Gay

Eric T. Gettino
Megen Madison Gold
Kara Anne Gregg
Britney Morgan Grey

*** Jennifer Marie Hall
Jovan Anthony Hall
Jonathan Vincent Harrity
Patricia McClanahan Hartwig
Michelle C. Havens
Ronald Wayne Hawks, Jr.
Jennifer Hernandez
Gregory Paul Herzog
Bruce John Hicks, Jr.
Michael Jeffrey Hintz
Beatrice Alexis Hoadley
Christopher Bruce Hoffman
Annah-Lauren Hooten
Latara Akia Horne
Camesha DeShawn Howard
Zane Brady Hughes-Keister

* Britta Michelle Hunter
Lawrence Yuen Ing
Kimberly Luanna Jennings
Cody Edward Jett
Jessica Renee Joca
Ashley Kay Johnson
Shawn C. Joyce
Janelle Nicole Kollin
Matthew Lane Kransberg
Richard Zachary Ladd, Sr.
Blake Masterson Langford
Austin Jay Laufer
Scott J. Lavery
Amanda Aileen Lee

* Terence Edward Lee
Blaine Elizabeth Lewis
Catherine Leslie Lewis
Brad Allan Love
Carlos Javier Maldonado
Andrea Jessica Malone
Leann Louise Maloney
Heidi Marquez
Jean Marguerite Masingill
Jessica Marie Matias
Jaci Regan Mattocks
Sean Michael McClinton
Aaron Lee McMannaway
Chris Melendez Montanez

* Joseph Luis Mendez, Jr.
* Jesin Bin Alam Miah
Karenina Astrid Milad
Michaela Ercell Miller
John Fredrick Mitchell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jennifer Allison Moss  
Adriel Alexander Munoz  
* Mitchell Scott Murphy  
Lakesha P. Myers  
Daniel Vale Neal  
Kyle David Nickell  
Taylor James Nogle  
Alexander Nogueras  
Ryan Kerr O Malley  
Justin William O'Brien  
Andrew Christopher Ohmann  
Charles Corian O'Neal  
Enst Thelius Oracius, Sr.  
* Ashley Monique Orr  
Ryan Michael Patrick  
Travis S. Paul  
Henry Nicholas Piedra  
Yolanda Nicole Pierce  
Bryant James Ploesch  
Calvin Darnell Ponds  
Courtney Marie Preston  
Rolinia Tiffany Price  
Robert Anthony Privitera III  
*** Amanda Marie Puttrich  
Shane Carlisle Quick  
Ana Maria Ramos  
Kyle C. Rassmann  
Robert Brad Raulerson  
Stevie Elizabeth Reeves  
Andrew Wayne Richter  
Grant Patrick Ritter  
Beckham Angelo Rivera  
** Danny Alberto Rivera  
Eric Domingo Rivera  
Ian Michael Rodegrhier  
Neida Enid Rodriguez  
Adam Troy Rose  
Adam Nabil Saad  
Samuel Peter Samaroo, Jr.  
Heidi Jebolan Sammons  
Mary Margaret Sanders  
Jenny Santana  
Delvin Latrica Session  
Kayleigh Ann Sheets  
Brent Richard Silva II  
Elizabeth Sharee Simmang  
Juan Manuel Smaine-Rovira  
Dwayne Kevin Smith  
James M. Smith  
Tyler William Smith  
* Darko Stamenic  
*** Jeffrey Scott Staudenmaier  
Jacqueline M. Stewart  

Rakiyah Marie Sutherland  
Jarrett Kenneth Swaby  
John Wissley Tamayo  
Trevor Andrew Taylor  
Felicia Lynn Theobald  
Matthew Edward Tie  
Hector Enriquez Torres  
Michael F. Totten  
Alexis Noel Trematerra  
Kristin C. Tsukanoto  
Austin S. Turner  
* Jorge Arturo Valentin  
Billy P. Vazquez  
Stephanie Nicole Walter  
LaGarass Artisse Wellon  
Alexander Michael White  
Letora Elena Wilkerson  
Matthew D. Williams  
Micaela Denai Wimberly  
David James Witherby  
Monique Nicole Woods  
Nichole Evette Woods  
Robert Alexander Worthy-Pritchard  
Kayla M. Wright  
Rafael Yanes, Jr.  
April Evadney Young

Health Informatics and Information Management BS  
Juan Camilo Acosta  
Alicia Marie Bock  
* James Edwin Caplinger  
Joseph Cheres  
Esther Cherubin  
Andrew Edwards  
Thanha Edwards  
Elizabeth Marie Elrod  
Hollie Elise Hatfield  
Melissa Joubert  
Nadine Karaze  
Melinda Leung  
Quinshaa Renee Liburd  
Karen Elizabeth Mattox  
Seamerith Prunella Miceus  
William Basil Millican  
*** Sara Renee Pennybacker  
Kimberly Thy Pham  
Erin M. Ramirez  
Marissa Rangel  
Melissa Gail Reinhold  
Tiffany Anuenuelani Summers  
Nicole Michele Tore

Health Sciences-Pre-Clinical BS  
Marina R. Agnelli  
Kate Nichole Ahmied  
Shelena Yasmin Ali  
*** Michelle K. AmRhein  
Kyle Tim Arrington  
Robertson Auguste  
Alexandria Jocelyn Bailey  
Emmanuel Randolph Baptiste  
Amanda Michele Barber  
Shekinah Joy Barfield  
Krista LeighAnn Beach  
Nathan James Beauschesne  
Samantha Jade Benjamin  
Laura Grace Bernthal  
Tirzah Jean Brittlebank  
Christopher Gordon Broido  
Brandon M. Brownstein  
* Michaela K. Bundy  
*** Cassie Elizabeth Burke  
Sarah Anne Burn  
Stephanie Lynn Cabret  
Melissa Cristina Carrión  
William Benjamin Carswell  
Robin Sean Casebeer  
Kaitlyn Marie Ceminick  
Kurbly Charpentier  
Dana Marie Chirico  
Lindsay Marie Claassen  
Mara Pearl Cohen  
Jonathan Owen Creech  
** Amy Elizabeth Crumbley  
Yasemin Deniz Denkel  
Alison Marie Diaz  
Erik Rafael Diaz  
Kaylin M. Dighton  
Janice Marie Dobosz  
Brittany Ann Donahue  
Haley Michelle Dzurino  
Elizabeth Laura Eng  
Jamie Faith Ermann  
Brittany Morgan Fahy  
Jerrie Lynn Fawcett  
Kaitlin Fay Fernandez  
Nicole Cassandra Fernandez  
Kathryn Elyse Fischer  
* Amanda Marie Ford  
*** Michael Thomas Forster  
Kaitlyn Michelle Foster  
Joshua Eric Frost  
Ann Marie Gabele  
Jennifer Lea Gagne'  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Brittany Katherine Gaither
Kaitlyn K. Garlinger
Sarah Gaynor
Jacquelyn LaChele Gilchrist
** Jennifer Lynn Gillis
Samantha Giraldo
* Gregory Scott Goldberger
Dasha Janis Gonzalez
* Nicole M. Goodbread
Asia Michelle Goodman
Melissa Florine Griggs
* Juhi Gupta
Sachiko Ayako Hamada
Cara Hannon
Stephanie Miranda Hawkes
Matthew J. Heffernan
*** Justin Collin Hess
Silvia Michelle Hofmann
Khira Briana Holloway
Alicia Juanita Hopkins
Lauren Patricia Howard
* Gardette Monique Hutton
Marina Ishak
Denise Nicole Jackson
Guywmattee Jagdeo
Preeya Pradip Jannadas
Ashley Rose Jay
Kevin Andrew Johnson
Ryan Michael Colin Jones
David Lee Keeney II
Adam Tyler Kimmerling
Frankie L. Kirk
Lindsay Rachel Knoller
Ryan Franklin Koontz
Allison Clare Kovacich
Jocelyn Lauren Law
* Caitlyn Jean Siedler LeClair
** Jessica Francis Adams LeClair
Michael W. Levine
Stevenson G. Lomapas
Yana Katherine Manos
Brandi Leigh Martin
John Reed Martin
** Erin Nicole McCardle
Anya Margarete Meekstroth
** Stephan Matthew Mercado
Cassidy Leigh Moran
Caroline E. Morris
Levi Mossiah Morris
Craig Allen Muchow
Patrick Lynn Edward Murray
Christina Rose Nagy
Matthew Ryan Ness
Adrienne Newton
Tatiana Maria Nikolaidis
*** Kelsey Ryann Nix
Jessica L. Ostrow
** Milena Anna Ozimek
Cristina Maria Pardinas
Monica Pardo
Eralina Lin Payne
Kristina L. Peart
Soliz Esperanza Perez-Rivera
Michelle Maya Persaud
Morgan Denee Pierce
Caitlyn Nichole Prazak
Veronica Andrea Prince
Anslie Marie Prudhomme
Rikki Donelle Ragland
Sasha Sabrina Ramjit
Keisha Nicole Robinson
Amy Patricia Romito
Nathan Curtis Rucker
Linda Nayebare Rutsaymuka
Laurent Saint-Louis
Andrew James San Agustin
Jessica Noelle Sander
Julia Elizabeth Schmidt
Caleb Adam Scholl
Bianca Berman Scott
David Cameron Scott
Samantha Kate Sheets
Meghan Ashley Simon
* Jennifer Ryan Smith
Ali Lauren Soen
Taylor Alexandra Stabb
Kelsey McKenzie Stalvey
Eriea Shay Stanley
Elizabeth Ashley Stephens
Chris A. Stephenson
Michelle Ashley Stevens
* Shannon Marie Stires
Ashton Leigh Story
Samantha E. Strebel
Lian Szeto
Keyana Janai Terry
Marc Joseph Theodore
Norg’E Sarah Lola Tisdol
Stephanie Nicole Trudo
Megan Nicole Uribe
Janelle Christine Urquiola
Daniel John Vivian
Kara E. Vukan
Geetha Veda Vyas
Jennifer Lynn Wait
** Danielle Lynn Walden
** Mohammad Wasiuullah
*** Stacy Aline Watson
Angela Michele Welch
Rachel Nicole White
Casey Alexandra Wisniewski
Stacey L. Woodruff
John Michael Wright
Kimberly Melissa Yetman
* Michael Dennis Young

Health Services Administration BS

Christie R. Akos
Melissa Helen Alexander
Matthew Wesley Alfred
Robert Thomas Anderson
Jeanette Nabil Awad
Amanda Michele Barber
Brenda Eileen Barry
Brittni Rae Bascombe
Erika Becerra
Rachel Helen Bergstrom
Christopher Gordon Broido
Georgia Martine Brown
Danielle Joy Bryant
Veronica Lynn Bulterma
Kelly Annette Callion
* Natalie Theresa Chandler
Hsan Tsen Chen
Alicia Aisha Clarke
James Alexander Clemens
* Lauren Danielle Cornelius
Alyssa Catherine Cova
Garrett Dean Cowan
Jessica Lauren Cubbedge
Nora Christine Dixon
James Ronald Duncan
Ciara Alexis Eady
Michael G. Efimi
Sarah Anne Elifson
Christina Michelle Fanning
Britney Mary Fenton
*** Desiree Cristina Ferrer Urdaneta
Erica Mahtob Firuzzadji
Kathleen Sullivan Frese
Desmond Osvaldo Ray Garcia
** Janette Alexa Garcia
Richelle Rosalyn Gass
Wendy Jessica Godinez
Lucas J. Greve
James Vincent Guerrero IV
Jhamila Nhaoly Guzman
Darrielle Xandria Hardge

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Emily Nicole Hintz
Jasmine Shawnee Hobdy
Adam Miller Horgan
Syed Saulat Hussain
Christopher Daniel Jackson
Raven Symone Jackson
Briana J. Johnson
Jerry Jevie Johnson, Jr.
Brittany Eleece Joiner
Jerrica R. Klein
Vanessa Laplante
Christa Larose
Erin Michelle Laurenzi
Carisa Nicole Lewis
Morgan Christine Libbey
Quinesha Renee Liburd
Giuseppe L. Lye
* Kelli S. Marini
Ashley Marshall
Tiffany Lee Mastromauro
Cristina Olivia Matus
Monica Deanne McGruder
Veronica Satha McKinley
Kimberly Ann McNamara
Tina Marie Medina
Michael Brady Miller
Katelyn M. Minich
Sharon Lee Moore
Stephanie Ann Morrison
Tabetha Morway
Denielle Elizabeth Murray
Thu Tran Thien Nguyen
* Heba Mansour Omaish
Alice E. O'Neal
Danielle Marie Paglia
Trisha Patel
Janice Leigh Payne
Eugene Anthony Pollydore
** Brooke Nicole Reitzfeld
Tatiana Rodriguez
Channing Rae Rogers
Yasmeen Ross
Schubethai Sainvil
Nyangra Monique Samuda
James Savius
Nicole Schmidt
Ariel Monique Sellers
Ariel Havens Shawley
Natalie Sybil Shinn
Jennifer Louise Shippert
Douglas Paul Stedfelt
Michelle Ann Stevenson
Danyelle Christen Taczak
Erin K. Tierney
Suzanne Marie Tomasiello
Nicole Michele Tore
*** Hoa Truong Truong
Chandell Monique Tyghter
Kristi Michelle Varner
Jaime Vishal, Jr.
Jordan Nichole Werle
Kelly Lynne Wessner
Antoinette Jacqueline Williams
Whitney Lynn Williams
Eric James Wilson
Chao Zhang

Legal Studies BS
Felix L. Acosta
Marycruz Aguilar
Gabrielle Alexandra Alves
Luigid Adolphe Andou
Michael Andrew Bernstein
*** Paige Emily Blankenship
Christopher Michael Bozas
Lindsey M. Brown
Allan Charles
Albert Jason Chester
Celeste H. Christian
Candace Nicole Coletti
Melissa Ann Conley
Brittani Cork
Marlene Andrea Cousins
Allison Denise Daniel
Karla Viviana Daugherty Guzman
Tiffany Lashay Davis
Frances Marie Dentzard
Kelsey Lee Dlugokinski
John Timothy Downs
*** Joshua Ernest Eckman
Andrew Tyler Eicher
Keith Aaron Epstein
** Caitlin Bernadette Esposito
Ethan Blackwell Evans
** Baylie Marie Fry
Danielle S. Gaddy
Christopher Garcia
Kimberly Garcia
Jillian Amanda Gilbert
Mandi Lauren Goldman
Jonathan D. Graff
Brian Nicholas Gray
Thomas J. Greenaway
Pejumae Funmi Guscott
Emily Theresa Haslam
Kaliophe K. Hatzileris
Kelsey Patricia Hayden
** Laura S. Hernandez
Lawrence J. Imburgia
Sofia Jalane
Alex Jean
Jazmin Takura Johnson
Sheesley Michelle Jordan
Sherin Rose Joseph
Mavis Adeola Kalo
Ali Kamalzadeh
Kierandeep Kaur
Megan Olivia Kifer
Christopher Stephen Kiggins
Stacey Lynn Kolozs
Kristi A. Kridel-Battista
Alejandro Jose Lanaune
Lauren Renee Lanzier
Ryan Christopher Lavosie
Bianca Yva Faustin Lherisson
** Shaye Corinne Lindsey
Natalie Lauren Lord
Ruth Elizabeth Lozano
Shameka Olivia Martin
Michele Lauren Mathura
Leandra Miguelina Matos
Tiffany Alysia Mauer
*** Andrea-Li San Marcos Medina
Bonnie Mac Medina
Rachel Marie Meehan
* Vivian Natalia Millan
Michaela Ercell Miller
*** Ryan David Mitchell
Jennifer Ann Moore
Heather Ashley Morgan
Bianca Mia Mota
Ashley Meagan Munch
William Nathaniel Mustain
Ramin Samuel Noshirvan
* Lacy Leigh Page
Brittnee Cinthia Palma
Michael Alan Pardillo
* Carolyn Marie Park
Tabitha Park
Kelly Ann Pingel
* Ivelis Quinones
Pablo Daniel Quiroga
Charles Douglass Rashed
* Kristen Ashley Reynoso
Crystal Rodriguez
*** Yisell Rodriguez
Lindsey J. Rosenbaum
Alex Hunter Rosenfeld

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jonathan Ray Sallaz
Marisela Sanchez
Debra Dianne Santiago
Lizzette Aguililla Santiago
Adam Grant Schultz
Katelyn Helene Seigel
Bryan Scott Sherbrook
Alan Braga Silva
Kali Lauren Marie Sinclair
Madonna Joy Smith
Andrew Mickinson Spencer
Nekeisha Shantel Stephenson
Kayley Renee Stoner
Tricia Joy Talbot
Pearce Walker Taylor

*** Felicia J. Thomas
Maria De Los Angeles Torrealba
Noah Dean Twinning
Rachel Marie Uberbacher
Alyssa Rose Valle
* David Robert Van Zandt
Rose Stephanie Vital

** Justin Charles Viviano
Jeffrey Vezicino
Justin Philip Walker

** Olivia Faith Walker
Adam James Wilcox
Christina Lynn Wilford
David Michael Wolfe
Stephanie Anne Wolfinger
Natalie Jeri Zagury

Public Administration BS

Megan A. Burgin
Maria Anne Falco
David Charles Farrar
Jaren Matthew Goode

* Gregory Vernord Hampton II
Taylor Steven Jones
Michael Stephen Knoll
Spencer Bradley Kostus
Guillermo Antonio Laguna
Hager Lotfy

*** David Victor Mariutto
Adero Janel Ogwada
Andrew Ellis Palmer
Brian Donald Pelletier
Laura M. Roberts
Brianna Jade Sawyer
Niconia Sequette Smith
Rachelle Diane Woods

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Kristeen Acito
* Nathaly Aldana
Diane Lynn Antoine
Daniel Thomas Appleman
Drionne Veronica Arney
Aurelio Ayuso
Kristyn Dawn Barbour
Allison Michelle Berkowitz

** Andrea Betting
Laura Jeannette Bowdich

** Rachel Lynne Boyd
Kamara Anais Brown
Tamarra Kay Brown
Lorena J. Carabces Flores
Hayley M. Carr
Nicole Ashley Celso
Elizabeth Cespedes
Christine Elaine Christian
Christina Chu
Claudette Cineus
Mary Anne Clement
Lindsay R. Colle
James Joseph Conte, Jr.
Michaela Louise Coogan
Brianne Nicole Corso
Sarah Elizabeth Cromwell
Sheila Denise Cuevas
Evelyne Dantes
Jeffrey Rock Daviero
Heidy P. Diaz De Sical
Ericka Dorlean
Mavila R. Dumanso-no Garcia
Bianca Judy Etienne

* Lisa Ann Eubank

* Ana Leticia Evans
Lisa Ashley Feinberg
Jennifer Connie Fernandez
Heather L. Flanagan
Brianna Lynn Geary
Amber Joyce Geisler
Ryan Everett Godwin
Tiffany Monique Godwin

* Amy J. Green
Shenor Normonica Harding
Joan Hargrave
Haley Rebecca Helms
Noraliz Hernandez
Jimmy John Hirschbeck
Natalia Leanne Hoyo

* Camden Huber
Halima Jaffer
Tiffany Marie Johnson
Melissa Michele Kelly
Lauren Margaux Kendall
Stacy Kenerly
Nasil Kim
Alyse Veronica Klang
Elena Michele Klasner
Sagirah Marie Knight
Peter Jordan Knudsen

** Hope M. Kosteski
Grant Nisbet Lawrence

* Alana Rachael Leger
Yvick Judes Reylond Legerme, Jr.
Maryleeen Liddle
Shante A. Lloyd
Gilda Gabriela Locke
Christopher Lindsey Lyons, Jr.
Telena Rochelle McGhee
Korri Anne McLaughlin
Rebecca L. Melick
Jennifer Lynn Mellington
Crystal Diane Melton

*** Asteria Moore-Belghazi
Jennifer Morisseau
Christopher Michael O'Connor
Tillie Mayweather Oliver
Lauren Rose Onderko
Shayna Michele Patron
Natasha Arielle Patterson
Katherine Lizeth Payares

* Yiset Perez
Kristy Angel Perretti
Lisa Marie Phillips
Kelsey Elizabeth Pierce
Ashley Dione Pierce
Priscilla Ruth Quinonez
Carl Nicole Reid
Kelly Elizabeth Reid
Caitlin Rose Reilly
Apryl Nicole Rittman
Melanie Rivera
Claudia Rodriguez
Desiree Alexis Rodriguez
Lillian Aixa Rodriguez
Rebecca Nicole Rodriguez

* Julianna Corinne Rollins

** Graziella Russo
Gabriella Sonya Sanchez
Salome Corinay Shaw
Gloria L. Shroyer

*** Jeanne M. Simpson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Britney Louise Smith
Sophia Rena Smith
Yalily Perez Smith
John Soler
Sabrina Renee Stephenson
Ashley Marie Stolitza
Carolyn Beth Strubbe
Ashley Amanda Summerall
Christy Dawn Taylor
Melissa Ashley Telsey
Dottie Jo Thomas
* Kailey Brooke Trew
Timothy Glen Tucker
Ebony Shanell Turner
Comela Ulison Tyrell
Laura Allison Ucci
Erin Aubrey Ward
* Angela Marie Washington
Amy Jo Wasinger
Josh Teddy Wiater
Jamira Lashell Williams
Dennis Joseph Woodcum
Shaakirah A. Young

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
David Michael Carstens
Gary Joseph Opott
Jonathan Russell Virgilio

Biotechnology BS
Jamellah Menal Abraham
David Michael Carstens
Timothy Ferris Dillman
Gregory Louis Goldblatt
Matthew Charles Hyson
* Bradley Ruh Kincaid
Jennifer Carol Mann
Brently Andrew Mohler
Megan Rachelle Moore
Stuart C. Munich
Chukwueneka O. Oriala
Sonja Monique Sincic
Everett James Sutherland, Jr.
** Katherine Lynn Taylor
Jonathan Russell Virgilio
* Nathan Patrick Ward

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Daniel Amoh
Rodofo Eliasit Bustamante
Lia Oliveira Augusto dos Santos
Stephanie Susan Flatt
Henry Claude Francois
Jonathan Francis Fretwell
Liangeli Marie Fuentes
Melissa Marie Garay
Danielle Elizabeth Goss
Alisa Anne Grace
Adrienne M. Holliday
Hayleigh Jade McFarlane
Amanda Dell Morra
Olivia Anne Page
Marija Tvrdik-Kofman
Stephanie Marie Valentine
** Jennifer Michelle Wooley

Molecular Biology and Microbiology BS
** Yassmeen Abdel-Aty
Jamellah Menal Abraham
Anthony Edward Adamitis
Andres Jorge Alvarez
Brooke Ashley Amato
** Casey Lee Arnold

Shlermine Auport
Rachel Kalekili Austin
Hasan Bin Awal
Alexandra Catherine Ayache
Daniella Margaret Badal
Andrew Nicholas Barnard
Samantha Pearl Barrett
Hayley Michelle Baum
Sheila Mariam Bawany
Joshua James Bazata
Jamilla C. Bigby
Jessie Leigh Blalock
Tetiana D. Boicheva
Thomas Witter Brim
Tirzah Jean Brittlebank
Shanitra Nashay Butler
Carolina Cadavid
Anthony R. Campbell
Tyler Chase Carney
Ana Carolina Carr
Camille Giovanna Cassella
* Giselle Castaneira
** Elizabeth Mitchell Caudill
** Michael Ryan Chambers
Omar Ali Chaudry
Bryan William Chechcia
Alissa Wing Guan Choi
John Edward Clore
Alisha Marie Colon
Scot Thomas Connor
Brailynne Amber Corr
Marie Francesca Covas
Mackenzie Katherine Creasey
Brenna Lea Croft
Christal Vanessa Crooks
** Angela Marie Crovty
Kayla Iris Cuadros
Joseph Paul De Jesus
David Delapena
Michelle Kathryn DellaPenta
** Nahim Ahmed Dewan
** Camila Diaz
Carlos Francisco Diaz Rodriguez
Timothy Ferris Dillman
Thomas Lee Dinardo
Tam Hoai Duong
Ramone Sean Eldemire
Hosam Amr Elghanam
* Alexander M. Fagenson
Joshua Ethan Fakess
Seth Christian Fakess
Sara Kate Farney
Larryn Bailey Farris
Elaine Felix
Marlene Teresa Fernandez
Kelly Lynn Finnigan
Elizabeth Anne Floegel
Sean William Flowers
Sharlynn Mae Duran Gabarda
Maria Camila Garcia
Erica Boyd Garcia Armenter
Tyler James Garrett
* Candace Elise Gonzalez
Alisa Anne Grace
April M. Grant
*** Seth Michael Grubb
Gemma Gulati
Christopher John Hawkins
Jason E. Hernandez
Alina Hernandez Fernandez
Bridget Claire Hill
Olivia Ann Hillick
Adrienne M. Holliday
* Sean Paul Holmes
Robert Asa Horn
Erin Michelle Hyde
Matthew Charles Hyson
Alexander S. Jagernauth
Artish Latraia Jefferson
* Jason Johnson
Kevin Lee Johnson
* Mehreen Bilal Kassoo
Eric Matthew Keasler
Nicholas Lee Kennedy
Yasmin Maged Khalaf
* Bradley Ruh Kincaid
William Michael Kogler
Amara Elizabeth Kott
Paulina Navarro Krause
Katherine Lindsay Krueger
Erica Jeannine Lankenau
Megan Arielle Lepak
Dezarae Raquel Leto
Rebecca Anne Levine
** Samuel Duane Lipan
Ogenetega Jeremiah Madera
Ledesha Marie Dorothy Maduro
Rayniece Magloire
Vladislav Maksimchuk
Kirk Land Mancinik
Jennifer Carol Mann
Ermitha Marcelin
Paul Douglas Martin
Taylor Kristine Martin
*** Zophia I. Martinez
Robin Aryna Mata

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Ivanna Natasha Maxson
Karen Lynn McDaniel
Ryan John McLaurin
Aaron Michael Meek
Jennifer Britney Milbery
Brently Andrew Mohler
Megan Rachelle Moore
Nina Pola Morgan
Levi Mossiah Morris
Marilyn Mosquera
Stuart C. Munich
Erika Nafi-Valencia
Ravindra Naraine

** Samantha Jo Nelson
Danny Tien Nguyen
David Vu Nguyen
Stephanie Thuy Nguyen
Vishnukartik Nitta
Christopher Orlando
Melinda Sue Osborne
Bushra Patail

* Atish Patel

* Kishan Mohanbhai Patel
Minal Anil Patel
Neil Hasmukh Patel
Nekita Patel
Poonam V. Patel
Ruchir P. Patel
Nathalie Perdomo
Hugo Leonel Perez

*** Alana Bhavani Persaud
Travis Devand Persaud
Brett James Picarazzi
Jaimie M. Pozzy
Ryan Marshall Priemer
Uthara Rajasekhar
Vanessa Leigh Rayen
Viviana Rios
Heriberto Luis Rivera
Lauren Concepcion Rivera
Mohammad Ali Rizvi
Jason John Rogers

** Chukwuemeka Carl Runyon
Linda Nayebare Rutsyamuka
Mohamed Safiullah
Severija Maria Saladziute
Joshua Rajan Samuel
Michelle Erin Schiller
Samuel Shapiro
Shima Shekari
Lydia Yonroe Shen
Jessica Maria Silva
Coral Elisa Silva-Medina

Benjamin Paul Sirutis

** David William Smith
Nishka Marie Smith
Tiffany Anne Smith
Chris John Soha
Geoffrey Nicholas Soltes
Arien Mercedes Stebbins
Joseph Strong
Everett James Sutherland, Jr.

** Thomas Lee Sutton

** Jamil Syed
Matthew D. Szasz
Matthew N. Tadrus

* Aiza Tariq

** Katherine Lynn Taylor
Andrew Lawrence Teblum
Alexandria Yanet Thomas
Courtney Gloria Thomas
Monica I. Thomas
Samantha Marie Tienda
Marah Catena Tillman
Phungtien Loan Tran

* Jessica Treto
William James Trudo
Aqua Ullah
Hassan Farooq Usmani
Ashley N. Vander Ven
Christopher Calvin Vandivier
Zachary Alan Varraux
Angela M. Vergo
Natalie Nicole Voorn
Megan Chel Watson
Cassandra Lynn Webster
Kelby Wayne Wegner
Sheli Marie Wilbur
Kenneth Thomas Wong

** Suma Yalamanchili

* Jessica Christiane Yap

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Hannah Susan Adams
Adriana Maria Alzamora
Lindsey Marie Ambrogi
Ashley Deanna Andrae
* Jennifer Armada
** Alyssa Paige Ausnehmer
Kathryn Elizabeth Bast
Jessica Bezerra
Emily Nicole Beriswill
** Victoria Belle Bernhardt
Kinsey Lauren Blatz
*** Shawna Jo Kristen Blume
Sadie Elise Boettger
** Melissa Ann Bongiovanni Matthews
Amy Rose Bowen
Martha Jane Briggs
Elyssa Renee Calhoun
Karina Marie Calzadilla
Kayla Lyn Cameron
Cherah N. Charter
* Angelia Chavarria
Reuben Joshua Contreras
Nicolette Antoinette Couzzo
Jessica Anne Coyne
Marc Louis Cracchiolo
William Woodfin Crosby
* Pierce Marvin Dayuta
Lara Phuong-Khanh Deaton
Alison Jane DuBose
Stephanie Elizabeth Eaton
Amanda Virginia Edelman
Heather Lauren Eisdorfer
Cynthia Karina Ellezineigue
Christina Ann Ezzo
* Jessica Joan Fern
Anna Katherine Fielder
Luisa Fishman
Kathryn Emily Fortin
Alexa Rae Franks
Jessica Ann Fried
Paige Elizabeth Futch
Benjamin Andrew Gabriel
Brianna Lee Geary
* Molly Kate Gigandet
Tyler Jeffrey Glisson
Amanda Gabrielle Hermida
Bianca Kay Hetzel
Amanda Michele Hill

Ashley Rose Hoffer
Melinda Danielle Holcombe
Brittany Sue Holsten
Amelia Anne Homnick
Lauren M. Korecheck
Julie A. Krukar
Natasha Kumar
Thuy Anh Thi Lai
Joanna W. Lau
*** Anna Margaret Lee
Meng Li
Yelena Litoshik
Teagan Elizabeth Long
** Justine Marie Lopez
Rebecca Catherine Lopez
Danielle Lorenz
Briana Nicole Lyon
Whitney Elizabeth Maikkula
Melissa Anne Martin
Rebecca Amy Maupin
Marie McLean
Rebekah McMillin
* Jessie Ann Mendoza
Casey Lynn Mills
Nadia Elizabeth Mohabir
Carriann Moye
Megan Gloria Mutchler
Kristen Marisa Nieves
Brittani Autumn O' Connor
Amanda Baudalia Oyola
Nicole Pardo
Noemi Perez
Jennifer Michelle Reiser
Amanda Rose Rempert
Darryl Anne Ritter
Laura Rebecca Roll
Maria Rosa Angelina Romano
Ashley Michelle Romero
Mamie Lynn Rowe
John Dustin Saathoff
Aram M. Sarkisyan
Nicole Saumell
Keri Lynn Scott
Sheri Elizabeth Seto
Kathia Elizabeth Skinner
Katrina Aubrieana Skinner
Alex Jay Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Shannon Brooke Smith
Jennifer Ann Style
Michael Royce Honrales Tan
Ember-Joy J. Tanganan
Fridrik-Dan Juan Tanganan

Christina Marie Trentacoste
Min-Hsuan Tsai
* Kimberly Marie Walker
** Lindsay Elizabeth Walters
Erin Michelle Willie
Elena Wilson
Steven Gregory Winnett
Amber DeEtte Woods
Sungah Yang

Nursing Generic BSN-Accelerated
Second Degree BSN Track

Jasmine T. Henderson

Nursing Generic BSN-Concurrent ASN
to BSN Track

Nicole F. Albright
Melanie Jayne Ayers
Flavia Bravo
William Benjamin Carswell
Kerry Suzanne Clark
Melanie Jessette De Guzman
Michelle Denise Frazier
Yvette Greffrath
Hannah Eloise Hallman Quirk
Mellemese Love Harrison
Nicole Marie Kapsak
Stephanie Marie Lazarus
Joanna Lynn Levy
Rachel Johanna Malota
Nicole Rene' McConnell
Ryan William Moyer
Katherine K. Myers
Susann Nagel
Juliette Michelle Phillips
Michelle Marie Thayer
Jennifer Lynn Traub
Sarah Michele Vilaret
Caitlin Elyse Wagner
Suzanne Anderson Wallis
Patrick Jerome Way
Jennifer Marie Yaden

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing AS
to BSN Track

Alicia Julianne Albright
Katie Angelica Allen
Brandi Marie Blazier
Erin E. Bonwit
Jessica Lynn Burch
Ruth Liliana Castillo De Guzman
Melissa Gale Clemons

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Melissa Contreras
Lisa Maureen Curran
Mike Cutter
Kimberly Ann Dorough
Shannon Nicole Ehrlich
Tamila Shequita Fair
Stacy Lagasce Fifer
Stephanie Jaye Fishman
Scott Carlisle Freeler
Rhachelle Magbanua Gadi
Sunita Gokool-Ramesar
Sabrina Kelli Graham
Dironada Kiona Gross
Nancy E. Guillen
Jennifer Sue Hambey
Fabiola Pilar Harman
Danielle Nicole Harper
Beth Anne Heimburger
Michael Sidney Herringshaw
Kelly Melissa Hopkins
Lindsey Megan Kral
Susaye Janelle LeMay
Rhachelle Elaine Maracic
Katherine King McGarity
Kellee Diane McNulty
Priscilla Yvette Mercado
Shannon Leigh Meyers
Erie Caufield Michael
Kellie Lynn Oliver
Reema Rahal
Keri Kathleen Rassi
Tina Marie Rawlins Kaiser
Catherine Nichole Rivera
Josette Rizo
Gamalier Rolon
Marisela Milena Rosario Lee
Tshiaba Mwenegelukayi Russell
Andriea Oathout Schotter
Nicole A. Shafar
Vanessa Peach Solomon
Sheridan L. Spencer
Mollie Catherine Steingrimsson
Nicole Raynell Strange
Marilyn Sue Szekely
Thomas Anthony Tsitas
Jamie Lynne VanAuker
Shannon Lee Vargo
Tanesha Antonette Waite
Leanne Marie Wannamaker
Laci Kay Wells
Amanda Jane Williams
Hailey Melissa Witt

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing RN-BSN Track

Shannon Formas Badger
Marissa Oakes Barber
Lori Suzanne Beinart
Whitney Jo Brown
Charles Alan Cantrell
Jennifer Lynn Canzonieri
Rebecca Uma Clark
Kristin Nicole Conti
Michael Diaz
Jeanne Ellen Dietzel
Mitzy Danell Flores
Renee Elizabeth Folger
Lakoscia D. Harris
Britney Liles Herring
Judith Carol Haitt
Salina Mirran Hollister
Linda M. Jones
Gunhee Jung
Meredith Aleah Maguire
Marsha Lynn Maile
David Meekins
Vida Miller
Shannon Lynn Moran
Stephen Lee Moss
Norma Cleo Navarro
Cindy Lee Duddles Nichols
Izis Veronica Nixon
Debra Elizabeth Notestein
Sherri Lee Ouellette
Leslie Denise Parsons
Dina Vanessa Santiago
Teresa Jo Stakelum
John Robert Stephens
Kimelia Melissa Titone

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Abigail Ethiopia Adkins
* Alina Alvarez
Alexandra Amanda Armstrong
Laura Elizabeth Arocho
* Raina Bahu
Kira L. Baldwin
Olivia Rose Barica
Lila Virginia Barretta
*** Brianne Alexa Barta
Robyn D. Batts
Neysha Patricia Bauer
Andrea Lauren Bowes
Adam Matthew Brock
April Samantha Brown
Valerie Michelle Camilo
Alexandra Elizabeth Campbell
Megan Concetta Careiro
Stefanie Nicole Carrier
Rachad Amanda Chen
Lais Fernanda Cheva
Symone Florense Ciencin
Jaclyn Sara Clark
Valeria Joann Clock
Kayla Copley
Maryanne Costa
** Denielle Rae Cox
Sonja Mira Desai
Brittini Mae Dipaolo
* Esme Corrine Doucette
** Lauren Kathleen Driscoll
Chelsea Lynn Dunshee
Chera Marie Eisen
* Lauren Anne Ellman
Kelly Anne Feerick
* Sylvana Fernandez
Leah Ann Fowlkes
Lauren R. Fromin
David James Garton, Jr.
Tara Paige Gautney
Alexa Jacqueline Godel
Samantha Elizabeth Godwin
* Kristine Gonzalez
** Jared Benjamin Greenbaum
Amelia Caitlyn Guldin
Kristina Kyongye Hadsick
Solomon Luke Harm
Amanda Elaine Harris
Timothy Brent Higginbotham, Jr.
Katie Nicole Houser
Lainie Kates
Chelsea B. Kesten
Alexandra V. King
** Hilary Ann Kinzel
Brian Morgan Kirkland, Sr.
Raisa Marie Lasanta
Juliette Sophia Lauer
Monica Rachelle Lewinger
*** Jordana Abra Lipkin
** Jessica C. Lomasson
Nicole Luninski
** Katherine Mae Mackenzie
Matthew Jonathan Malerba
Andres Miguel Marmol
Aimee Maxwell
Gina E. McHugh
Brittany Lee McGoughlin
Sarah Nicole Mears
Tamara Jennie Michel
** Carina Renee Miles
Melissa Miranda
Rebecca Jean Newland
Cory Leigh O'born
Elizabeth Grace O'neal
Ashia Marie Palmer
* Julie Marie Pilott
* April Caroline Pitman
Emily Rene Plate
Romina Lorena Polo
** Alexandra Emilia Prano
Michelle Victoria Pretto
Ariel Marisa Purns
Nicole Przenioslo
Christina A. Ramos
Andrea Nicole Restrepo
Guiltherme Rodrigues
Adam Luis Rodriguez
Sarah Danielle Rubens
** Alyssa Runner
Natalie Ann Shaouy
Hilary M. Shapiro
* Lindsey Marie Showalter
Malcolm Drew Siminovsky
Christina Lynn Smith
Jenna Grogan Smith
*** Kandi Kay Steiner
Nicole Blair Stoddard
** Blake Lindsey Sutton
Alyssa Marie Thomann
Brittany L. Toland
Shreyas Anil Trivedi
** Erin Kaleigh Wachtel
Kristin Elizabeth Walsh
Amanda Marie White
Melissa Marie Ziegler

Anthropology BA
Caroline R. Acha
* Samantha B. V. Angel
Lauren Ann Axelrod
Paige Besinger
Anna Maria Biggerstaff
Janelle Alesia Burns
Victor Chen
Kathleen E. Cole
Kathryn R. Comellas
John Michael Constantine
* Ryan K. Dallas
Melissa Louise Dangler
Jessica Diane Davis
Ashley Alexia Fisher
* Lindsay Katherine Foucht
Sarah Elyse Galicki
** Matthew Timothy Hardcastle
Sarah Anne Hayenga
Heather Kristin Hicks
Martine Gutierrez Houston
Keegan Kenny Hubbard
Nicolet Anthony Hwang
Chelsea Francesca Irish
Jennifer Marie Jacobs
Darriel D. Johnson
Angelie Kristen Kawa
Shane Thomas Kunze
Keith Mitchell Louden
Chantal Veronique Magnin
* Jennifer E. Malnasi
Andrew Matthews
Kendall Blair McCollough
John David McIntyre
Jessica Kathryn McMinn
Melissa Ann McNutt
Lilian Luisa Milanes
Steven Lee Mounts
Dariana Naveo
Rebecca Jean Newland
Christina Marie Parker
Kevin Allen Pavlas
* Aaron Joseph Porter
Hugo S. Puerto
Donald Andre Rawerson
Sarah C. Raymond
Philip Arthur G Restall
*** Patricia L. Reynolds
Mayatta Jean Roberts
John Edward Robertson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Anastasia Marie Schott
Lori Kathleen Seeds
Mara Elizabeth Sims
Somer Renee Stampley
Veronica Lee Stehouver
Emily Adele Stephanz
** Chelsea Nicole Stewart
Masanari Taguchi
Alex William Taylor
Rebecca Julia Terry
Linnea Therese Thurlander
Theodore Stephen Toggweiler
Theresa Anh Tran
Evan D. Welker
Kimberly Ryan Wyckoff

International and Global Studies BA
Melissa Jennette Alicea
Stefan James Babjak
Christian David Baez
Kaillee Danielle Benoit
Adriana Carolina Conrreras
Marc Elton Croes
Lindsay Mae Dent
Sara Elizabeth Gardner
Jessica Gicheran
Jeffrey Allen Higgins
Rebecca Lynn Hiliard
** Emelien I. J. Kelly
Emily Anne Killgore
Tamara Lasso
Jessica Martin
William Binford Mayfield
Emily McGone
Virginia Leigh Morrow
Samanta Kay Pearce
Stephanie Elizabeth Prietelli
Maria Eugenia Rios
Alexandra Marie Rosado-Cabrera
Ruth Madai Ruiz
Marianne N. Thornton
Ashley M. Timmerman
Rachel S. Wein

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
Andrew Austin Albertson
Stormie Dyane Baker
Chelsea Elizabeth Ball
John David Barksdale
Sarah May Berch
Sheridan Ariel Block
Ashley Diane Bolling
Noelle Marie Bondhus
Brittany N. Brathwaite
Stephanie Ann Broderick
** Christopher M. Brown
Maisha Monet Brown
David Alexander Buchman
Lauren Sylvia Burk
Timothy Leland Carll
Tiffany Marie Carroll
Albert Jason Chester
Taryn Rene Childress
Charles John Daniel
Joshua Calvin Daugthy
Catherine J. Davies
Teresa Barbara Davis
Amanda Marie DeBautte
Matthew Lee Degelorno
Jimena Del Carpio
Mark Phillip Donohue
Yvel Yonek Eximond
Nico Fiore
Melissa Nicole Fitzgerald
Jennifer Pascale Fouquet
Jesse Daniel Froeschle
Gina Victoria Gabriel
Austin Wayne Gager
William Louis Giovanetti
* Joanna Marie Goldenowicz
Michael Edward Gustafaste
DeAnn C. Gurney
Kailie Marie Gurney
Takasami Andrew Hagiwara
Aron Michael Harrison
Jamie Patricia Hempel
Kelsey Michele Herrett
David John Hogg
Bobby Lane Hogsten III
Shea Marie Holbrook
Shellee Lyn Hutchins
Angelina Maria Kimer
Travis Charles Kilpatrick
Samantha Lauren Krantz
Kristina Marie Kus
Alex Enrique Lambis
Lauren Elizabeth LeBlanc
Clara Marcela Lenis
Matthew Jay Linskey
Jara Renee Lipman
Benjamin Litz Lipson
Lekita Monique Logan
Megan Kathleen Lorenc
Ashley Shae Matteo
Nicole Amber Mattingly
Evan C. Maxwell
Joshua David McCarthy
Sebastian Mejia
Hunter R. Meyer
Jonathan Rex Miller
R. Stephen Morgan II
Brittney Ann Mostert
Catherine Nicole Mullin
Lattiaius Rashard Murray
David Nathanson
Sara Alice Newton
Vincent Alexander Nunchuck
Juan Carlos Olmo
Melissa Perea
Laura Lee Pyle
Margaux Emily Ring
Hector F. Rivas-Pinzon
Chelsea Lynn Romberg
Travis Andrew Rubley
Jacob Schroeder
Zachary Scott Shields
Michaela Rae Shinn
Justin Andrew Smith
Brian Patrick Taaffe
Chad R. Thompson
Linda Everett Thurston
Stephanie Leigh Tucker
Raisa Deandra Ward
Stephanie Marie Way
Christine Marie Williams
Cynthia Danielle Wood
Dove Roslan Yepes
Kelsey Jeanne Zeidner
Donna Elizabeth Zimmerman

Journalism BA
Austin Chandler Castle
Michael Angelo Clinton, Jr.
Amy C. Foist
Kevin James Hernandez
Lindsay Gena Holmes
** Janelle Kuehnert
Allen Edward Levin
Allison Leigh Miller
Hannah Taylor Mobarek
Meisha Tamar Perrin
Brandon Lee Ribak
Nicole Rene Schoen
Ashley K. Sikand
Jordan Elizabeth Snyder
** Kaitlyn Jean Teabo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Nicholas Jon Wilke
Gianna Katherine Wyatt

Journalism BA-Editing Track
Meghan Corrine Lindner
Brentley Michael Romine
Justin T. Sanak
** Shayla Whitney Silva
** Chelsy Lynn Tracz

Journalism BA-Newswriting Track
Katelyn A. Kustura
Maria Teresa Parada

Journalism BA-Visual Communication Track
Amanda Isabel Georgi
Lily Claire Maxwell
Amy Lynn Simpson
Chelsea St. John
Savannah Lynne Stegall

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy Track
Joseph John Aiello
Rachel Candice Bachand
Michael Fredric Bicknese
Adam Matthew Brock
Cory Bruh
Natalie Francis Caron
Cristian Kevin Corbin
Kristian Cosme
Abigail Frances Crispin
Matthew Anthony Cusano
Alexis Renee Duling
Peter Bentley Einisman
Sean Edward Ellingham
Dominique Gelin
Jessica Rhea Lewis
Melanie Leigh Nicolas
Dominic Louis Charles Piscitello
Cassandra Theresa Santiago
Justin Joseph Selig
Malcolm Drew Siminovsky
Joshua William Stewart
Adam Harris Trautenberg
Ethan Zachary Weinberg
Grant N. Wheeler
Benjamin Louis Winegard

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics Track
Regina Salome Abdool
Gil J. Alicea
Joseph Daniel Alleva
Ryan Moss Andersen
Olivia Denise Aponte
Stefan James Babjak
Eric Barlow
Katrina Mariel Barnaza
Michael Wade Boyette
* Michael D. Brooks
Zoë Blake Brose
Jennifer Nicole Brownell
** Michael Peter Burzynski
Troy S. Campbell
Melissa Andrea Cardona
Matthew-John Clements
Sarah Elizabeth Cole
Camron Michael Colston
Adriana Carolina Contreras
Melissa Louise Dangler
* Katherine Elliss
** Anna Vishkace Escamani
*** Ida Vishkace Escamani
Richard Marion Espaillat
Stephanie Carolina Espinetti
Diana Patricia Estebaran
Brandi Nicolle Ezell
Natalia Denise Fidel
Mark Andrew Gaeta
Christopher Thomas Gahagan
Joshua Wayne George
* Vincent Andrew Giura
Richard Dylan Hall
Frank Raymond Hedges, Jr.
Mikimaru Hiram
Michael McGill Hoffman
Corey Lorraine Hubbard
Kathryn Mary Hunt
MaryJane Jachens
Joyce Hyeikyong Kim
Shane Thomas Kunze
Gabriel Olivier La France
Mark Joseph LaBalbo
Alex Ryan LaBosco
Matthew Patrick Lane
Rudy David Mahosky
Zainab Alma Meheri
Anna Katherine Melnick
Ruben Andres Mendez-Saldana
Allison Leigh Miller
E. Joshua Miller
Melissa Miranda
Kasara Angelina Moussadadd
* Cory John Murdock
Daniel Stewart Payne
Genesis Pettay
Fedora Philippeaux
Trent Jon Phillips
Lucas Carlos Pineda-Saavedra
Madeleine Lee Reinstein
Jonathan Burk Reuter
Carlos Antonio Rivera, Jr.
* Julian Miguel Rodriguez
Stephany Rojo
Nicole Chantele Rosica
Marc S. Saint-Fleur
Kaitlin Leola Sanders
Anastasia Marie Schott
Matthew Joseph Seppa
Angela Marie Sissons
Jose Soto III
** Marla Spector
Kevin Joseph Speedy
*** Crystal Starr Stephenson
Joseph Tranquilino Stilkind
James Matthew Thorpe
Vanessa Danielle Trader
Paul Vincent Vinciguerra
Carolina Wassmer
Kevin Scott Wolkenfeld
Jennifer Wylie
Gregory L. Young
Petar Milan Zijic

Political Science BA-International Studies Track
Carolina Saavedra

Political Science BA-Prelaw Track
*** Jillian Margaret Askren
Katelyn Marie Baird
Tabatha Amanda- Faye Baum
Seth Nathaniel Benes
Thomas Nicholas Bisulca
Matthew Ryan Brabham
Nicole Renee Brunswick
Michael Anthony Carroll
** Brittany Courtney Casola
Emily I. Chalala
Justin Wayne Collins
Adam Richmond Conrad

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Scott Edward Cooper
Kyle Matthew Costello
Joseph Thomas Coughlan
Christopher James Dangler
Sarina Sue Di Calogero
Cristina Diaz
James Thomas Dougherty
Nadia Yvonne Douglas
Bryan Marsden Eastman
Roselin Figueroa
* Genevra R. Fountain
Julie Elizabeth Frost
Michael Rafael Garcia
Stefan-Jose Garcia
Andrew J. Gayoso
Saman A. Ghiassi
Alison Blair Gladstone
Robert Stephen Goldenberg
Noah Sheldon Golding
Fernando Antonio Gonzales-Portillo, Jr.
Ana Gisselle Gonzalez
Christine Marie Gordon
Alexander Thomas Harne
James Matthew Hill
Claire Judith Hilliard
* Jennifer Ann Hostetler
Allison Elizabeth Howard
Jordan Andrew Hudson II
Cassandra Ghan Huggins
Leonard Husenaj
Ronald Andre Jackson, Jr.
Jordan Tyler Jarvis
*** John Wesley Joyner II
Susanna Kardashian
Andrew Parks Keefe
** Hilary Ann Kinzel
*** Janelle Kuehnert
Marco Antonio Larenas Duque
Caleb Lawson
Daniel Joseph Levanti
Alexandra Madero Lezcano
Michelle Jimena Londono
Silvia Stefani Lopez Barrera
Stacey B. Marmorstein
Anish John Mathanickal
Matthew Murphy McCann
Jonathan Michael Noguera
Yuliya Novik
Andre Nicholas Olejack
Amelia Teresa Paz
*** Leidy Lauriet Perez
* Stephen Christopher Phillips
Stephanie Alexandra Reyes
Victoria Lynn Rice
Audra Malene Robitaille
Nazareth Erika Rocher
Cecily Michelle Rodriguez
Amin Nicholas Sadri
Brittany Caitlin Santora
Laura Elizabeth Scala
Robert Brian Schlegel
Spencer Allen Scott
Gregory Richard Singh
Jason Nathanial Smith
** Chelsea Nicole Stewart
Matthew Ryan Storch
Lexi Leigh Sundook
*** Felicia J. Thomas
Matthew Dean Tolnay
Michael Bidwell Tuthill
* Andrew Garrett Tuttle
Monica Ware
*** Ryan Patrick Whittingham
Brandon Lewis Williams
Stephanie Anne Wolfinger
Michael Ryan Woods

Psychology BA

Antonio Leveze Robinson

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist

Veronica Catherine Adams
* Noelle Sundene Adderton
Austin Chandler Strippler Bliss
Marissa Nicole Clark
McKenzie Carrie Cloak
Crystal LaShandria Flowers
Matthew Immerman
Molly Ann Johnson
Anthony Scott Jones
Molly Anne Kent
Allison Grace Lindblade
Rachel Nekia Loyd
John Stanley Menard
Victoria Esperanza Mendez
Joshua A. Mesa
* Brittany Morgan O'Shea
Danielle Catrina Rivera
Katrina Marie Schweinberg
Kari Lynnette Sheridan
* Kimberly Ann Sweetman
Tara Dawn Thomas
Andrea Jana Thompson

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism

** Amanda Nicole Castro
Shannon Marie Garlin
** Kristen Leigh Gilmore
Corinne Danielle Hanna
Lydia Gayle Jennings
Ekaterina Sergeevna Lashkova
Christina Carol Manna
Rachel Ann Miller
Kaitlin Eileen O'Toole
Amanda Nabilah Phillips
Laura Marie Shafer
Lindsey Jordyn Taylor
Arthur Mitchell Volpe
Lauren Nicole Walsh

Radio-Television BA-Production

* Kristin Nicole Benjamin
Christina Amanda Booth
Edward Kurt Candelers
Allison Crawford
Steven Brandon Davis
** Michelle M. Garcia
Arthur Gayle McFadden Goodman
Michael Robert Guenther
** Jordan Renee Henry
Elmancie Allanda Kelley III
Mallory Brooke Klum
* Logan Kriete
Aubrey Christen Lane
Julia Sasan Miller
* Laurel Marie Milovac
Gabrielle Marie Motto
David M. Munden
Heather Ashley O'Connor
Jeananne Osborne
Jared Mitchell Penczynski
Benjamin Allen Schepler
Brittany Kristen Wiegert

Sociology BA

David Aiken Ashby
Paul R. Baker
Juan Barredo
Richard Fowler Bouthillier
Parker Brown
Lisa Marie Chiapputto
* Krystal Kimisha Christopher
Savannah M. Cotton
Jacquelyn Danielle Coward
Carla Reddie Cox

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Allison Marie Cummins
Cristina Diaz
Clinton Wainwright Dillard
Christina Elena Eisenberg
**Ida Vishkaye Eskamani
Dominique Gelin
Elaina Marie Gray
Kate Marie Griffin
Marie Catherine Gualtieri
Michelle Lea Higgins
Valerie Morgan Hill
Eric Irizarry
Jessica Elaine Johnson
**Kayli Jane Keough
Nichole Lynn Krause
Lionel B. Lambert, Jr.
Joanna M. Leonard
Keith Mitchell Louden
Elizabeth Sarah Lucht
Andres Luex
Joannivette Malave-Matias
Daphne May
Stacy Angela Martin
Tiffany Lace McDaniels
Vanessa Morales
Grace A. Nicholl
Shantelle Niar Ortiz
Ariadna Pena
Rebecca Michelle Perez-Espejo
*Colleen Kelly Powers
Rachel Ann Renkens
Maria Roman
*Rachel Corinna Sewell
Nicole Stark
Monica Perez Steady
Adrienne Marguerite Tegreeny
Jacob Peter Van Valkenburg
Dawn E. Vedera
Alexandra Jade Vega
Kelly Worthen
Madison Tyler Zierk

Biology BS

Monica Marie Ailes
Jacob Russell Allen
Melyssa Lynn Allen
Joshua D. Allore
Ciro M. Amato
Matthew Ryan Anderson
Elie Elias Aslou
John Paul Aylmer
Jasmin Maria Ball
Jonathan Zed Barcenas
Lauren Theresa Barker
Royce Michael Barlow
Robyn Elizabeth Barney
Nathan James Beauschesne
David Anthony Bech
Sheno Allicia Bennett
*Kyle James Bettis
Christine Michele Bitzer-Jaffe
Edgar Rene Blecker, Jr.
Danielle Lynn Bley
Gabriel Austin Boggs
Martha Elizabeth Bravo
Kelly Elaine Breslin
David Osborne Brown
Drake David Brown
Christopher Ryan Buckart
Alexander Biggs Buttermore
Casey L. Callahan
Juan A. Camacho
***James Hunter Cassiano
Sunghwa Chang
Claudia Civil
Lucian Burke Clower
Autumn Convery
Megan Michelle Corsbie
John J. Critser
John Edward Cunningham
Colby Danielle Curtis
Allison Denise Daniel
Ramon De Gracia III
Thomas John De Siena
Caitlyn Rose Debevec
Michael Edward DeGrove
David Aaron Demarco
Alejandro Gabriel DeZayas
Nathan Anthony Diaz
Sarah Nicole Stewart Dimino
Stefanie Nicole D’Innocenzo
Elizabeth Kathryn Doan
Alexander Joshua Eisenberg
Peter Fereg
Diane Marie Fontannez
Courtney Lillian Friedman
Melanie Rene Frohlock
Natalia Gallego
Brittany Gann
Sarah Min Allie George
***Cielo Dayani Gnecco
Benjamin Michael Gochnour
Lisset Gonzalez
Steven Eugene Gotham, Jr.
Alisa Anne Grace
Sabrina Nicole Gray
Natalie Marie Greco
Angela Maria Guerra
***Pete Alexis Guerra
Megan Leigh Gunsallus
Leidy J. Gutierrez
**Matthew Timothy Hardcastle
***Robert Jagger Helhe
Cara D. Heinrich
Amy Nicole Hengesberg
Cecily A. Hernandez
Sheila Vanessa Hernandez
Amanda Celeste Hinkley
Robert Asa Horn
Heicuhanh Nguyen Huynh
Alissa M. Iannazzo-Simmons
Kassandra Enid Ingram
Kaitlin Jane Jackson
Rachel T. Jones
Sydney Alyse Katz
Heather Elizabeth Kobus
Molly Rose Kovacs
Cynthia Lynn Krzyzanowski
Brett Dennis Larose
John Lasster
Benjamin Lewis Latimer
Manuel Alejandro Lima
Katarina Marianne Lindholm
Nicholas Jordan Lougheed
Preston John Martoglio
Randall Brunnion Medlock, Jr.
Julian Alejandro Mejia
Lee Anthony Melvin
Luciana Torres Mendiola
Amanda Valentina Menza
Tatiana L. Mesa Santander
Sal David Miletello
Matthew James Minard
Autumn Victoria Moller
Daniela Monje
**Emily Susan Moore
Megan Rachelle Moore

Bachelor of Science

Actuarial Science BS

***Tyler Scott Gates
Jeffrey Teixeira Lanza

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Rachel Erin Mueller
Christina Rose Nagy
Alison Dole Nadeer
Anna Thi Nguyen
Chuong Viet Nguyen
Crystal Thuy Nguyen
Justin Alan Nippert
Laura Ashley Nix
William David Olafson
Christine Ann Olson
Aaron Joseph O'Neill
Melinda Sue Osborne
Marissa Danielle Otto
Olivia Anne Page
Michelle Papadopoulos
Gabriel Paris
Grishma Patel
Jaimin Patel
Danh Pham
Edmund Kiroku Pikula
Matthew Adrian Poye
Maria Camila Pulido
Matthew Kyle Purvis
Gabrieli Vidya Raghirinsingh
Saira Aleea Ramsammy
Mary Elizabeth Rentfrow
Janna Leigh Rhoades
Shaia Marie Rivera
Benjamin Michael Rogers
Chelsea Laine Rohrer
Jason Andrew Rutkauskas
Kirolos Fady Asaad Saeed
Tatiana Mesa Santander
Alexander Emmanuel Santos
Christina Marie Sapio
Nicholas John Sarabalis
Monica Segura
Ojochide Joseph Shaibu
Jordan M. Shim
Kyle Thomas Smith
Alexis Arlene Snow
Michael Leonard Sosinski
Michelle Sreter
Kelsey McKenzie Stalvey
Rachel Anne Stewart
Ashton Leigh Story
Loc H. Thai
Jason Andrew Toedter
Mai Thanh Tran
Theresa Anh Tran
Kaela Marie Troutt
Naiara Van Pelt
Rosmary Victoria

Lindsey Marie Vincent
Jason Alexander Williams
Allyson Lois Wittig
Charlene Lynnette Woodward
Nadine Elise Wright
Joshua David Yanover
Seyed Mohammad Alamdar Zaidi

Chemistry BS
Baxter Walter John Abraham
Amanda Barton Aker
Jarrett Christopher Brown
Jaque A. Bryant
Michelle Ann Dotten
Kyle Edward Giesler
Jaime Brooke Johns
Scott Allen Matthews
Kimberly Ann Perry
Nomi Kate Sherwin
Daniel James Strohecker
Alexandra A. Taraborelli
Brian Matthew Tish II

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry Track
Ramone Sean Eldemire
Julian Talbot Leland

Forensic Science BS
Ariana Albornoz
Nastasha Marie Conner
Christopher Michael Cropaanse
Daniella Carolina Desnoyers
Lindsey Durante
Kristen Nicole Ellis
Rafael Alberto Gonzalez
Nicole Harvilla
Sara Gilmar Martinez
Jade Montes de Oca
Christopher P. Tipler
Sean Thomas Tokay
Donna Brooke Tyus
Casey Lauren Waugh

Mathematics BS
Tyler Neal Lewis
Martin S. Rolek
Talon J. Ward
Alexander Thomas York

Mathematics BS-Applied Track
Jackson Antoine
Almuatazbellah Ahmed Awan
John Richard Bourret
Nichole Marie Lopez
Kristen Emily Pietsch
Matthew Joseph Russo
Amy Lynn Sims
Samantha Lynn Steele

Mathematics BS-Computational Track
Miller Don Hederi

Mathematics BS-Engineering/Physics Track
Alicia Marie Clark

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics Track
Jonathan Ross Sinclair

Mathematics BS-Pure Mathematics Track
Philip Alexander Dime Bauer
Ryan Mitchell Beasley
Santiago Ortolano Guisasola
Aryan Jazayeri
Jie Ling Liang
Travis Paul Meade
Keith Alden Noone
Michelle E. Noves-Ced
David Armando Perlaza
Jamie Lee Roselle
Kyle Stephen Trainor
Evan Cameron Weiss

Physics BS
James John Borrelli
Steven David Dennis
Jacques A. Ernotte
Derek Morris Tisher
Stephen Douglas Wood

Physics BS-Physics-Optics and Lasers
Dale Adam Troendle

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Physics BS-Physics-Astronomy Track
Christopher John Campo
Cameron Elliot Glasscock
Matthew Ryan Hardin
* Antonio Jose Ordonez

Physics BS-Physics-Computational Track
*** Dustin Ryan Morley

Psychology BS
Sherry Abdallah
Yazen A. Abdin
Karishma Salim Abdul
Courtney Marie Adair
Jeffrey K. Adams
Kaela Ann Adams
Jill A. Afonso
Bethany Ahnert
Athina Alia
Niran Aljafari
Melyssa Lynn Allen
Nicole Annette Allison
Didem Alpaslan
Edvard Guenson Altidor
Marian Alvarado
Devon Michele Alvarez
Michael Charlton Amick
Daniela Andrew Prato
Zia Ansari
Daniel Michael Appel
Timothy Michael Armstrong
Alexia Marie Arnold
Jamie S. Aronson
Amberle M. Ashbell
Jordan Lucas Ash
* Eric Charles Audette
Maura Minoru Kahaulani Austin
Jeffrey Aybar
Sheik Tayyib Ayuibe
Chantel Elizabeth Bailey
* Shannon Kyle Tedder Bailey
Brenda Ann Barker
Justin B. Barrett
Giustina Maria Bartolotta
Maia Bater
Michele Krystin Beaton
Emily A. Bell
Gidget Gabriela Benitez
Verareka Sherri Benjamin
* Michelle Jaclyn Bern
Natasha Bevins

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

* Shannon Lee Biagi
*** Lauren Michelle Bloomer
Caitlin Jane Bobsein
Ada Bonilla
Nanette Borroto
Krista Marie Brancato
Brianna Mac Brandon
Casey L. Brasol
Krista Nicole Breeden
Jennifer Ann Brennan
Kathryn Marie Bresette
Jessica Brito
Madison Leigh Brody

*** Danielle Nicole Brousseau
Amanda Paige Brown
Candace Shavawn Brown
Katherine Marie Brown
Michaela Shea Brownstein
Erika Renee Brubaker
Danielle Monique Bryant
Jasmine Marie Bryant
Lorraine Kerry Bryant
Kimberly Ann Buehler
Alexandra Jelyne Buxo
Evans Ernest Byron
Mary Nicole Cabada
Carlos Antonio Caceres
Miranda Emily Cahill-Marsland
Rachael Eileen Cain
Jeveyne Atoyia Caines
Sara Nicole Caigas
Cameron Thor Calaverne
Jennifer A. Calderon
Vivian S. Calderon Guzman
Diego Antonio Callirgos

** Tanya Elizabeth Gardner Campbell
Matthew Aaron Cannon
Stacey L. Capilos
Diego Cardenas
Alexander Cardona
Maria Isabel Carrillo
Marina Carrozza
Christina Marie Carter
Arielle Lea Cartwright
Jason S. Carver
Lashawnda Sade Casper

*** James Hunter Cassiano
* Caitlin Alyssa Cassidy
Alvin De Jesus Cerrud
Devin Newell Chapnick
Danielle Amanda-Christine Chen
Mikael Anthony Cherry
Ingrid Yum Cheung

* Krystal Kimisha Christopher
Briana C. Ciocco
Jordan Scott Clapper
Ivey Nyisha Coleman
Kelly Elizabeth Coleman
Sabrina Kay Conlon
Cameron Blake Cooksey
Mary Beth Corbin
Janeth Sophia Cordova
Danielle Nicole Cosio
Allison Marion Cox
April Dawn Coyle
Whitley Belisha Crocker
Chantelle Crown
* Julia Leigh Crumbley
Marcy Irene Csuhran
Elizabeth Jean Cucurullo
Alyssa Brittany Cunningham
Amber Kelli Curley
Betty-Anne Cyr
Katherine Thanh Dao
Jennifer Leigh Davies
Amy Marie Davin
Elliot Rolf Davin
Juan Felipe De La Cruz
* Anette Elizabeth Decker
Jennifer Denise Deel
Lisa N. Defuso
Carly Marie Delacruz
Elyse Alexis Demestichas
Makayla Simone Deshazor
Melissa Marie Dexter
* Yana Det

*** Lindsay Yasmin Dhanani
Jillian G. Diamond
Millie Celeste Diaz
Alyssa Diciero
Nicole Monique Dodd
Illya Rae Domowitz
Kristine Devi Dorothy Dono
Deandhrha Kristine Downs
Anita Dudley
Katie Elizabeth Duggan
Beatriz Maria Dunn
Brody Klee Easley
Jordan Rachel Edgley
Brooke Meaghan Edmunds
Briana Rachael Edwards
Alexander Joshua Eisenberg
Amanda J. Eismin
Crystal Marie Elam
Noor M. Elkhaldi
** Laura Marie Emory
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*** Michelle Ann Enoch
Glenn Michael Epstein
Stephanie Eileen Escobar
Alice Marie Everett
Michael Anthony Farinella
Melissa Fernandez
* Rebecca Anna Maria Fernandez
Nicolette Ferrara
Michelle Lucina Ferrer
Candace Marie Fersch
Tiffany Lynn Fick
Paige Elizabeth Fiellin
Lauren Catherine Finney
Elnette Fleurisial
Parker Florin
Julie Melissa Flow
Amanda J. Forbus
Francis Michelle Formoso
Kara Ruth Forstie
Sheryl Juanita Franklin
Aja Gabrielle Fraser
Claire Elizabeth Frenkel
Terez Nicole Fuller
Tia Ashley Gallagher
Naresh Bashesh Ganesh
Anthony Nicholas Garcia
Emmanuel Garcia
Matthew Christian Garcia
Chelsea Rae Gardner
Trinity Merissa Garib
Janie Coleman Garner
Shelby Jean Garrett

*** Kandyce Monique Garth
Max Gay
Brigida Ludmila Geltz
Natalie Marie Genao

** Gabrielle Gentile
Sarah Min Allie George
Cristina Marie Gerber
Daniel Caleb Giaquinto
Jill Teresa Gibbs
Shantara Denise Gibson
Sierra Marie Gibson
Heather A. Gilbert
Jennifer Marian Giles
Gencie’ Regina Glascoe
Timothy Lee Glasscock
Courtney Gabrielle Godwin
Adam Richard Goetz
Julian Jose Gomez
Jennifer Elena Gonzalez
Luis Leandro Gonzalez
Matthew Evon Goodman

Adina Rae Gordon
Cory Nicole Gordon
Marina Jane Gove
Jessica Lynn Graham
Ariana Bajan Gray
N. Lee Gray II
* Emily Rose Greco
Candace Rebecca Greggs
Amber Lynn Grimm
Meghan Marie Grubler
Alejandro Miguel Antonio Guernica
Yaly Paola Guerrero
Kathryne Elizabeth Gunn
Gan Guo
Ajla Bucan Gurla
Wesley Howell Hale
Andrea Nicole Hall
Eboni Michele Hall
Jessica Kara Hanzman
* Carl Jameson Harper
Kamille Naomi Harris
Ashley Alexis Harrison
Deidre Kaye Hart
Megan Rose Harton
Ashley Rose Healy
Victoria Elizabeth Hearn
Taylor Nicole Helff
Bryan David Henderson
Shannon M. Hennessy
Veronica Ja’Quette Henry
David Patrick Hernandez
* James A. Hernandez
Laura Patricia Hernandez
Michelle N. Hester
Lauren Michelle Hew
Caitlin Marie Hildebrandt
* Audrey Patrice Hill
Jamie Ann Hill
Patricia Michelle Himmel
Erica Noelle Bohmman
Melissa Sue Holland
Brittany Xandria Holmes
Nelysha Monet Holt
Kassandra Mikiala Honea
Jessica Huerta
Jamie Denae Hull
Ashley Anne Hutton
Troy Robert Huyhn
Brittany Adair Innan
Kimberly Michelle Ingram
Jimmie Scott Innan
Seth Joshua Iskowitz
Francis Gabriela Jacamo
Danielle Marie Courtney Jackson
Kristina Patrice Jackson
Theressa Rene Jackson
Leah Whitney Jacob
Chael-Sandy Jacquet
Humera Razzaq Jangda
Dominique Jean
Marsha Jean-Baptiste
Kristen Brienne Jennings

*** Nayoung Jin
Alexia Johnson
Atiq Johnson
Christopher Kyle Johnson
David Warren Johnson
Shannon Claire Johnson
Stephanie Orian Johnson
Brooke L. Jones
Drew Alexandra Joos
Jenslyne Joseph
Vikas Suhas Joshi
Ashley Juliet Kahan
Heather Kaleigh Kalman
Michelle R. Kameron
Lauren Alice Keane

*** Erica Shantel Keller
Laura Kelly
Annabel Hart Kent
Christen Lynn Kerins
Mehwish Fatima Khan
Pascal Norma Therese Khoury
Alexandra V. King

** Lauren Michelle Kirchmeyer
Jocelyn Nichole Kiss
Nadia Elham Kisswani
Kimberly Lin Klokow
Travis M. Knight
Rebecca Lynn Knox

** Vivien Ildiko Kocsis

*** Ronald Walter Koji
Taryn Jeri Koslow
Michael John Kozierach
Heather Kraft

*** Sydney Ariel Kranz
* Elizabeth Marie Kraus
Any Alexsandra Kroytor
Christina Nicole Kruger
Melissa Ann Kurschner
Barbara LaBanca
* Christina Noelle Lacereza
Stacey Laleau
Quinn Lemoyne Landes
Chelsea A. Lapointe
Chelsey Michelle Larkin

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Jessica Lynn Larson
* Sonya Rae Lawrence
Whitney Alysya Lawson
Jennifer E. Leadem
Allison Renee Leib
* April Dawn Lendoir
Amanda Marie Lentz
Nepthaly Leveque
Ian Leverenz
Rebekah Nicole Lewinski
Julie Ann Lewis
Kyle Jeffrey Lewis
Jared Scott Link
Jessica Brittany Linnear
*** Jordan Abra Lipkin
* Renee Suzanne Lomas
Jessica Monique Long
Terry Ellen Lopresti
Liset Barbara Lorenzo
Yesenia Lozada
Christiannne Crystal Lutchman
* Lesley Ann MacDonald
Savannah Leigh Madley
Eric Allen Mann
Michael J. Marett
Christina Lynn Marks
Hanna Elizabeth Marshall
Gasel Analysy Marte
Adrienne Danielle Martin
Daniel Blake Martin
Bridget Minerva Martinez
Lisandra Marie Martinez
Aaron Patric Mateer
Adrian Maxwell
Meliza Quionna Maynard
Kaley Elizabeth McCann
Rebekah Danielle McConnell
Sarah Christine McEachern
Marley Solana McElroy
Timothy Daniel McFadden
Samantha Jo McGee
Patrick Ryan McGuire
Kelsey Rose McIntyre
Steven Mitchell McLeod
Timothy John McManus
Matthew Brett Alexander McMullen
Kimberly Crystal McWilliams
Jessica Caitlin Meadows
Stacy Marie Meadows
Chelsea Adele Meaton
Zachary Clifford Merz
Donna Lewis Metts
Barbara Nicole Miller

Madeline Elizabeth Miller
David Christopher Mininni
Jairo A. Minotta
Crystal Marie Miranda
Taylor Lindsey Moeller
Elwanda E. Monroe
Gabriel Ruben Montero
Chad Michael Moore
Kira Diane Moore
Jennifer Marie Morales

** Mallory Moretti
Jeremy M. Mortenson
Courtney Nicole Mosier

* Theodosios Efstatiou Moumouis
John Edward Mountford V
Carrie A. Mucha
Kate Margaret Mulligan
David M. Munden
Ada Marie Muniz
April Elizabeth Murdoch
Samantha Ann-Marie Murray
Kathryn Marie Nagib
Kendrick Delshawn Nelson
Morgan Elizabeth Nesbitt
Gregory Philip Neuberger
Karyalee Nicole Minchew Neveu
James Matthew Neville
Justin Tai Van Nguyen, Jr.
Shannon Lea Nichols
Felicia Marie Nielsen
Shireen Niketi
Kristin Gayle Norquist
Michael Andrew Norred

*** Cassie Marie Norsworthy
Jessica North

*** Christie Lea Norton
Tayler Barra Novick
Tania Margarita Nunez
Casey Nicole O’Brien
Sean Patrick O’Connor
Kristen Lucille O’Donnell
Ronald George Okolichany II

** Marta Olenderk
Kaelyn Ashley Oliveira
Janeli Olivera
Debbie Gail Centeno Ouanon
Chelsea Anne Page
Giorgina Palmisano
Michaela Alexis Panariello
Johanna Gabriela Paredes
Melinda Gail Parker
Julia Lynn Parmer
Sara Louise Pate

Anokhi Nakul Patel
Neha Mukesh Patel
Yaiy Yahtaira Patino
Desiree Rene Patrick
Melissa Ann Patrick
Brady Scott Patzer
Melissa Angelica Paz
* Jennifer Megan Pearce
Christopher Matthew Pelesko

*** Miranda Marie Pelkey
Eric David Penney
Amie Lynn Perez
Catalina Perez
Marissa S. Perez
Natalie Lynn Perez
* Steven J. Perham
Crystal Dawn Perry

*** Melanie L. Perry
Ryan Aloysius Peter
Jodi Nicole Petit
Ryan David Phuong
Kevin Michael Pieper
Priscilla Adelina Poggi
Jean Joseph Poiras
Alecia M. Potzler

* Colleen Kelly Powers
Danielle Prager
Jessica Lynn Prodouz
Chastidy Kirsten Quiles
* Katherine Edell Ralph
Sally Gamal Ramadan
Russell B. Ramalie
Alexandra M. Ramos
Philip Scott Ramsay

*** Andrea Yvonne Ranieri
Sheida L. Raymonvil
Siobhan Kathleen Rebennack

*** Jeffrey B. Reeves
* Molly Catherine Reeves
Heather Lynn Reichman
Celise Remy-Lewis
Yamil Omar Reyes
Louis Clifford Rhodes IV
Richard Hunter Riblet
Ashton Elizabeth Rice

* David Bancroft Richards
Lindsey Anne Richards
Mia Antoinette Richards
Nadine Samantha Richardson
Elizabeth Ann Ridenaer
Anastasia Sophia Rittscher
Andrew Wayne Roberts
Rebecca Ann Robinson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Alyssa Ann Roche
Andrew Jason Rodriguez
Annmarie Rodriguez
* Jazmine Rodriguez
Maite Rodriguez
Chelsea Elizabeth Rogers
Gregory James Rousis
Lindsey Ann Ruffner
** Ellen Catherine Ryan
Thalia Mellissa Rydz
*** Marie Laura Sabbagh
Maxine Rose Sacks
Rebecca Jennifer Saint Juste
Severija Maria Saladiute
Alejandra Carolina Sanchez
Christopher John Sanchez
Elisa Sanchez
*** Michelle Ann-Marie Santos
Michelle Leann Saunders
Sharon Scaria
Eumelia Britney Scarlato
* Alexandra Lynn Schechter
Jonathan James Schellhammer
Alexa Ryan Schmidt
Joshua Steven Schmidt
Nicole C. Schmitt
Darlene Rene Schultz
Steven Peter Schultz
Lauren Paige Schwab
Nicole Marie Scuriatti
Zachary Landon Scoggins
Gwendolyn Denece Scott
Jordan Shae Scott
Heather Nicole Seik
Monica Sharma
Shima Shekari
Orlando J. Sheppard
Anthony Omar Sherman
Patty Ann Shokrani
Melody Reich Shull
Brittany Loren Sicard
* Alina Nadeem Siddiqui
Amanda Michelle Siegelthuch
Stephanie Louise Signorelli
Ashley K. Sikand
Danielle Faye Silva
Andrea Tracy Slaughter
Adrienne Michelle Sloan
Amanda Danielle Smith
Ashley Autumn-Lanore Smith
** Darlene DuPrist Smith
Elizabeth Joy Smith
** Rachel Anne Smith

Michelle Nicole Solomon
Bryan Daniel Solorzano
Boyd Ferlando Sparks
*** Ryan Gary Specie
Christopher Craig Spencer
Samantha Margaret Staab
Jessica Marie Steward
Jacqueline M. Stewart
Lauren Paige Stewart
Kelsey Pauline Stodtko
David Lamar Stokes, Jr.
Tomika Michelle Story
Jenna Suzanne Strassman
Cheryl Marie Strzelka
** Patricia Lynne Styers
* Kyle Thomas Subich
Gabrielle Anna Swartz
Meghan Elizabeth Sweeney
Sarah Michelle Sylves
** Andrew Brian Talone
Alyssa Danielle Suemi Tanaka
Alexis Leigh Tatum
Austyn Joseph Tempesta
Elycia Katherine Tenney
Kristina Marie Thirles
Kerese Eileen Thompson
Michael William Thompson
Serena Moigian Thompson
Warren Gilbert Thompson
Catherine Marie Thomson
Kaley Megan Tierney
Allison Paige Tomack
Amanda Marie Torrens
Daniel D. Torres
Stephanie Leigh Tucker
* Andrew Garrett Tuttle
Shanece D. Urbina
Audrey Gomez Uson
Lesley L. Utley
** Katherine Valentin
Michelle Kimberly Valenzuela
Jessica Veras
Acacia Denelle Vierbicky
* Jacqueline Cristi Villasin
Matthew Vinson
Samatha Nicole Vitello
Nadina Vulf
Alan Dean Wagner
Katherine Lois Waldheim
* Hope Gillette Walters
Martonious Jeremy Warren
Christin Marie Watts
Elizabeth Lauren Weeks
Alexei William Weiner
Laura A. Weissbaum
Kurt William Wentzel
Cassandra Lynn Whitten
Stephanie Breanna Wilbanks
Brittney Tiara Williams
Nicholle Marie Williams
Brittany Re Wilson
Lori-Anne Wilson
* Kelly Lesley Wolgram
** Laura Nicole Wood
Danielle Marie Wynn
Kelsey E. Yarborough
Lauren Nicole Zakaib
Adrian Zaremba
Melissa Marie Ziegler

Social Sciences (Interdisciplinary) BS

Naresh Bashesh Ganesh
Kathryn Nicole Hart
Brittini Marie Hernandez
Samuel Liberatore
Gialletta Virgina Maresca
William Langley Wharton V

Statistics BS

Ryan J. Brainard
Kara Lynn Fuller
Tianshu Gao
* Britanny Anne Janiszewski
Michelle Lynn Kormondy
Stephanie Anne Kuczynski
Joshua Alan Mondelli
*** Jake Stiles Owen
Trevor Rogero
Phillip G. Williamson
Sharris Kenyetta Wright

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-General Studies-BA
Masood Ali Ahmed
Robin Ann Monaco Aldridge
Michae Allen
* Jennifer Frances Anselmo
Richard Kevin Bandolik, Jr.
Sammy M. Barakat
Cory Michael Boughton
La'Shonda Antionette Broxton
Mari Bergeson Butler
Clarice Charlotte Byers
Angelica S. Carter
** Melissa Ann Castorino
Codyann K. Catlin
Taiko Renae Chandler
Christine Marie Chaney
** Leann Marie Chaney
Athia Nahar Choudhury
Joseph A. Cipriani
Xzavian D. Clark
Adrian Mathias Crawford
Pedro Pablo Cruz Servan
April A. Dillo
Victoria L. Dodd-Kania
Jahn Mikael Dussich
** Thomas Patrick Edens II
Julia Lynn Elrod
Stephanie Lauren Faber
Raymond John Fabris III
Jodi Michelle Farbish
Julissa M. Fernandez
* Kaley Rebecca Frank
Neil Andrew Fria
Scott David Fuxan
Travis Lee Gallagher
Alexandra Victoria Gonzalez
Jose Gonzalez Linares
Laura Chelsea Holling
Matthew Harrison Horn
Chanelle A. Jackson
* Janice Harper Jackson
Amanda Michelle Japp
Amelia Jane Jennings
Vincent M. John
Andrew James Kellar
Jonathan Fitzpatrick King
Joshua Jarod Lear
** Amber Diane Lengacher
Marissa Katie Lipton

Mollie Kristen Lodge
Gabriela Nori Lopez
Andrew Flanary Luttrell
Derek Alan Lynch
Susan Gayle Martin
Lauren Danielle Mason
Danielle Marie Massalone
Elizabeth Marie Mcclellan
Tara J. Mears
* David Andrew Melillo, Jr.
Danielle Leah Merola
Krista Ann Middleton
Siul Eunicie Montalvo Vasquez
Christopher Bryan Moore
Caitlin Nicole Morris
Steven Mark Myones
Nicole Iyamile Novaton
** Christine Louise Ockunuzzi
Melissa Marie Olivarez
Susanna J. Palmer
Kristofer G. Pen
David Lowell Pendry
Claudia Perez
Valerie Crystal Perez
Lucia Paloma Pinelli
Zulma Guzman Roman
Jarrod Nathaniel Rudolph
*** Carli D. Saldsman
Suzanne Elaine Sanchez
Jordan Joseph Santucci
Andrea Michelle Scott
Erinn Ashton Scott
Christine Suzanne Sexton
* Eric Leigh Sharbone
Alyssa Jeanne Sherman
Summer Ashley Singletary
Leanne Sless Gardner
Tara Nicole Smith
Kristi L. Sokol
Alycia Ann Stephens
Jessica Jayne Storm
Elizabeth Irene Sullivan
Nichele Jean Swanson
Michelle R. Tanton
Liza Jeanette Torres
Samantha Nicole Tripp
Zachary Price Troser
Valentin Alexander Vazquez, Jr.
* Alethea Cheyenne Vedder
Joshua Charles Vieira
Caitlin Nandini Vijayanagar
Rachel Alexandra Vukson
Elizabeth Marie Walsh
George Alexander Waltensperger
Taylor A. Whiteside
Aeryel Dominique Williams
Nicole Thornton Williams
Heather Renee Wilson

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women's Studies Track
*** Anna Vishkaye Eksamani
Jessica Lynn Helmer

Bachelor of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies Track
Brandon Keith Barnett
Christina Marie Bechtold
Griffin Stafford Bell
Amy Frances Bradbury
Sarah Michelle Bunch
** Alexandra Michele Bunker
Richard R. Campanale
Sherry E. Carpenter
Kasey Carrere
Matthew T. Clark
Tyler Charles Cleberg
Judith Leslie Corelli
Brian Scott Curry
* Mary Lee Davis
Elizabeth Michelle Gardner
Anthony James Grimes
Kristen Ashley Hartray
Jonathan L. Jenkins
Christina Ann Kontos
Gail Lynn Lamirata
Robert Morrow Levinthal
Mary Kate Long
Megan L. Mauer
Matthew C. Melvin
Danylle Lee Pasiechnik
* Ashley Brooke Pinkerton
Retta Elizabeth Rohm
Jenna Frances Rooker
Eric Tyler Sauer
Ashley Liana Schreckengast
* Jason Lee Seyfert
Amethyst Nikola Strickland
*** Gabrielle Simone Ashton Swaby
Roland Jefferson Taylor
Gregory Taylor Thompson
Jenna Tipaldi
Straun Sumner Wagner
Grayson Lee Walters

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-General Studies-BS

Nadia Afkhami
Sheila Alaghemand

*** Maegan J. Anderson
Laura Lynn Arrowsmith
Philip Edward Arth III

** Heather M. Austin
Norah Lee Azoulai
Ashley Dianne Baillargeon
Rachel Ann Baker
Amanda Michelle Barbato
Jessica Selwyn Barbee
Rory Barber

* Amanda Nicole Bennett
Shawn Constantino Birely
Kenneth Charles Blankumsee II
Hoyt August Bochy
Molly Sue Bogdan
Katina Marie Bolton
Tara Marie Brewer
Danielle Marie Brown
Nicole Lynn Camire
Ashley Lynn Card
Jordan Keith Carlson
Steven Bruce Carrick
Kareem Castane
Tia Michele Chiacchia
Manika Chuon
Sandy R. Cilliac
Courtney Danielle Cobaugh
Matthew Michael Collins

* Alessandra Meneguelli Correa
Debi J. Creasman

* Katelin Rose Daum
Christian Samuel Davis
Jorge de Paz
Alexander Taylor Diamant
Tiffany Dana Dublin
Andrew Nelson Dugay
Marlyne Jay Emmanuel
Doris Ann Farfan
Sara Marie Farinelli
Karessa Cherishe Farley
Rachael Christine Findlay
Jessica Lynn Fischer
Delores Susanne Force
Kristen Nicole Fowler
Corbin Nathaniel L Francis
Tara-Lee Vannessa Gardner

* Robin Suzanne Gennell
Benjamin David Germain
Melanie Grace Gillum
Kyle John Griffin
Tamara Altair Groom
Katherine Elaine Hall
Raymond Alan Hanson
Karishma Hassanali
Eugene H. Hellwig III
Lori Helmes
Erik Allen Hempe
Antonio Jose Hermida
Amanda Heather Hofer
Melanie Ashton Hoos
Stacie Lee Hubbard
Sean Michael Hughes
Robert Charles Hughlett
Chanel Ashley Jemmott
Catherine Ann Jimenez
Scott Stryker Johnson
Melanie Alexandra Joseph
Raymond Joseph Kidwell, Jr.
Michael Anthony Kilpatrick
Dawn Roberts King
Melissa Catherine King
Marla Elaine Kolter
Tiffany Joy Lane

*** April Carol Levy
Ashley J. Lucas
Amanda Michelle Luesang
Andrew Joseph Macowski
Delanie Sunbeam Magee
Sarah Catherine Maginnis
Ivan Maldonado, Jr.
Misty D. Martin
Leah Marie Masson
Rochele Manalang Medrozo
Kelsey Ann Moody
Tyler Joseph Moose
Joseph Anthony Moreira

* Chanel Alexis Mosby
Leigh Michal Myers
Arsad Mohamed Nadat
Trung Thanh Nguyen
Thelma Tamara Opiah
Mehreen Fatima Parvez
Rikesh S. Patel
Marcella Martha Pereira
Daniel Alexander Perez
Vanessa Michelle Perez
Jeffrey D. Polpluder
Brenda B. Procell

* Michelle Lynn Puikis

Amir Abdur Rashid
Abraham Louis Rivera
Daphne Coriat Rodriguez
Albert J. Rompza
Jonathan Ruiz
Jovita Amparo Salas
Charles Stephen Sanford
Kara Rose Santoro
Kitcha L. Sapp

*** Nathan A. Sardinas
Christopher Thomas Schweitzer
Joshua Ronn Schwenn
Megan Donna Sebastian
Morgan Renee Shafer

*** Teresa Louise Sherrill
Rayford Blanton Shipman
David Sizemore
Adam M. Smith
Cigdem Solmaz
Diana J. Soltys
Ashley L. Spry
Atiba Dior Stephens
Brenda Jean Stewart
Michael Thomas Strahan
Lauren Elaine Stroup
Tamaria Launa Tate
Justin Roberts Taylor
Amanda Aaron Tellez
Edison F. Tenezaca Quizhpi
Kellie Elizabeth Todd

*** Ari Evan Tow
Kimberli Layne Trader
Michelle Danielle Tyndal
Edward J. Uzzle
Dani Nicole VanRyn
Cristie Marie Vargas
Kevin R. Vasquez
Denise Lynn von Gartz

*** Mark Allan Walker, Jr.
Emily Charlotte Wall
Curtis E. Wallace
Sean Carlton Wells
Melissa Joy West
Kristin L. Williams
David Patrick Winters
Danielle Alicia Wright
Trevor Zarnowiec

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS
Riley Kole Battle
Mohammed Benbrahim

*** Nicholas Colon
Cristine LaPella DeBenedictis
Vanessa Delgado
Catherine Marie Drew
Ricardo Arturo Garzon
Ian Christopher Hannah
Jacqueline Marie Kinsella
Tana Lorena Meredith
Diane Michelle Perez
La Chale Shawntel Queley
Miguel H. Romero
Emaus Saintilmont
Martin Javier Velez
Claudette Agatha Wilkinson
Barbara Elaine Williams
Robert Michael Williamson
Samara Eliettes Zamora

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Rebecca Lynn Abram
Megan L. Altman
Allyssa Louise Anderson
** Michelle Donna Au
Kristin Marie Aucoin
Erin Britt Bailey
Jessica Esperanza Barreto
Emily Ann Bashore
Alexis Danielle Bell
Lindsay Rae Blackmon
Kimberly Suzanne Boyd
Jessica Nikita Brown
Terrica Nicole Bryant
Sean Robert Burton
Shannon Morgan Carroll-Painter
Courtney Anastacia Cheleotis
Matthew Noah Chiz
Nadia Nichole Comarella
Kyle Christopher Cominsky
Corinne Marie Como
Nicole Michelle Condon
Carolyn Marie Corry
Shannon Rae Cushing
Kayla Joy Davis
Kimberlee Gayle Davis
Jenna L. Deberry
Katrina Ann Deem
Andrea Bernadette Desouza
Megan Marie Dickinson
Haynie Elizabeth Dodd
Jennifer Patricia Dolan
Alexandra J. Earle
Jerry Alexis Estrada, Jr.
Rachel Kathryn Farinas
Britney G. Farwell
Aline Fenelon
Taylor Danyelle Fortney
Jessica Lee Frazee
Lindsay Nicole Galassini
Sarah Elizabeth Garneri
Breanne Jonae Geers
Samantha C. Glock
Ashley Michelle Gold
Danielle Leigh Goldweitz
Kimberly Elizabeth Gordon
Morgan Lee Graelay
Jasmine Monique Gray
Brittany Rae Green
Leigha G. Green
Michelle Christine Ham
Brianna Simone Hartigan
Katherine Marie Havry
Lauren Alexandra Henley
Dominique Michelle Howard
Rebecca Joanne Hurlock
* Cara Nicole Irvin
Megan Kate Ivstvaneck
Eryn Ivey
Latoya Michele Jackson
Sarah Ann Johnson
Brittany Lynn Kovats
Katie Lynn Kramer
Zhaklin Emilia Lappas
Amanda Claire LeBlanc
Sara Ann Leblo
Erica Rae Lerstad
April Marie Leverett
Katie Lynn Luby
Kristin Flynn Marpe
Megan Nicole Martin
Kristen Janet Maslowski
* Sarah Dawn Maton
** Marietta Kathryn Matusevich
Ashlea Alison McCool
Heather Lynn McCue
Stephanie Lee Merlin
Gina Marie Milano
Jennifer Danielle Milich
*** Kristina Ann Moehle
Julie Ann Montecalvo
Selina Christine Mullennax
Brittany Nicole Narzissenfeld
Kaitlin E. Naumann
* Kristen Alexandra Novo
Jordan Leigh O'Daniel
Barbara Nicole Owen
Denise Monique Pare
Courtney A. Parker
Ashley Suzanne Peterson
Katherine Emery Pettit
Kaitlyn Marie Pierson
Jessica Marie Piramoun
Kailyn K. Potter
*** Alison Michelle Preiss
Michelle Grayson Railey
Lindsay Margaret Recetas
Kyleigh Erin Reismler
Katherine Marie Rio
Desiree Rochelle Roby
Sarah Ann Rodriguez
Pamela Beth Rubin
Taryn Michelle Schweitzer
Brianna Leigh Sestito
Erin Jessica Siegel
Darrien Simmons
Andrea Bradford Smith
Brittany Allison Spiller
Taylor Renee St Clair
Mary K. Starkey
Tierney Caldwell Stecher
** Taylor Gretchen Svoboda
Cailln Eileen Sweeney
Melissa Ann Szkodzinska
Lara Lynn Teope
Jessica Kendall Thomas
Johanna Thompson
Mallary Charlene Todd
Alexandria Nicole Tomooka
Alyssa Ashley Townsend
Kaitlyn Mae Viola
*** Zachary Lee Warman
Wesley Daniel Warren
Madison Renee Wells
Jessica Marie White
Jillian Catherine Williams
Zoe Kristen Wohlsifer
Sara Beatrice York
Rachel Jordan Zusan

Hospitality Management BS
Lydia Ruth Abraham
Jessica Abramahsen
Nicholas Leonard Agrusa
Chad Jeffrey Altman
Cody M. Anderson
Krysta Marguerite Asumma
Keri Ruth Axelrod
Brittany Marie Bailey
Alexandra D. Barton
Gavin Benson
Becca Faith Bergman
Jessica Edith Bermudez
Scott Anthony Bernardes
Lauren Michelle Bethea
Ty Joseph Blachly
* Jennifer Jane Black
Brittany Danielle Blais
Derek David Bodchon
Anna Catherine Brogan
Alicia Natalie Bromfield
Jenna Lynn Bromhead
Andrew Joseph Brooks
Lauren Elaine Brown
Kimberly Lynn Brzezinski

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Cody J. Buchholz
Corey Stefan Cantor
Michelle Dawn Cika
Cristina Natasha Claudio
Jay R. Clausen
Gregory Ian Cohen
Katherine Annette Colston
Danielle Corrao
Rachael Marie Correia
Lauren E. Cox

Corey James Crowe
Lauren Lee Culbertson
Renato Penido Cunha
Daniel Christopher Czerwinski
Meghan Elizabeth Danielson
Kimberlee Gayle Davis
Emma Frances Davoll
Alejandra Delgado
Harrison Neal Delgado
Molly Ann Diaz
Catherine Marie Dowden
Alexandria Rose Earl
Basem Ali Elkhatab
Shai Yitchak Evenhaim
Marco Fanelli
Lacey Heather Farwell
Samantha Jean Fasolo
Aline Fenelon
Jadyn Amy Fischer
Kelly Deanne Fitzgerald
Rachel Lea Fontelar
Amanda Lynn Fountain
Natacha Francois
Michael Alan Garson
Shannon Elizabeth Gavin
Ryan Ezekiel Geno
Kareen Rae Gibbons
Kathryn McKenzie Giralt

Corey Andru Goldfarb
Jena Simone Gonsalves
Ashley Lauren Gregory
Michael John Groeneveld, Jr.
Thomas Anthony Grogan III
Laurel Gromatsky
Catherine Estrada Hagan
Stephanie Marie Harris
Brianna Simone Hartigan
Ellerbe Jane Hernandez
Sam Matthew Hershock

Andrew A. Herz
Matthew David Holfinger
Abby Lynn Huffman
Courtney Irene Hunt

Mary Elizabeth Infantiolino
Mackenley N. Jean
Alicia Marie Jones
David J. Jones
Joel Ricardo Joseph
Colleen Margaret Kelleher
Derek Alan Kelmanson, Jr.
Jeffrey James Key
Jena Marie Kilbride
Matthew Aaron Kilgo
Tiffany Bo Kratzer
Joe Kuches
Amber Michelle Kunster
Murphy C. Kurtz
Karen E. Kutta
Samantha Jo Lacasse
Victoria Ann Lacertosa
Emily Nicole Larson
Selene Fiorella Lazo
Kelley James Leannah
Lauren Danielle Leshe
Brett Robert Lesko
Megan Diahn Lewis

Ariel Simone L'Hommmedieu
John Andrew Lynch
Justin Abraham Mahshie
Frank Stephen Maio
Sarah Joanne Manton, Jr.
Sean Ian Marchbanks
Mason Michael Marks
Amy Alyssa Marsh
Molly Mattox
Ashley Nicole May
Gregory Scott McAdam
Colleen Elizabeth McAffee
Matthew David McCoy
Heather Lynn McCue
Kelsey Colyer Meyers
Jed Stainland Miciak
Kelsey Lauren Millman
Lauren Jorrien Mioduchowski
Stephanie Suzanne Mioduchowski
Kristina Marie Mollo
Joshua David Moore
Emily Jane Morrill
Katherine Bailey Morris
David Moskowitz
Selina Christine Mullenax
Kathleen Mulligan
Darius Demarris Nall
Joseph Samuel Napolitano
Brittany Nicole Narzissenfeld
Lyndsay Nicholson
Celia Elizabeth Nugent
Nicole V. Olivares
Devin P. O'neil
Kristyn Victoria Oramas
Ashley Elizabeth Osborne
Daniel Gerard Paci
Robert Michael Patterson
Kristen Ashley Pearssall
Ashton Nicole Pearson
Ewelina Piersiak
Jessica Carmen Ponce
Richard E. Pontigo

Emilia Porto
Daniel Ralleo, Jr.
Jacob Russell Reed
Xavier Rios
Devon Leigh-Ann Root
Abby S. Rosenof
Corey Daniel Roth
Alyse Deanne Rumerfield
Asia Russell
Renee Russo
Brittany Michelle Saleeby
Scott David Sanborn
Todd Joseph Sauer, Jr.
Courtney Scheibal
Max S. Schemer
Kristie Anne Schuster
Melie Semsedin
Samantha J. Seubert
Stephanie Morgan Sheckler
Stephanie Ann Sheppard
Sunhan Shin
Michelle Marie Skaf
William Edward Skinner
Connor Lynne Smith
Marian G. Smith
Justin Cody Stancil
Tierney Caldwell Stecher
Susan Allison Steele
Amy Marie Sterlicchi
Brittni Ann Stewart
Alicia Robin Stout
Meghan Leigh Stout
Julie Anne Swyers

Tricia Tang
Jonathan David Teng
Kayla M. Tomé
Zachary S. Tyroler
Kristina Jean Ugolini
Sasha Ariel Ullman
Amanda Ann Valencie
Kristin Nicole Van Hook

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Alexander Downing Wallace
Christopher John Waz
Brett Moses White
KayDee Ann Whitehead
Ashlee Levette Williams
Kiara Elizabeth Willingham

** Keri Anne Wolfenden
James H. Wooten
Inez Wysocki
Joshua A. Zekeer

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist Track
Brendan Lee Albright
Cassandra Denise Cerino
Elouisa Sarah Hewkin
Mitchell Ray Little

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Management BS Track
Laura M. Benjamin
Alice E. Bohorquez
Ashley Tiana Nicole Kitzman-Ortiz
Matthew Ryan Shea
Greg Charles Shue

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management Track

*** Alexandria L. Aucoin
** Lauren Alyssa Stolting

Hospitality Management BS-Tourism and Travel Administration Track
Samatha Clare Freedman

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Nicholas Thomas Beecher
Heidi Frances Christmas
David Gillespie Dabney
Alicia Lin Disteifano
Matthew James Driscoll
Joseph Anthony Durkin
Geri Lynn Fabian
Micah Ricardo Green
Malee Holland
Matthew Allan Humphreys
Brandon Daniel Lester
Seamus Michael Maher
Kristen Elizabeth Placinsky
Christian Dean Ringon

* Abby S. Rosenof

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teacher, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film &amp; Digital Media</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>Scarlet Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Art &amp; the Computer</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texts &amp; Technology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Information Systems</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Teal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of *The UCF Creed*. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: *Accent on the Individual* and *Accent on Excellence*.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, *Reach for the Stars*. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Honorary Degrees Awarded

December 1969 Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science
William H. Dial, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 1990 Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters
Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters

June 1970 John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences

May 1991 Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science

March 1973 Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service


August 1974 Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering

May 1993 Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science

August 1978 Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration

May 1995 Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science

June 1979 Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science
Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science

December 1995 Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 1979 Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters

April 1996 Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science

June 1980 Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities
Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service

May 1996 Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service

December 1981 Gene Burns, Master of Letters

May 1997 Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service

April 1982 Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science
Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service
Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service

Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Science

July 1982 Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service
William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service

August 1998 Trevor Colbourn, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 1982 Joseph A. Boyd, Doctor of Engineering Science

December 1998 Linda W. Chapin, Doctor of Public Service

July 1983 J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science
Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service

December 1999 Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 1984 Allan E. Gotieh, Doctor of Laws

May 2000 Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science

May 1985 George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service
Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service
D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service
Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science
William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science

May 2001 Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science

March 1986 Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters

Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science

October 1988 Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters

LeRoy T. Walker Sr., Doctor of Public Service

December 1984 G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science

March 2002 James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services

October 1988 Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science
John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service
Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 2002 Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science

December 1988 October 2002 Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science

November 2004 G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science

May 1989 Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service
David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters
William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters
James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service
Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws

December 2004 Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 2006 Anibel Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science

December 2009 Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters

December 2008 Charles Hard Townes, Doctor of Science

December 2009 Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 2011 James A. Hinson, Doctor of Public Service
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.A.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Sports Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. To update their diploma mailing addresses, undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

Moderato

Words & Music: Bart Szabo

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold, will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold. May loyalty and friendship within our hearts unite and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight. With honor and affection our friendship will renew; we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.

UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,

will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.

May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,

and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.

With honor and affection our friendship will renew,

we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
Gonfalons Symbolize the Spirit of the University of Central Florida

College of Arts and Humanities
The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities.

The Burnett Honors College
Illumination is knowledge—the eternal flame symbolizes The Burnett Honors College’s mission to foster honor and passion for lifelong learning.

College of Business Administration
Familiar symbols elicit world marketplace images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs.

College of Education
The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning.

College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Space Transportation System symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science.

College of Graduate Studies
Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies.

College of Health and Public Affairs
Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens.

College of Medicine
The Rod of Aesculapius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine.

College of Nursing
The spirit of the College of Nursing is conveyed by images that symbolize caring, knowledge, and leadership.

College of Optics and Photonics
The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century.

College of Sciences
As one of the largest colleges at UCF, the College of Sciences’ programs range from the behavioral, biological, computational, and physical to the communicative, political, and social sciences.

Office of Undergraduate Studies
Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning.

Rosen College of Hospitality Management
The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry.

The UCF Creed
Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.
This Commencement Program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 7, 2012.